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ABSTRACT 

As a human security proponent, the Canadian government has declared its support for 

environmental security. Nowhere is this declaration's application more important than in 

the Canadian Arctic. Environmental degradation issues affect Northern inhabitants in 

terms of health, safety and culture, to name a few. This thesis explores environmental 

security from a theoretical basis, focusing on the Canadian Arctic as a region 

representative of environmental security concerns. This paper discusses environmental 

security in its theoretical formations. It then analyzes how the Canadian government has 

applied its theoretical conceptions of the term to its commitment to its Northern Foreign 

Policy. Ultimately, this paper finds that while the Canadian government's efforts to 

rectify Arctic environmental security concerns are positive, there is still work to be done 

i f Canada seeks to fully commit to an environmental/human security agenda. 



Security and the Canadian Arctic: 

Introduction 

Since the Cold War's end, the field of Security Studies has changed. Whereas the 

Cold War's security emphasis on military and state predominated, post-Cold War 

security theories incorporate a variety of issues into security conceptions. One issue of 

particular note is the environment. Environmental security has gained increasing 

prominence over the last decade, even receiving United Nations' mention as one aspect 

of human security. There is a growing argument suggesting that security should relate to 

other than solely military aspects of international relations. 

The Canadian Arctic, which is the major example investigated in this essay, 

represents both the traditional and the current security conceptions very well. During the 

Cold War, the Arctic became a militarized region as the United States and the USSR 

positioned for global supremacy. Military operations, military outposts and lines of 

aircraft and missile detecting radar all served as reflections of the Cold War's security 

conception. Since the Cold War, focus in the Arctic has shifted from discussions of 

military security to discussions of human security. Arguably, the largest human security 

related issue is that of the environment, or environmental security. 

This essay explores security in the post-Cold War world. More specifically, it 

examines environmental security's importance in current security discourse. The 

Canadian Arctic is used to not only exemplify what environmental security issues are, but 
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also to reassert environmental security's importance as a field of study. In order to 

achieve this objective, the thesis is divided into five chapters. 

Chapter one explores the current security debate in general. Its main argument is that 

although military security issues are important, there exist other issues that should also be 

considered security issues. The key themes from this chapter relate to: traditional 

security; post-Cold War expansion of the field; "deepeners" and "wideners"; analytical 

levels of security; a discussion of "threat"; and issues of human security. This chapter 

establishes the point that post-Cold War security focuses on more than issues of military 

security. 

Chapter two specifically focuses on environmental security. This chapter establishes the 

environment as one of the aforementioned "other" issues pertaining to security. Key 

themes include: military linkages to environment; analytical levels of focus (individual 

and global); environment as a source of insecurity and human security. 

Chapter three turns attention to the Canadian Arctic specifically, revealing some of the 

major environmental issues facing the North. This chapter establishes the environment's 

importance relating to Northern human security. This chapter also seeks, through the 

Arctic's example, to establish the overall importance of environment in security 

discourse. Themes explored include: military linkages to environmental security; toxic 

pollutant spread and the affects thereof; climate change and the affects thereof and human 

health. 
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Chapter Four analyzes some of the projects the Canadian government has initiated in 

order to combat Northern environmental security issues. The Canadian government 

subscribes to a human security agenda. It is also working towards rectifying Arctic 

environmental problems. At the same time, a lack of overt commitment to environmental 

security itself raises some questions regarding the government's commitment. This 

chapter argues that although current work in the Arctic is positive and necessary, there is 

still much to be done i f Arctic environmental issues are to be rectified, and i f Canada is to 

commit to human security. The key issues to be examined are: human security; 

sustainable development; middlepowerism; bi and multilateralism; Arctic research; 

working groups and projects; and human health. 

Finally, the fifth chapter re-links the discussion to the overall environmental/human 

security debate. This chapter looks at some initiatives Canada must continue to foster in 

terms of pursuing rectification of Arctic environmental security issues themselves. The 

chapter also explores what struggles Canada faces in fully committing to an 

environmental and human security agenda. 
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CHAPTER ONE: Reconsidering Security 

1 

Much debated since the end of the Cold War, the term "security" seems to 

encompass more criteria in recent years than it has ever previously.1 Current international 

relations theorists continue to argue as to how best to define security. It is somewhat 

amazing to think that one term could generate so much discussion. Still, once one 

considers the breadth and wealth of arguments on the topic, one appreciates just how 

important is defining the term. 

The purpose of this initial chapter is to present the range of debate regarding the 

term "security". Ultimately, the chapter aims to achieve the following objectives. First, 

the chapter wi l l show that while once defined solely in militaristic terms, expansion of 

the term to include non-military criteria has been (in more recent years) accepted. 

Second, this chapter wi l l address the implications of this expansion, particularly in 

theoretical, security studies terms. 

To accomplish these objectives, the chapter is divided into a number of sections. 

Initially, a brief discussion of the Cold War conception of security, followed by a 

consideration of post-Cold War conceptions of the term, wi l l provide a basis for further 

analysis. Following this discussion, an analysis of the problems posed to solving non-

military security concerns wi l l be presented. The potential difficulties of "widening" and 

"deepening" the security spectrum wil l be discussed, along with the notion of "threat" as 

1 See Rothchild, Emma "What is Security? (The Quest for World Order)" in Daedalus 124(3) Summer, 
1995, p. 53 

2 In the "academic community". 
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associated to security studies. Similarly, the potential difficulties associated with solving 

specified threats wil l be analyzed. 

To reiterate, this chapter's initial goal is to present the vast array of 

opinions regarding security. The ultimate goal is to show that the Cold War military 

definition of security has been changed and that there are growing arguments in favour of 

adopting "newer" forms of security. From this standpoint, it wi l l be easier to explore the 

particular security concern of the environment, to be addressed in subsequent chapters. 

A) The Cold War Conception of Security 

For nearly fifty years, the United States and the USSR were ideological foes, each 

trying to gain military and technological superiority over the other.3 As the nuclear arms 

race elevated development and possession of nuclear weapons, the security agenda 

became increasingly state-based.4 As such, the importance of establishing large and 

powerful militaries also became directly linked to security. The ability to create and 

administer large military bodies was therefore directly linked to the state. It was, in part, 

because of this that states were (during the Cold War) considered to be the most 

important actors (although not the sole ones) in international relations.5 For security 

theory, the importance placed on "state" established the state as the sole means by which 

insecurities were remedied. As Gareth Porter argues, during the Cold War, security was 

the "...function of the successful pursuit of interstate power... concern ed only with 

Klare, Michael T. "Redefining Security: The New Global Schisms" in Current History 95(604) Nov. 
1996,p. 353 

4 Ibid., p. 353-4 
5 Tarry, Sarah "Deepening and Widening: A n Analysis of Security Definitions in the 1990s" 
http://www.stratnet.ucalgary.ca/journals , p. 3 

http://www.stratnet.ucalgary.ca/journals
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military threats or those related to an enemy".6 In other words, insecurities existed as 

threats to the state. If something was not a direct threat to the state, then it was not a 

security threat. Further, since (as Porter illustrates) interstate conflict was defined as the 

ability to both acquire and thwart military capability, security was solely concerned with 

military might. If a problem was, in no way, linked to a military operation, then it was not 

an issue of state and therefore neither an issue of security.7 

Some current theorists still adhere to these principles of security. Perhaps most 

prominent of these theorists is Stephen Walt. Walt defines security studies as "...the 

study of the threat, use and control of military force." Walt's security conception is quite 

abrupt and to the point. Security relates solely to military force and nothing else. For 

realist security theorists, such a concise security definition is immensely appealing, for a 

number of reasons. Lawrence Freedman, for example, laments the Cold War's demise, 

stating that once the Cold War ended, so did the structure inherent in the US/USSR 

bipolar world. 9 In particular, this structure can be related to security studies, in that the 

Cold War conception of security was very clearly defined.1 0 If a problem involved a 

military response, it was a security threat. Similarly, Olav F. Knudsen is " . . . i n favor of a 

return to the substance of security policy and its role in shaping the fundamental relations 

between....states".11 Current debate surrounding the term "security" (as will be 

established further on) is not as easily rectified as the traditional security conception has 

6 Porter, Gareth "Environmental Security as a National Security Issue" in Current History 94, ,1995, p. 218 
7 Ibid. 
8 Walt, Stephen M . "The Renaissance of Security Studies" in Mershon International Studies Review 41, 
1991,p.212 

9 Freedman, Lawrence "International Security: Changing Targets" in Foreign Policy 110, Spring 1998 p. 
47-48 
1 0 Freedman, Lawrence "International Security: Changing Targets", p. 48 
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been. The appeal, then, of realist security discourse is in its simplicity. If the state is 

affected militarily, then that is an issue of security; i f not, then there is no security issue. 

Realists, like Walt, also acknowledge that states face dangers other than those of a 

military nature. Walt writes that "Military power is not the only source of national 

security..." and that "...military threats are not the only dangers that states face..." but 

that militaristic threats are ". . .usually the most important ones".1 3 

In effect, Walt is revealing two important characteristics of the realist position on 

security. First, Walt re-enforces the supremacy of military threats as security threats by 

acknowledging that "dangers" other than military ones may exist, but that they are not 

"threats" to security. Only things affecting military institutions are legitimate security 

threats. A l l else can be considered merely "dangers": dangers, perhaps, to livelihood, to 

societal interaction, or a number of other possibilities. Security threats, however, only 

exist in military form. 

Perhaps more importantly, however, is the deliberate use of language by Walt to 

emphasize military security's supremacy. He argues: "...military threats are not the only 

dangers that states face" (emphasis added). By using such terminology, Walt is first 

implying that the state is the only legitimate entity in security analysis. Specifically, by 

using the term "threat" in direct and exclusive relation to the term "state", Walt argues 

that the only entity that can be affected by security threats is the state. No other entity in 

international relations can be legitimately labeled as being affected by security threats 

" Knudsen, Olav F. "Post-Copenhagen Security Studies: Desecuritizing Securitization" in Security  
Dialogue, 32(3) September 2001, pp. 355-6 
1 2 Baldwin, David A . "The Concept of Security" in Review of International Studies 23, 1997, p. 9 
1 3 Walt, Stephen "The Renaissance of Security Studies" p. 222 
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because security only applies to the state (this point is a matter of contention with current 

"deepening" theorists and wil l be discussed in the next section). 

There are two basic, yet important, points to gather from this initial discussion. 

The first is that security has been (especially during the ideological battle during the Cold 

War) the domain of the state.14 The second is that security has been viewed primarily 

through military lenses.15 Security has been defined as being related solely to state 

interaction and the use of force between states.16 The realist security conception 

permeated security discourse, re-enforced by the Cold War's bi-polar nature. Within the 

last ten to twelve years, however, arguments contradicting realist security views have 

increasingly garnered attention and credibility. 1 7 Although many of these arguments were 

not necessarily "new" at the end of the Cold War, they are certainly of larger importance 

in recent years than at any time during the prior fifty years. It is to this discussion that the 

paper now turns. 

B) Post Cold War Conceptions of Security 

Although the realist conception of security permeated security literature for many 

years and continues to be extremely important, attempts to move away from a solely 

realist definition of the term have increased since the end of the Cold War. Some global 

events have caused this change, both during and following the Cold War. For example, 

the defeat of superpower states in Vietnam and in Afghanistan (The United States and the 

1 4 Farer, Tom "New Players in the Old Game: The De Facto Expansion of Standing to Participate in Global 
Security Negotiations" in American Behavioral Scientist 38(6) May 1995, p. 844 
1 5 Krasna, Joshua S. "Testing the Salience of Transnational Issues for International Security: The Case of 
Narcotics Production and Drug Trafficking" in Contemporary Security Policy 20(1) Apr i l 1999, p. 45 
1 6 Morgenthau, Hans J. Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for Power and Peace. Chapter. 1 
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USSR, respectively) caused many theorists to contemplate the superiority of the state in 

global affairs. In turn, the ability of the state to thwart perceived security problems was 

also reviewed. If states supporting the notion of state supremacy, and in turn, the 

importance of military competence (and dominance), could not turn aside relatively 

minor players on the international scene, how could the doctrine of state/military 

supremacy be considered absolute truth? 

The most significant occurrence undermining the realist understanding of security 

was the unforeseen end of the Cold War. What the Cold War's end (and the USSR's 

demise) meant to security studies was essentially the collapse of everything on which 

realist security discourse had been based.1 9 The bipolar structure, as previously discussed, 

no longer existed. The need to achieve military supremacy over an enemy (as represented 

during the Cold War) no longer existed, because the enemy (USSR) also no longer 

20 

existed (at least, not to the same degree). Soviet Communism, the labeled and 

recognized ideological enemy of the Western world, had collapsed, leaving (particularly) 

the United States without its long-time rival. Theorists started to more vigorously 

question the relevance of state-based security theory. There was a "...revival of the 

idealist tradition and notions of multilateral cooperation..." among security studies 

1 7 See, for example, "Redefining Security: The Human Dimension" in Current History May 1995, p. 229; 
Baldwin, David A "The Concept of Security" p. 10; Rothschild, Emma "What is Security? (The Quest for 
World Order)", p. 8 
1 8 Freedman, Lawrence "International Security: Changing Targets" p. 52 
1 9 Mueller, John "The Catastrophe Quota: Trouble After the Cold War" in Journal of Conflict Resolution 
38(3) September 1994, p. 355 
2 0 It is true that military security issues, especially post September 11, 2001, seem to be regaining some of 
their previous importance. The point being made here is that the bi-polar world, which had for so long 
dictated security policy, no longer existed. Subsequently, an "explosion" of "newer" security conceptions 
occurred in theoretical debates. See Klare, Michael T. "Redefining Security: The New Global Schisms" in 
Current History 95(604) November 1996, p. 353 
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21 analysts. In short, non-military based security concepts were proposed and a new era of 

security studies began. In particular, many theorists emerged who were willing to both 

"widen" and "deepen" (terms now commonly utilized in security discourse) security 

studies (Keith Krause and Michael C. Williams being prominent among this group 2 2). 

Security's expansion allows security studies to acknowledge the importance of non-

military and/or non-state threats. It is important to give these concepts some 

consideration before assessing their relative importance to the notion of security "threat". 

Wideners and Deepeners 

Important to security studies, the terms "widen" and "deepen" help specify what 

is exactly meant by the expansion of the field. It is necessary to briefly consider these 

terms in order to analyze the theoretical arguments explored further on in this paper. 

Both "wideners" and "deepeners" have emerged as theorists expand upon Cold 

War conceptions of the term "security". The first group of theorists, the "wideners" has 

simply called for the inclusion of more security issues into the field than those purely 

military in nature.24 In other words, the inclusion of security issues other than military 

ones forces the expansion of security studies, simply by making more issues pertinent to 

security discourses. The perceived need to improve upon a rigid, militaristic security 

definition is desired by "wideners" because other conceptions of security gain legitimacy 

through expansion of the field. One such theorist, Richard Ullman, (who wi l l be 

2 1 Freedman, Lawrence, "International Security: Changing Targets" p. 53 
2 2 See Krause, Keith and Michael Williams, "Broadening the Agenda of Security Studies: Politics and 
Methods in Mershon International Studies Review 40. 1996 
2 3 Krasna, Joshua S. "Testing the Salience of Transnational Security Issues: The Case of Narcotics 
Production and Trafficking" in Contemporary security Policy 20(1) Apri l , 1999, p.45 
2 4 Fierke, Karin M . "Changing Worlds of Security" in Critical Security Studies (Keith Krause and Michael 
C. Williams, eds.) Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1997, p. 223 
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discussed at greater length in the following sections) has argued that security 

encompasses a number of issues besides state-based military issues. Such things as 

environmental issues, says Ullman, are legitimate security issues that have been pushed 

aside due to the dominance of military security issues.2 6 Compactly, the "widener" 

argument is that non-military based security issues exist and need to be considered in 

order to fulfill the goal of expanding the scope of security studies. 

Like the "wideners", a group of theorists known as the "deepeners" also exists. 

This group also seeks expansion of the security field. The approach to doing so, however, 

is slightly different. "Deepeners" seek changes to levels of focus rather than solely 

broadening the security studies agenda. In other words, what matters to "deepeners" is 

that the level of analysis be reconsidered.27 

Military security (and realist security discourse) considers the state as being the 

TO 

sole actor in international affairs. In terms of security, only actions that directly affect 

the state militarily are deemed to be security threats. What this means is that under the 

realist conception of security, only the state matters. If the state is not involved in a 

perceived problem, then that problem is not a security threat. "Deepeners", however, 

argue that security threats can occur on levels other than solely the state level (the 

importance of defining "threat" wil l be dealt with shortly; for now, it is important to 

utilize the term for a general overview of post Cold War security debate). There are some 

2 5 Krause, Keith and Michael Williams, "Broadening the Agenda of Security Studies: Politics and 
Methods" in Mershon International Studies Review 40, 1996, p. 230 
2 6 Ullman, Richard "Redefining Security" in International Security 8(1) Summer 1983, p. 22 
2 7 Tarry, Sarah "Deepening and Widening" p.2 
2 8 Waltz, Kenneth N . "Structural Realism After the Cold War" in International Security 25(1) Summer, 
2000, p. 5 
2 9 Walt, Stephen "The Renaissance" p,222, also Tarry, Sarah "Deepening and Widening" p.2 
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"deepening" theorists who suggest that individual concerns for security must be included 

in a comprehensive definition of the term, something considered part of the state under 

the realist security conception.3 1 Ken Booth, for example, in his essay "Security and Self: 

Reflections of a Fallen Realist" seeks to establish the " s e l f as a legitimate level of 

security analysis. Booth argues against the realist assumption that the state is the sole 

security analytical level. This point of view, says Booth, ignores the fact that security is 

largely a creation of individuals, each with potentially differing opinions of the subject. 

What is important about Booth's assertions is that he seeks to expand the analytical levels 

from which security debate could be launched. This could mean, for example, that 

something like a family's desire to prevent home invasion would be included in a more 

inclusive definition of security. A "family" is not a state: instead, it provides an analytical 

level that is "lesser" than the state.34 In other words, a family is an analytical unit that is 

smaller than the state. This is an important aspect of "deepening" theorists' arguments. If 

a family views home invasion as a threat to its security, then, a "deepener" would argue, 

it cannot be dismissed as an illegitimate security concern simply because the state is not 

involved. 3 5 Rather, the "deepener" would suggest that, from the analytical level of the 

individual, home invasion is a legitimate security threat. In one respect, then, "deepeners" 

3 U Walt, Stephen "The Renaissance" p. 222 and Waltz, Kenneth N . "Structural Realism After the Cold 
War", p. 5 especially: Waltz reiterates the state's importance in post Cold War security discourse 
3 1 Farer, Tom "New Players in the Old Game: The De Facto Expansion of Standing to Participate in Global 
Security Negotiations" in American Behavioral Scientist 38(6) May 1995, p. 842 
3 2 Booth, Ken "Security and self: Reflections of a Fallen Realist" in Critical Security Studies by Keith 
Krause and Michael C. Williams (eds.), p. 83 
3 3 Ibid., p. 92 
3 4 Annan, Kof i "Human Security and Intervention" in Vital Speeches of the Day New York, Oct. 15 1999: 
Annan speaks to the relationship of individuals to the state. 
3 5 See Rosenau, James N . "Security in a Turbulent World" in Current History. 94(592), May, 1995, p. 194-
5 
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seek to establish the individual level as an analytical launching point for security 

discourse. 

"Deepeners" also include theorists who suggest that security can be analyzed 

from entities greater than the state.36 From this analytical level, security theorists would 

accept that security threats could exist in a larger, global sense. In other words, the state, 

although potentially important in terms of being affected by a global security threat, does 

not play the sole role in defining and identifying security threats. Gwyn Prins, who wi l l 

be discussed shortly, heavily emphasizes this viewpoint. 

One reason for this is because of the trans-boundary nature of threats determined 

TO 

to be global security threats. For example, environmental degradation is something that 

undermines state supremacy in security studies simply because no one state is affected; 

no one population is affected. Environmental issues cut across political boundaries and 

affect humanity at large.3 9 

Perhaps more importantly, however, is that the example of environmental 

degradation as a security threat undermines the traditional realist definition of security 

because it does not necessarily present a military threat to any state. It is true (as wil l be 

discussed in the second chapter) that environmental security may have military linkages. 

Environmental degradation however, has the potential to affect individuals' security 

independently of state security. Not only is the analytical level of the state questioned 

Gwyn Prins is a prominent theorist in this area, who argues in terms of a global security level. 
3 7 See Prins, Gwyn "Notes Towards the Definition of Global Security" in American Behavioral Scientist38 
(6) 1995. 
3 8 Gurr, Ted Robert: "Communal Conflicts and Global security" in Current History, May 1995, p. 212 
3 9 Klare, Michael T. "Redefining Security: The New Global Schisms" in Current History 95 (604) 1996, p. 
357 
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because the security threat (in this example) is of a crosscutting nature, but the threat also 

cannot be dealt with by realist security means (i.e. military force).4 0 

What some "deepeners" suggest when they talk about elevating the analytical 

level of security to the "global" is that humanity at large constitutes a level of analysis. In 

other words, the entire population of the world could be used as a launching point from 

which to address security concerns.41 Gwyn Prins, one such theorist, discusses the role 

that humanity as a whole plays in international affairs. Prins wi l l be reexamined during 

the discussion regarding what constitutes a threat in the following section. 

The significance of the "widening and deepening" discussion is apparent on a 

number of levels. Most important is that the arguments put forth by theorists in either (or 

both) camp(s) challenge Cold War realist conceptions of security. Non-realist theorists 

challenge a number of realist security tenets. In the first place, as has been illustrated, 

"wideners and deepeners" challenge military security by stating that phenomena resulting 

from entities other than military ones exist as threats to security. These theorists propose 

that the traditional security definition has been too narrow to properly address every 

concern that is also a security concern.4 2 Initially, then, what these theorists are 

suggesting is that there are a number of threats that have not been considered security 

threats, despite the fact that they are security threats. 

Barry Blechman and Cathleen S. Fisher, in their article :Phase Out the Bomb" in Current History 
question the capability of military security methods (i.e. nuclear weapons or military force) to deal with 
current security problems (pp. 81-2) 
4 1 Prins, Gwyn "Notes Towards the Definition of Global Security" in American Behavioral Scientist 38 (6), 
1995, p. 825 

4 2 Joshua S. Krasna, in his article: "Testing the Salience of Transnational Issues for International Security" 
argues that a post-Cold War definition of security must go beyond the " . . .narrow military orientation..." 
Cold War security conception (p. 45) 
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As a second challenge, "wideners and deepeners" argue, by virtue of their 

arguments for greater consideration of what exactly encompasses a security threat, that 

the state is inaccurately labeled as the sole analytical level for security studies.43 

"Wideners and deepeners" do not necessarily argue that the state itself is an inappropriate 

level of analysis for security studies, nor do they suggest that the state in not a legitimate 

target for insecurities. Rather, what these theorists purport is that because insecurities can 

exist in other than military forms, other than military entities (i.e. the state) are affected. 

In other words, what is being argued is that, although the state has been an important 

focal point historically in terms of security studies, it is not the only focal point. 4 4 It is 

important to consider other levels of analysis, otherwise security issues are neglected and, 

in turn, any definition of security becomes incomplete. 

A realist/military security based response to the expansion of the field would be 

simply to say that security issues are nothing more than military issues and that they 

pertain only to the state.45 Still, the fact that there are so many arguments to the contrary 

makes security studies worth exploring in greater detail. 

Linked to this section's discussion regarding the need to expand on the narrow, 

militaristic definition of security is the briefly aforementioned idea of "threat". What 

constitutes a "threat" to security? As shown, the realist conception of threat is represented 

by military actions against states. If, however, one is to accept that there are other 

security threats, what, then can be said about the nature of those threats? Threat is closely 

4 3 Ibid. 
4 4 Kolodziej, Edward A . "Renaissance in Security Studies? Caveat Lector!" in International Studies  
Quarterly 36, 1992, p. 422 
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linked to the idea of security. This does not necessarily mean, however, that every 

perceived threat is also a threat to security. The following section takes a deeper look at 

what can be said about "threat". 

C) Analyzing "Threat" 

The concept of "threat" is of significant importance to the entire security debate. 

It is linked directly to security. If there is not a perceived "threat", the argument can be 

made that there is no linked security issue. As illustrated in the brief discussion regarding 

"wideners and deepeners", many current security theorists argue that "threat" can be 

disassociated from military capability. These theorists (Prins, Ullman, Krause and 

Williams) argue that security threats exist beyond purely threats to the military welfare of 

a state. Questions arise from such argumentation, however. For example, i f threats (to 

security) are not to be defined as narrowly and concisely as was the case during the Cold 

War, what can be concretely stated about the nature of "threat"?46 Can there be anything 

said in absolute terms at all about the nature of threat? 

In addition to questions regarding the very nature of what "threat" is, the idea of 

"deepening" security discourse must be analyzed. If "threat" (in terms of security) can be 

identified in more than just militaristic terms, then it can be suggested that threats can 

affect other than state (the recipient of military threats) actors. What does this mean 

regarding levels of analysis? Can certain levels of analysis (i.e. individual level) be 

legitimately granted security discourse status, based on recognition of threats affecting 

Waltz, Kenneth N . "Structural Realism After the Cold War" in International Security 25(1) Summer 
2000, p. 5. Waltz reiterates the state's importance in security studies and argues that there has been no 
legitimate challenge to the traditional security system 
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those levels? Must all levels of analysis be included in security discourse simply because 

"threat" has been argued to exist outside the state? This section seeks answers to these 

questions. The goal of this section is to reveal the significance of "threat" and the actual 

(and potential) consequences security theorists must consider i f they also accept the 

expansion of "security". 

Threat: Old and New 

As has been noted, traditional military definitions of security have dominated 

security studies. It is not surprising, then, to discover that during the Cold War, threats to 

security were only those threats that directly affected a state's well being: threats caused 

military insecurity at the state level. 4 7 During the Cold War, the purpose of ensuring 

AO 

security was to protect the state and thereby its citizens. What makes the traditional 

security discourse so appealing is its compactness. Since the state is the only recognized 

actor in international security, it is the only actor that can be affected by (and respond to) 

security threats. Since security threats are only those of a military nature, state security 

then pertains only to military issues. Ultimately, then, because the traditional security 

notion is so tightly defined, other levels of analysis (greater or lesser to the state, as per 

the "Deepeners") and other potential threats (as per the "Wideners") become moot in 

security terms. There are no such things as non-military, non-state based security threats 

within the traditional conceptualization of security. Framing security in this manner is 

See Walt, Stephen "Rigor or Rigor Mortis? Rational Choice and Security Studies": in International  
Security 23(4) spring 1999, pp. 5-48 and Paris, Roland "Human Security: Paradigm Shift or Hot Ai r?" in 
International Security26(2) Fall 2001, pp. 87-102 
4 7 Walt, Stephen "The Renaissance", p. 212 
4 8 Dark, Ken "The Changing Form of Post Cold War Security" in New Studies in Post Cold War Security 
Ken Dark (ed.), 1996, p. 1 
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appealing because doing so strictly limits what security can and cannot be. 4 9 There is not 

room for the (seemingly) endless potential security threats (and threat receiving entities) 

proposed by "Deepeners" and "Wideners". Security, from this point of view, is clear, 

concise and brief. Yet this section wil l show that threat, in security terms, is not easily 

limited to one entity or source. Before continuing, however, it is interesting to note a few 

more points about the traditional security notion. 

First, although not surprising, the traditional viewpoint illustrates the state's 

overwhelming importance and relevance to security. The purpose of ensuring security 

was to protect the state and only the state. The second point, however, is that the Cold 

War security definition assumed that individuals' insecurities were resolved through the 

rectification of state insecurities.50 By proxy, the state acted on behalf of its citizens: once 

state security concerns were addressed, citizens security concerns were addressed. The 

two securities were inseparable. 

This second point is worth considering further. The implication that state security 

and citizen security are one and the same reveals at least two more important points. 

First, as already alluded to, the idea of state exclusivity in terms of security studies once 

again comes to the forefront. A n "individual" level of security analysis would not have 

been considered in the Cold War: individual security concerns were attached to state 

concerns. As Keith Krause and Michael Williams reveal: "The neo-realist vision of 

security makes it synonymous with citizenship. Security comes from being a citizen, and 

4 9 See Powell, Robert "The Modeling Enterprise and Security Studies" in International Security 24(2), 
1999, p. 97. Powell discusses the importance of "modeling" in regards to shaping security theories/policies. 

5 0 Annan, Kofi "Human security and Intervention" Annan argues that the " . . .state is now widely 
understood to be the servant of its people and not vice versa" revealing the Cold War conception of the 
individual's place relevant to the state. 
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insecurity comes from citizens of other states."51 The conflict of citizens versus citizens 

or states versus states wil l be discussed in more depth further on. The importance of 

Krause and Williams' critique, however, is that it succinctly captures traditional security 

discourse's emphasis on the state. 

More striking is an idea that has, to this point, been implied, but not yet explicitly 

stated. This idea is that under the Cold War conception of state, no perceived "threat" 

was really a security threat other than those that pertained to the state and/or to the use of 

force. This point is worth reiterating because it is diametrically in opposition to many 

current security theorists. As wi l l be investigated shortly (and in subsequent chapters), 

current theorists challenge the traditional nature of "threat", and with it, the traditional 

nature of security. From the preceding discussion, it is important to understand that the 

narrowness of "threat", as presented under the traditional conception of security, cannot 

be overstated. "Threat" could not have been more concretely expressed in "black and 

white" terminology. 

It must also be stated that "threat", under the Cold War conception of security, 

while defined as being something that directly affected states, was also something that 

could only be originated by states.52 Since security pertained only to states and the 

subsequent use of force by states, the only actors/entities capable of causing insecurities 

were also states. Linking the idea of "threat" to security, it can therefore be argued that 

states were, under the Cold War conception of security, the only entities that could 

initiate a security threat. In particular, this acknowledgment of states as the only source of 

5 'Krause, Keith and Michael Williams "From Strategy to Security: Foundations of Critical Security 
Studies" in Critical Security Studies (Krause and Williams eds.) 1997, pp. 33-60 
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both security and insecurity produced the main goal of Cold War security theory: to 

prevent the threat of inter-state warfare. What is important to consider from this point is 

that, first of all, states were considered both the initiators and the rectifiers of insecurities. 

Since a threat was only a security threat i f it directly affected a state's military capability, 

only the state could initiate such concerns.54 

More importantly, however, is the idea posed by the term "inter-state" warfare. 

What is missing from this conception of "threat" is the insecurity produced by "mira-

state" warfare: in other words, a state experiencing conflict within itself. Under the Cold 

War conception of "threat", a threat only became a security threat i f generated by and 

targeting states. More specifically, such insecurity only existed when one state posed a 

threat to another.55 

If the realist position is accepted, then threats are only security threats when they 

affect states. Specifically, security threats only exist in military forms. Further, only states 

can affect other states' security levels. This is what is meant by the term "inter-state" 

conflict. What is lacking, however, from this conception of security is quite significant. 

This conception of threat (as linked to security) acknowledges that a state can be the 

source of insecurity for another state. At the basic level, then, this realist/Cold War 

interpretation of threat accepts that states can be sources of insecurity. At the same time, 

this interpretation suggests that insecurity only exists when one state is a threat to another 

5 2 Snyder, Glenn H . "Mearsheimer's World: Offensive Realism and the Struggle for Security" in 
International Security. 27(1) Summer 2002, p. 153 
5 3Dark, Ken. "The Changing Form of Post Cold War Security" p. 1 
5 4 Frankel, Benjamin in Security Studies 10(1). Autumn 2000, p. i i i (Frankel summarizes the state's 
importance to realist theory) 
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(i.e.: inter-state conflict). Intra-state conflict is not recognized as a security threat. Yet the 

realist conception of the term accepts the fact that states can be sources of insecurity. Of 

course, the realist argument is that states are sources of insecurities for other states. Still, 

why cannot a state (the legitimate security analytical level) that initiates a security threat 

be viewed as a source of insecurity towards itself? Using the Cold War conception of the 

term, i f state ' A ' initiates a military conflict with state ' B ' , cannot state ' A ' cause itself a 

certain level of insecurity, for example, by initiating such conflict? 

The Cold War (realist) conception of security does not highly regard intra-state 

conflict as constituting a security threat. Most likely, this is due to the fact that intra-state 

conflicts are not characterized by state versus state competition. At the same time, 

military conflict, the only true manifestation of a security threat (under the Cold War 

conception of the term), occurs in several intra-state crises. 5 6 One could argue that, 

because of military engagement, intra-state conflicts should also constitute security 

threats. In fact, certain theorists argue just that. Ken Dark argues that, in the post Cold 

War years, "threat" has been expanded to include civil , and other forms of "...intra-state, 

factional warfare".5 7 Mohammed Ayoob speaks of insecurity as arising from both internal 

and external (in relation to the state) factors.58 Krause and Williams further question the 

relationship of threat to the existence of the state by questioning what happens i f a 

5 5 See Waltz, Kenneth N . "The Origins of War in Neorealist Theory" in Robert I. Rotberg and Theodore K . 
Rabb (eds.) The Origin and Prevention of Major Wars New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989, p. 
40-1, also Walt, Stephen M . "The Renaissance", p. 212-213 
5 6 There have been many examples of this in the post-Cold War era, the former Yugoslavia's fighting 
amongst the more prominent. See Donnelly, Jack International Human Rights Boulder Colorado: Westview 
Press, 1998 for an interesting account of interstate conflict through Yugoslavia's example. 
5 7 Dark, Ken "The Changing Form of Post Cold War Security" p. 3 
5 8 Ayoob, Mohammed. "Defining Security: A Subaltern Perspective" in Critical Security Studies Keith 
Krause and Michael C Williams (eds.), 1997, p. 130 
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"nation" has no state.59For example, the often-discussed Kurdish nation represents a 

community of people, which possesses no defined political/geographical 

boundary.60Does the fact that this group of people has no defined territory mean that it 

cannot feel insecure?61 Simply because a certain population has no state structure of its 

own does not mean that that population does not face insecurities. One might argue that 

the very fact alone that the Kurds have no defined state is a source of insecurity in itself. 

The key point to obtain from this discussion is that any notion of "threat" is far more 

difficult to define than simply in state based or military terms. Threat, as it pertains to 

security can contain many more elements than what realist theorists would allow. 

Like the more general debate surrounding the nature of security itself, what 

exactly "threat" means has also begun to include a broader range of criteria. The realist 

conception of threat is quite simple: there is a limit to what constitutes "threat", and, 

therefore, what constitutes security.6 2 If military force is not directed at a state, then there 

is no security threat.63 Indeed, a realist might even argue that the above example of the 

Kurds means relatively little in terms of security because a state-based conception of 

security ignores non-state based entities. What is appealing about the realist position is 

that, when using it as an analytical tool, it is easy to identify what are and what are not 

security threats. Certainly, the ability to concretely identify what security is (and what 

security threats are) is inviting. 

5 9 Krause, Keith and Michael Williams "From Strategy to Security", p. 43 
6 0 Ibid. 
6 1 It is true that, a possible argument reveals the importance of the state in rectifying Kurdish insecurities. 
However, the fact remains that without a state, such a group of people does not have an international voice 
from which to legitimately seek rectification of its insecurities. 
6 2 See Walt, Stephen "Rigor or Rigor Mortis?" p. 46 
6 3 Walt, Stephen "The Renaissance" p. 222 
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As has been shown, however, a number of current security theorists are not 

satisfied with such rigid conceptions of security and "threat". Instead, current theorists 

are attempting to formulate more comprehensive conceptions of threats and security. 

Interestingly enough, one of the more intriguing descriptions of what might 

actually constitute a security threat comes from an author writing prior to the end of the 

Cold War. Richard Ullman proposed two elements that could be used to determine 

threats: to be specific, security threats. To Ullman, a threat is something that a) threatens 

drastically and over a relatively brief time span to degrade the quality of life for the 

inhabitants of a state and b) narrows the range of policy choices available for government 

or non-governmental entities within the state.64 From this definition, it might be possible 

to classify a number of occurrences as threats to security. For example, something that 

threatens drastically and quickly to affect a large portion of a population, while limiting a 

government's ability to respond, is a natural disaster, like an earthquake. A n earthquake 

does not, as per a realist definition, threaten a state militarily. A n earthquake may also not 

be solved via military means (that is, the capability to respond with force might not prove 

fruitful in such an occurrence). Still, under Ullman's criteria, an earthquake could be 

considered a threat to security. 

Using Ullman's criteria, one might argue that almost anything could be 

considered a security threat. A realist theorist would no doubt see within Ullman's 

criteria the potential to make security (and security threats) an ever-expanding field of 

study.6 5 Stephen Walt, for example, subscribes to the notion that security studies should 

6 4 Ullman, Richard "Redefining Security" p. 19 
6 5 see Deudney, Daniel "Environment and Security: Muddled Thinking" in Bulletin of the Atomic  
Scientists 47(3) Apri l 1991, p. 23 
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seek objectivity and concrete truths about security, and rejects the suggestion that 

(potentially) anything and everything could be included into Ullman's conception of 

"threat".6 6Daniel Deudney notes that not all (potential security) issues deserve to be given 

the same weight/consideration in security terms.6 7Roland Paris argues that broadening 

security, particularly under the "human security" banner, "...is so vague that it verges on 

68 

meaninglessness...". Without a clearly distinguished set of guidelines to keep 

conceptions of security and threat narrow, responses to "security threats" greatly 

diminish. It seems impossible for a state to combat security threats i f an endless list of 

threats existed.The realist argument illustrated above presents another important aspect 

about the nature of threat. That aspect is the potential trivialization of "security", "threat" 

and security studies.69The realist fear is that by accepting a set of criteria like Ullman's, 

the entire field of security studies would become over-saturated and meaningless. 

Without a specific focus, too many considered threats could discredit the entire field. 

Certainly, the over-expansion argument is a valid and compelling one. One 

counter argument to this position, however, would be simply to question whether or not 

inclusion of a large number of criteria as security threats is such a negative thing. David 

A . Baldwin, in fact, supports Ullman's criteria for threat, stating "There seems to be no 

reason not to use this more expansive concept of threats, especially since it comports with 

common usage.". As has been previously argued, many current theorists argue that the 

problem with realist conceptions of threat and security is that they are too narrow. If it is 
6 6 Walt, Stephen "The Renaissance" p. 222, also Tarry, Sarah "Deepening and Widening" p. 2 
6 7 Deudney, Daniel "Environment and Security: Muddled Thinking", p. 23 
6 8 Paris, Roland "Human Security: Paradigm Shift or Hot A i r ? " in International Security 26(2) Fall 2001, p. 
102 

6 9 Walt, Stephen "The Renaissance" p. 222 
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accepted, then, that a broader definition of security may change the nature of security 

studies and may lead to the inclusion of a great number of criteria, one must question 

whether or not such an occurrence would be really all that negative. 

Ken Booth, although accepting that "...the concept of security becomes less 

coherent the more it is broadened..." asserts that he "...welcome[s] [this] development 

71 

without reservation". Booth's rationalization for his stance is that "...the word security 

has enormous political significance, and that to get an issue onto a state's security agenda 
79 • 

is to give it priority". From this line of argumentation, one could suggest that "threat" 

should be expanded to include any number of things that cause insecurity. Insecurity" in 

this case, is perhaps a subjective phenomenon that could allow any conception of "threat" 

to be security issues as well. 

With direct reference to Ullman's criteria, however, a stronger argument might be 

that Ullman does not allow absolutely everything to be considered a threat, and 

subsequently a security threat. Ullman specifically states that only occurrences that affect 

a large population over a brief period of time can be considered security threats. 

Although this means that a vast number of things in addition to military force could be 

considered threats to security, it does not mean that absolutely everything that might be 

considered security threats should be considered security threats. Ullman qualifies his 

desire to expand upon military conceptions of security by providing a framework within 

which a more comprehensive (yet not necessarily over expanded) conception of threat 

can be created. 
7 0 Baldwin, David A . "The Concept of Security" in Review of International Studies 23, 1997, p. 16 
7 1 Booth, Ken "Security and S e l f p. 111 
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Ullman's particular blueprint for determining threat is interesting for a number of 

reasons. First, it not only calls for an expanded understanding of the term, but it also 

provides a description of how theorists might achieve that expansion. In this respect, 

Ullman does what a number of theorists do not: he does not just state that there is a need 

for revision of the Cold War conception of threat, but suggests how to potentially go 

about that revision. 

At the same time, Ullman's definition gives rise to a number of questions that 

push the discussion even further. Although Ullman suggests that the realist conception of 

security is too narrow, he is somewhat non-specific about his terms. For example, 

although he makes reference to a relatively large portion of a population, he does not 

specify an exact number. Put differently, he does not state what size of a population 

would be necessary to discount a potential threat from being labeled as a security threat. 

This point is of particular importance for the next section of discussion. 

Levels of Analysis 

As stated above, another pressing issue regarding determining threat (as linked to 

security) is the ability to determine what does not constitute a threat to security. "Levels 

of Analysis" also come into play with respect to this discussion. 

In security/threat terms, "level of analysis" means the theorists' point of reference 

from which he/she engages the security debate. For example, during the Cold War, the 

sole level of analysis was the state. Since the state was the only important actor in 
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international security discussions, it was the main point of reference for security 

theorists.73 

Since the end of the Cold War, however, theorists have been attempting to pursue 

security issues from other points of reference. These theorists (earlier described under the 

term "deepeners") seek to remove the state as the primary security entity. In other words, 

by considering security from bases other than the state, such theorists hope to both 

undermine the traditional conception of security while legitimizing "new" security issues. 

Krause and Williams state that this desire for security theorists to move away 

from state dominance is represented in one way by focusing on the "individual" 

analytical level. 7 4 Krause and Williams outline the argument for this particular analytical 

shift by writing that, for the individual: "...security is a condition that individuals enjoy, 

and they are given primacy both in the definition of threat and of who (or what) is to be 

secured".75 Further, these two theorists acknowledge that by concentrating on the 

individual, the traditional concept regarding individual security being merely contained 

within state security is called into question.76 In other words, i f it is true that individuals 

acknowledge insecurities as resulting from threats directed at them, then it is possible to 

include the individual level as a level of security analysis. To be even more specific, 

shifting the level of analysis in this case (which could be considered a "downward" shift 

from that of the state level) purposely makes the individual (instead of the state) the 

object of security.7 

7 3 Tarry, Sarah "Deepening and Widening" p. 3 
7 4 Krause, Keith and Michael Williams, "From Strategy to Security", p. 43 
7 5 Ibid. 
7 6 Ibid., p. 44 
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Ken Booth, a self-proclaimed "fallen realist", discusses the relationship between 

security and "self . Similar to Krause and Williams, Booth questions the role that the 

individual might play in analyzing security issues. In particular, Booth refers directly to 

deepening, defining it as "...investigating the implications and possibilities that result 

from seeing security as a concept that derives from different understandings of what 

78 

politics is . . . " Booth argues that to explore "security" and "threat" from the individual 

level (in particular) results in both the better understanding of the political, as well as the 

deepening of conceptions of security.7 9 

Booth also poses a number of questions about how individuals view security. In 

particular, Booth questions his own method, as a security theorist, in determining threats 

to security. °He questions what individuals' perceived threats are, and how individuals 
• 81 • 

formulate those perceptions. The importance of Booth's argument as outlined here, 

however, is that there is a growing acceptance of the value of different analytical levels to 

address security issues. His argument is also important because it questions the very 

nature of how threat is perceived. The way in which security is perceived is causing 

theorists to reconsider how threats are acknowledged, and vice versa. 

In a similar vein, there are other theorists who seek an "upward" shift of 

analytical focus in security discourse. A n "upward" shift means vacating the state level in 

favour of the international, or global, level, as earlier discussed. Gwyn Prins provides an 

excellent example of such a theorist. Prins discusses the concept of "global security". 

Prins argues that, in the Cold War era, the state based system of international relations is 
7 8 Booth, Ken "Security and S e l f p. 111 
7 9 Ibid. 
8 0 Ibid., p. 91 
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giving way to a new form of internationalism. Specifically, Prins asserts that the 

traditional political agents (states) are being slowly replaced in security discourse by 

83 

supranational entities: entities that are not conventionally known as political. Even more 

specifically, Prins believes that humanity itself has become an active player in 

international affairs. Interestingly, it is worth noting that Daniel Deudney, a realist 

theorist, also emphasizes the changing nature of the state in international 

relations.85Deudney recognizes the potential failings of states in providing military 

security, citing the existence of nuclear weapons as one threat states may not protect 

against.86 The difference, however, between Deudney and Prins in this instance, is that 

Deudney still regards "threat" in military terms, while Prins is trying to expand on that 

notion. 

What Prins suggests is important for a number of reasons. First, by stating that 

there are entities above the state capable of recognizing security threats, Prins has 

deepened (like Krause, Williams and Booth) the level of security analysis. What this 

means is that humanity, composed of the world's individuals, represents an analytical 

level of its own. As a global entity, then, humanity, to Prins, is an insecurity experiencing 

entity. Second, Prins puts forth the idea that humanity en masse represents a level of 

security analysis. This argument also undermines state superiority in security discourse, 

most prominently by suggesting that people can share insecurities beyond their individual 

Prins, Gwyn "Notes Toward the Definition of Global Security" in American Behavioral Scientist 38(6), 
May 1995, pp. 817-830 
8 3 Ibid. 
8 4 Ibid. 
8 5 Deudney, Daniel H . "Regrounding Realism" in Security Studies 10(1), 2000, p. 21-2 
8 6 Ibid., p. 20. 
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countries' borders. In other words, arguing that humanity is an analytical level suggests 

that a) humanity can be affected by threats and b) humanity can recognize those threats as 

causing insecurities. Delving further into this debate, such a suggestion means that 

humanity faces the possibility of experiencing insecurity from sources that are not of 

human creation. What this means is that populations of people across political 

boundaries, under Prins' interpretation of security analysis, can experience common 

insecurity. Initially, this suggests that a common sense of insecurity need not be 

military/state based (although it could be; that is, i f an aggressor state targeted several 

neighbouring states). 

Taking the point one step further, i f threats posing insecurity need not be state 

based, it means that threats can be non-military based and therefore potentially exist 

separate of human causes. For example, a global threat might be environmental pollutants 

(as aforementioned). Certainly, pollutants could affect populations independent of 

borders, and, under Prins' conceptualization of the term, could affect global security. 

What is most important about the work of the listed theorists, whether they focus 

on the individual level or the global level of analysis is that they force the expansion of 

what threat and what security mean. At the same time, deepening analytical levels of 

security and broadening the security agenda to include issues other than purely military 

ones, work in tandem. This is especially true once one changes levels of analysis: once 

one accepts, for example, the potential of individuals to assess threat and determine 

insecurity, one must be prepared to accept non-military security threats. 

What is important to gather from all of these statements is how important 

recognition and classification of threat is when linked to the security debate. Because the 
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two terms are so closely linked, however one conceptualizes threat directly affects how 

one wil l determine security. If security studies is widening and deepening, there are a 

number of potential affects on the field and on how security is viewed. What must now 

be discussed is how such changes to conceptualizing security affect how insecurities are 

resolved. After all, i f one accepts an expanded notion of threat and security, one must be 

prepared to accept difficulties concerning resolving "newfound" security problems. 

D) Solving Threat 

As has been illustrated, the decisions regarding conceptualizing "threat" are quite 

important. If one is to utilize, for example, the criteria for "threat" as suggested by 

Richard Ullman (previously outlined), one must prepare to face a number of 

ramifications. 

One such ramification stemming from the conceptualization of "security threat" is 

the immediate need to address that threat. More specifically, once something is deemed a 

security threat, then it must be dealt with as a security threat. What sort of response this 

means, however, is not clear. 

Under the Cold War/realist conception of security, the approach to dealing with a 

security threat was quite simple. Like the realist understanding of security itself, the 

approach to solving insecurities was fairly simple. Since security threats only affected the 

state, specifically, a state's capacity to use force, force (or acquisition thereof) was the 

only response. 

The struggle associated with regard to resolving "new" security threats forces one 

to also reconsider the Cold War approach to security studies. If one refutes traditional 

security theory in favour of newer conceptions of threat and security, one must also 
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potentially accept new responses to those threats. If military threats no longer provide the 

sole security threats, then military solutions may no longer provide the sole solutions. 

Responses to threat are changed simply because the state is called into question as 

the sole legitimate analytical level. Since both widening and deepening factors serve to 

undermine state priority in international security discourse, the state as a responsive unit 

also must come into question. In a very basic sense, one such question about the state's 

role in post Cold War security relates to the traditional response to problems. To be 

specific, i f one accepts the effects of widening and deepening, one must question the 

traditional security response (that is, the use of force to protect the state). 

A n environmental problem, for example, may not stem from a military source. 

Still, that problem may affect enough people over a given period of time (as per Ullman's 

requirements) to be considered a security threat. In order to solve such a problem, it is not 

clear how a traditional security response (i.e. the use of force) would rectify the situation. 

Instead, an original response may be required to solve the problem. 

More importantly, however, that response may not originate with the state. 

Traditional security conceptualizations emphasize that the state is the most important 

entity in international security. As such, the state is the sole entity to experience security 

concerns. In turn, the state provides the only means of protection against insecurities. The 

means by which a state provides security are those of a military nature. In the example 

created above, however, the traditionalist's conception of state does not satisfy the ability 

to address the problem. In other words, because the state is a military entity, it would not 

(in the traditional sense) be able to counteract such a problem. 
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Realists respond to this example by arguing that environmental issues are not 

• 87 

security issues unless directly linked to military conflict. If, for example, one state 

coveted another's water resources, a military attack might result. In this case, the 

environment may be the trigger for hostilities, but the threat would remain militarily 

based. Such a scenario would satisfy the realist security conception because security is 
• • " 88 

seen as existing solely in terms of force and the state. 

As has been argued, however, theorists like Prins, Ullman, Booth, Krause and 

Williams believe that security threats exist outside military conceptions thereof. Due to 

this, the complexity of security and threat is taken further. If the defining criteria have 

changed, then certainly the response criteria must also change. In the first place, then, the 

action/reaction nature of the realist response to insecurity can no longer apply, at least as 

directly, to the resolution of security threats. 

Barry Blechman argues that the international environment itself is changing.8 9 He 

argues that driving this change are factors like economic interdependence, technology 

and "value sharing". 9 0"Value Sharing" is described as the movement of cultural norms 

across borders.91 In effect, says Blechman, there has been a creation of a "global 

audience", which has emerged as a result of these boundary-cutting phenomena. 

Specifically, this audience might be considered a new entity in security issues.92 

8 / Walt, Stephen "The Renaissance" p. 222 
8 8 Ibid. 
8 9 Blechman, Barry "International Peace and Security in the Twenty-First Century" in Statecraft and  
Security: The Cold War and Beyond Ken Booth (ed.), 1998, p. 289 
9 0 Ibid., p. 289-90 
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Similarly, Gwyn Prins argues that the state based system is not immune to the 

forces of global transformation. Prins argues that there is not an absence of threats in 

the post Cold War world, but an absence of enemies that is causing traditional security 

theorists problems when asked to provide solutions to current security problems.9 4 In 

other words, there is not the same state against state rigidity that legitimized traditional 

security conceptions during the Cold War. 

What is important about Blechman and Prins in this instance is not simply the fact 

that both authors discuss the possibility of a global community, possessing the capability 

to recognize and define security threats. It is that both authors are arguing that the state-

based system is becoming less prominent in security discourse. As a result, one could 

argue that the entities Prins and Blechman view as having emerged within international 

society are potential launching pads from where security issues could be addressed. If 

state-based conceptions of security are being eroded, then one can assume that state-

based solutions to security are also in need of revision. 

A n interesting argument regarding state identities comes from Ted Hopf. Hopf 

argues that identities serve three functions. Identities a) tell one who he/she is b) tell one 

who others are and c) that with regard to decisions made under points a) and b) identities 

imply a set of preferences with respect to choice of action. 9 5 With respect to the state-

based realist security interpretation, identity is constructed through states. States 

recognize themselves as states, and therefore as legitimate players in international 

9 3Prins, Gwyn "The Four Stroke Cycle in Security Studies" in International Affairs 74 (4), Oct, 1998, p. 
783 
9 4 Ibid. 
9 5 Hopf, Ted "The Promise of Constructivism in International Relations Theory" in International Security 
23 (1), 1997, p. 175 
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security. States also recognize other states as having the same capacities (such as, for 

example, the use of force). 

Hopf argues that the realist conception of security holds that state identities are 

static.96In other words, Hopf says that the realist conception of threat and security 

assumes that states remain, throughout all time, never changing, rational actors in 

07 

security discourse. In terms of responding to security threats, this means that a state's 

response wi l l always be the same, as the threats and the actors never change. Hopf 
OC 

argues, however, that that identities are constantly changing. In security terms, this 

means that as security conceptions change to include "newer" sources of insecurity, the 

means by which those insecurities are confronted must also change. In terms of the state, 

this means that its applicability to rectification of security issues decreases. 

Hopf 's argument is important because it undermines the importance of state 

identity and subsequently traditional security. Security has for so long been directly 

associated with states and their interests. It has been assumed that states' interests are 

never changing. Yet i f Hopf s argument is accepted, then states must be subject to 

scrutiny as related to their roles in resolving security issues. This is not to suggest that 

states have no role in solving post Cold War security issues. What is suggested is that 

states' roles are changing along with conceptions of security and threat. 

One potential solution to solving threat is the recognition of "humanity" as an 

actor in international security. It is not impossible that "humanity" could prove to be a 

9 6 Ibid., p. 175-6 
9 7 Ibid. 
9 8 Ibid., p 176 
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legitimate force in resolving insecurities. At this point in time, however, this concept is a 

fairly hard argument to fully comprehend. Can humanity really represent a workable 

analytical level for security studies? At the same time, perhaps the acceptance and/or 

realization of security beyond the use of force are compelling security theorists to think 

beyond their prior limitations. Perhaps now is the time in security studies to begin 

considering vast numbers of alternative approaches to solving insecurities, much like a 

vast number of alternative security issues has been accepted in the post Cold War era. 

Perhaps it is possible to consider "humanity" as being represented by trans-national 

organizations. Maybe "humanity" is represented by non-governmental organizations. The 

actual definition of representation must still be determined. What is important, however, 

is to consider the need to think beyond what has historically been accepted as the means 

to prevent security threats. 

It must be stated that the preceding discussion was not meant to completely rule 

out state based solutions for insecurities. Instead, the intent was to present arguments 

supporting the need for theoretical change and the need for acceptance of other solutions. 

Today's international system still values states as important actors in international 

politics. Over the next several generations, it is not conceivably likely that states wil l 

disappear from the international landscape. It is important to keep this point in mind with 

respect to solving "new" security threats. Although non-state based security threats may 

exist, that does not mean that the state can no longer play a role in rectifying those 

insecurities. What it may mean, however, is that the military aspect of state-based 

security might be lessened. 
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In many ways, security discourse is evolving. Theorists argue legitimacy for both an 

increased number of security issues, as well as a greater consideration of what analytical 

levels those issues might affect. The state's role in providing security (and/or solving 

insecurities) is also being questioned, but has yet to be completely discarded. Because of 

all these things, "newer" understandings of security are being accepted. One area wherein 

security labels are increasingly being applied is the environment. The paper turns now to 

a discussion of environmental security. 



CHAPTER TWO: Exploring Environmental Security 
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Environmental issues are not new to countries' lists of problems. In terms of 

security, however, environmental issues take on whole new meanings. When 

environment is linked to security, a change in thought is required.1 In particular, linking 

environmental issues to security forces theorists to reconsider the previously dominant 

2 • • 

military conception of security. Under that security conception, security issues were only 

those that dealt directly with military instruments and/or the use of force. Interstate 

military competition was the primary source of insecurity. Individual insecurities were 

encapsulated within state security. Once a state was secure, its citizens were secure. To 

secure the state was to secure its military; therefore to secure a state's military was also to 

secure a state's citizenry.3 

In the post Cold War world, the expansion of security studies has encouraged the 

proliferation of non-military security conceptions. A prominent one among many is the 

idea of environmental security.4 This chapter aims initially to explore the various 

conceptualizations of the term "environmental security". As with the current general 

security debate, the debate regarding what exactly environmental security is still rages. 

Attached to this initial descriptive discussion wi l l come an analysis of why certain 

theorists are willing to accept environmental security as a separate security issue. In other 

1 Allenby, Braden R. "Environmental Security: Concept and Implementation" in International Political  
Science Review 21(1) 2000, p.18 
2 Butts, Kent Hughes " A Healthy World is a Safe World (Response to Richard Matthews, F O R U M , Winter 
1998) in Forum for Applied Research and Public Policy 14(1) Spring. 1999, p. 117 

3 Ideas based on the discussion as established in the first chapter. 
4 Matthew, Richard A . " A Clean, Secure Future: Environmental Security is Essential to World Harmony" 
in Forum for Applied Research and Public Policy 3(4) Winter 1998, p. 116 
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words, as the chapter presents a discussion about environmental security, it wi l l 

simultaneously reveal why environmental issues in particular should also be considered 

security issues. 

The chapter wil l also explore some of the implications pertaining to international 

relations with respect to the legitimization of environmental security. There are certain 

ways that accepting environmental security as a legitimate security entity affects the 

security studies field. 

What is perhaps initially important to understand about this concept is that there is 

no agreement as to the concept's meaning. Although different theorists have different 

conceptions of the term, much like the general security debate itself, the environmental 

security debate remains broad.5Having said that, this chapter aims to synthesize some of 

the more compelling debate regarding the concept, ultimately showing how the 

environment is becoming increasingly viewed as a legitimate, independent security 

concept. 

A) Conceptualization of the Term: Links to Traditional Security Concepts 

What must first be stated is that legitimizing other than military security issues is not 

intended to exclude military security issues from security discourse altogether. Certainly, 

military security issues continue to play important roles in the overall security debate.6 To 

5 Broda-Bahm, Kenneth T. "Finding Protection in Definitions: the Quest for Environmental Security" in 
Argumentation and Advocacy 35 (4) Spring 1999, pp. 5-20 
6 Waltz, Kenneth N . "Structural Realism After the Cold War" in International Security 23(1) Summer, 
2000, p. 5. The importance of military security issues was, perhaps, best reiterated to North Americans by 
the September 11 2001 attacks on New York City. 
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ignore the use of force as a threat to security would be to ignore one extremely important 

part of security discourse. 

At the same time, post Cold War notions of expanding security studies should not 

go unheard. It is important to consider other ways that states, individuals and groups are 

affected in security terms. Including environmental security into a broader understanding 

of security is one avenue of ensuring that all potential security risks are properly labeled 

as such. 

At times, the term has been linked to environmentalism in general; that is, 

movements associated with protecting the environment for the environment's sake.7 It is 

true that, in part, environmental security focuses on strengthening the environment in 

terms of ensuring vibrant and clean land, air, forests and oceans. What sets the field of 

environmental security apart, perhaps, from environmental groups is that it focuses on 

how threats to the environment are also threats to individuals', groups' and states' well 

being. In other words, environmental security can be considered one element of human 

security, a topic to be addressed at the end of this chapter (an examination of the 

Canadian understanding of "human security" wil l be presented in subsequent chapters). 

When trying to understand exactly what is meant by the term "environmental 

security" itself, however, one faces a tremendous task. This is because, as Marie Bernard-

Meunier states, "There is no consensus to date on the elements of definition of 

environmental security".9Certainly, as with any emerging concept, there are a number of 

relevant and important issues to consider when developing a full understanding of that 

7 Harper, Krista M . "Introduction: The Environment as Master Narrative: Discourse and Identity in 
Environmental Problems" in Anthropological Quarterly. 74, July 2001, p. 101. 

United Nations Environment Program, http://www.unep.org 

http://www.unep.org
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concept. Theorists such as Paul Painchaud argue that experts on the subject must agree on 

a number of different concepts before one can formulate a true understanding of 

environmental security. 1 0 In other words, Painchaud is saying that there is still need for 

clarification as to what the term means. 

Despite the fact that environmental issues have long been contested, 

environmental security debate has become increasingly important since the Cold War's 

end. uThis renewed energy surrounding the field is the primary reason for the lack of 

consensus regarding the topic. As wil l be discussed, there are several conflicting 

viewpoints as to what environmental security actually means. This section wi l l 

investigate a range of differing theoretical opinions. 

Michel Frederick: "A Realist's Conceptual Definition of Environmental Security" 

One important approach comes from Michel Frederick, who provides a "realist" 

definition of environmental security. Frederick asserts that realists agree on a number of 

basic tenets. Among these are included the fact that: "...political life is dominated by 

states not subject to any authority superior to their own sovereignty" and that ". . .the core 

concept of national interest is to be defined in terms of power as the only means of 

attaining national prosperity and security."1 2 These two points are congruent with the 

9 "Proceedings of the Seminar on Environmental Security", p.2 
1 0 Ibid., p. 3 
1 1 Deudney, Daniel H . and Richard A . Matthew Contested Grounds: Security and Conflict in the New  
Environmental Politics Albany: State University of New York Press, 1999 p. 8 
1 2 The discussion of Michel Frederick's position regarding environment and security is mainly adapted 
from his argument presented in: Frederick, Michel " A Realist's Conceptual Definition of Environmental 
Security" in Contested Grounds: Security and Conflict in the New Environmental Politics, p. 91 
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realist concepts of state supremacy (in terms of security studies) and the importance of 

force, as outlined in the first chapter. 

With respect to the environment itself, Frederick argues that in order for the 

environment to be considered as a security concern, it must be linked to the state. 1 3This is 

also consistent with realist theory, which argues that the state is the only legitimate 

security entity in international relations. Specifically, the environment must present a 

threat to the functioning ability of the state.14 

Frederick suggests that the correlation between the environment and the state has two 

parts. First, there is the direct threat to the state, which results from confrontations based 

on ecological conflicts. ! 5 This notion links to realist security theory in the sense that 

environmental degradation is a potential source of military conflict. This is an important 

concept, but wil l be discussed in more detail shortly, during the consideration of Thomas 

Homer-Dixon. 

The second correlating factor between the state and the environment is the 

emergence of indirect threats, such as environmental conditions that initiate or exacerbate 

political problems. 16Presumably, this could range from something like farmers' 

complaints about desertification, to special interest groups pursuing government 

legislation countering the effects of acid rain. In either scenario, political pressure 

develops and directly impacts state decision-making. In any case, the ability for state-the 

1 3 Frederick, p. 100 
1 4 Ibid., mainly adapted from Richard Ullman's conception of threat as developed in "Redefining Security" 
(see reference list) 
1 5 Frederick, Michel " A Realist's Conceptual Definition of Environmental Security" p. 98 
1 6 Ibid. 
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supreme international entity-to function becomes limited. This is an example of how 

environment can indirectly affect state security. 

Frederick further suggests that i f the environment is to become a security issue 

and therefore state-relevant, then the environment is something that would have to 

become securitized. In particular, Frederick highlights three elements of this 

securitization, which he terms "Security of the Environment". 

First, "Security of the Environment" would ensure the sustainable use of 

renewable and non-renewable resources. Second, it would ensure the protection of the 

"elements" (land/soil, air and water) in order to prevent pollution from stifling "natural 

regeneration". 1 9 Third, the state would seek to ensure the maximum reduction of industrial 

• " 20 

activities resulting in environmental hazards. 

Frederick's approach is very much in line with realist security thought. In terms of 

the environment, everything Frederick proposes refers directly to state choice and state 

ability to make choices. The environment is viewed not as an entity to be protected for its 

own sake and for the sakes of individuals. Instead, Frederick argues that the environment 

must be protected because of its value to the state. As discussed in the first chapter, for 
21 • 

realists, the state matters above all else in international security. If a state is not secure, 

then that state's citizens are not secure. 

1 7 Frederick, Michel " A Realist's Conceptual Definition of Environmental Security" p. 97 
1 8 Ibid. 
1 9 Frederick, Michel " A Realist's Conceptual Definition of Environmental Security" pp. 97-8 

2 0 Ibid. 
2 1 See Paris, Roland "Human Security: Paradigm Shift or Hot Ai r?" in International Security 26(2) fall 
2001, pp. 101-102, also Walt, Stephen M . "The Renaissance of Security Studies" in Mershon International  
Studies Review 41, 1991, p. 222 
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To further illustrate this idea, consider the following example. If a forested area 

within a state is not replenished, this is not problematic (for Frederick or for a realist) 

because trees are taken, altering the land. This is problematic because i f the area is not 

replenished, there wil l be no further access to timber, which is an asset of the state. 

Because, as Frederick argues, that the environment must be protected because of its value 

to the state, environmental degradation presents security issues to the state. 

What one wonders about this line of argumentation is whether or not 

environmental issues can be security issues because of the affects on human lives, or on 

the environment itself. This topic wil l be discussed in greater detail further along in this 

chapter. It is important to keep in mind for the time being the fact that Frederick asserts 

that the environment remains a component of "the state" and not of "states" in general. 

This point has direct ties to more globally oriented theorists (such as Gwyn Prins and Jon 

Barnett, authors to be investigated in greater detail further along in this chapter) who 

argue that environmental problems transcend state-based conceptions of security. This 

argument wil l also be addressed shortly. In the meantime, it is important to pursue a 

realist related issue regarding environmental security: the environment as a source of 

military/violent conflict. Although Frederick speaks somewhat to this concept, a more 

authoritative author on the subject is Thomas Homer-Dixon. 

Thomas Homer-Dixon: "Environmental Scarcities and Violent Conflict" 

The idea of ecological conflict, as initiated in this discussion through Frederick's 

ideas, has been perpetuated perhaps most notably by Thomas Homer-Dixon. Homer-

Dixon asserts that, in the future, environmental resources wil l provide the bases for inter-
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state (and intra-state) conflict. Due to deteriorating ecological conditions (especially in 

middle Eastern and Third World regions of the globe), Homer-Dixon concludes that 

"have-not" resource countries wil l attempt to acquire the resources they lack from "have" 
9*1 

countries. Such attempts wil l not, says Homer-Dixon, stop short of war. Specifically, 

Homer-Dixon points to specific examples of renewable resources over which violent 

conflict could arise. They include water, forests and fertile (crop) land. 2 4 

Most importantly, Homer-Dixon discusses the concept of "environmental 

scarcity". Environmental scarcity encompasses three main sources of renewable resource 

scarcity: environmental change, population growth and unequal social distribution of 
9 S 

resources. Environmental change refers to a human induced deterioration in the quality 

of a renewable resource.26Population growth strains a state's resource base, making those 

resources less abundant and more coveted, in turn potentially sparking violent 
97 

conflict. Unequal resource distribution also potentially causes violent conflict because 

only an elite few retain access to those resources, igniting resentment within the many 
• • 98 

"have not" citizens of a state. 

When acting in cohesion, Homer-Dixon argues, these scarcity sources undermine 

numerous social institutions. The most important (affected) institution, in Homer-Dixon's 
Homer-Dixon, Thomas F. "On the Threshold: Environmental Changes as Causes of Acute Conflict" in 

International Security 16(2) Fall 1991 p. 76, also Homer-Dixon, Thomas F. "Environmental Scarcities and 
Violent Conflict: Evidence from Cases" in International Security 19(1) Summer 1994, p. 6 (Homer-Dixon 
provides a number of case studies in each of his reports. Presented here are a few major articles that 
wonderfully pertain to the greater security debate in general) 
2 3 Homer-Dixon, Thomas F. "On the Threshold", p. 77 
2 4 Homer-Dixon, Thomas F. "Thresholds of Turmoil" p. 62 
2 5 Homer-Dixon, Thomas F. "Environmental Scarcities and Conflict", p. 8 
2 6 Ibid. 
2 7 Homer-Dixon, Thomas F. "Thresholds of Turmoil", pp. 9-10 
2 8 Ibid., p. 11 
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estimation, is the state.29 Specifically, Homer-Dixon asserts that "...the multiple effects 

of environmental scarcity, including large population movements and economic decline, 

30 

appear likely to weaken sharply the capacity and legitimacy of the state..." State 

weakening can manifest in several forms. For example, similarly to Frederick, Homer-

Dixon notes that states can be limited in their decision making capabilities due to lack of 

or mismanaged resources. Such an event is a security threat because it undermines the 

capability of the state. Furthermore, a weakened state is increasingly unable to deal with 

security threats. 

Yet perhaps more importantly, Homer-Dixon is far more elaborate than Frederick 

concerning the notion of conflict resulting from environmental degeneration. Although 

Homer-Dixon himself does not say so explicitly, for a realist, environmental issues are 

only security issues when linked to the use of force. In Homer-Dixon's assessment, this 

realist notion could take on a variety of manifestations. One potential outcome of 

environmental scarcity/degeneration is for states to use force against one another in order 

to gain access to natural resources. In other words, i f a state is short on its fresh water 

supply, it may actively seek the fresh water supply from a neighbouring state and may 

acquire that resource through the use of force (or, at very least, develop hostile relations 

with that state). 

2 9 Ibid., p. 25 
3 0 Ibid. 
3 1 Homer-Dixon, Thomas "Environmental Scarcity and Global Security", p. 49, also Homer-Dixon, 
Thomas "Thresholds of Turmoil", p. 32 
3 2 Walt, Stephen M . "The Renaissance of Security Studies" p. 222 
3 3 Homer-Dixon, "Environmental Scarcity and Global Security", (Case Studies throughout), also "Homer-
Dixon, "Thresholds of Turmoil". (Both selections discuss in length specific case studies related to scarcity 
based conflicts). 
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Another potential outcome is for a state to experience conflict between rival 

groups within its borders.34 Conflict may occur because of (as aforementioned) unequal 

resource distribution, unavailability of resources or scarcity forced migration/population 

stresses. Whatever the scenario, security is threatened because the state potentially faces 

some form of violent (i.e. military) conflict. At this point, it is worthwhile to note that this 

form of conflict can be classified as "intra-state" conflict. As discussed in the first 

chapter, intra-state conflict is not a core consideration of realist security theory. The 

importance of this point wi l l be debated further along in this chapter. 

Summary 

Frederick and Homer-Dixon both reveal how the environment has the potential to 

become a source of state insecurity. Both assert that environmental concerns do indeed 

present challenges to state security. And therein lies the key point: both authors reiterate 

the importance of the environment as it relates to state security. To be fair to Homer-

Dixon, it must be said that he does express legitimate concern for environmental 

degradation itself. 3 5At the same time, Homer-Dixon focuses overwhelmingly on the 

environment-conflict linkage. The fact that he consistently concludes that his research 

"...shows that environmental scarcity causes violent conflict" ties him to this realist 

debate.36 In one sense, both Frederick and Homer-Dixon perpetuate the realist/traditional 

notion of security that the state is the only entity that can experience insecurities. In 

3 4 Homer-Dixon, "Thresholds of Turmoil", p. 32 
3 5 See Homer-Dixon, Thomas "Environmental Scarcities and Violent Conflict: Evidence from Cases" in 
International Security 19(1) Summer, 1994, p. 36 (Homer-Dixon discusses social effects of environmental 
degradation, but ultimately ties it back to sources of conflict). 
3 6 Homer-Dixon, Thomas "Environmental Scarcities and Violent Conflict: Evidence from Cases", p. 39 
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another, perhaps more important sense, both express the realist sentiment that insecurity 

exists when a state faces military threats. Although the environment may be the catalyst 

for military action, ultimately the resultant military action itself poses the security threat. 

It is not that the environment itself presents threats to (state) security; it is that the 

environment might perpetuate events that are legitimately considered security issues, 

• 37 

because those events affect a state s security. 

Other theorists share Frederick's and Homer-Dixon's assessments. Peter Gleick, 

for example, highlights five "clear connections" between environmental resources and 

their potential to cause conflict. Gleick suggests that the environment and environmental 

resources could be viewed as: a) strategic goals, b) strategic targets, c) strategic tools, d) 

roots of conflicts (due to resource inequities) and e) environmental services and 

conditions as roots to conflict. 3 8As with Frederick, Gleick highlights the importance of 

linking environment to the state. In his assessment, Gleick emphasizes the importance of 

the environment and its resources in their abilities to enhance or limit state capabilities. In 

his "conditions", Gleick reveals several ways in which the state may utilize the 

environment to its own advantage. Similarly, Gleick illustrates how a state may suffer 

insecurities resulting from environmental linkages. Once again however, the notion of 

security (or insecurity, for that matter) only arises when environmental problems limit the 

state's capacity to function properly. 

3 7 Barnett, Jon and Stephen Dovers present an interesting account of what environmental insecurity means 
with regards to the state or to the individual in "Environmental Security, Sustainability and Policy" in 
Pacifica Review 13(2), June 2001, pp. 157-169 
3 8 Gleick, Peter "Environment and Security: The Clear Connections" in The Bulletin of Atomic Scientists 
47, 1991, pp. 17-21 
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Robert D. Kaplan builds on Frederick's and (especially) Homer-Dixon's 

assertions regarding the role of the environment in security. Kaplan argues that the 

environment is "...the national-security issue of the twenty-first century" (emphasis 

added).3 9Kaplan stresses that (among other things) "...water depletion, air pollution and, 

possibly, rising sea levels in critical, overcrowded regions....will prompt mass migration 

and, in turn, incite group conflicts...". 4 0Like Frederick and Homer-Dixon, Kaplan 

stresses the importance of the environment, but only insofar as it relates to military 

conflict and that conflict's affect on states. Kaplan's very use of the word "national" in 

front of the term "security" limits the environment's possible relevance solely to the state 

(analytical) level. Kaplan (like Homer-Dixon) refers to several case studies, all of which 

(also like Homer-Dixon) are countries considered part of the "developing" or "third" 

world. Kaplan insists that it is these regions (for example, the Middle East, sub-Saharan 

Africa and Bangladesh) wherein the chance for most conflict wi l l arise, due to over

population, resource depletion and migration.4 1 

Frank McNei l also stresses that environmental security is solely the relationship 

between environmental degradation and conflict. 4 2McNeil argues, like Homer-Dixon, 

that a sound conceptualization of environmental security can be achieved by building a 

"ground up" theory, based on scientific observation.43Specifically, McNei l refers to a 

3 9 Kaplan, Robert "The Coming Anarchy" in Atlantic Monthly 27(1), 1994, p. 5 
4 0 Ibid., p. 5-6 
4 1 Kaplan, p. 6-7 
4 2 McNei l , Frank Making Sense of Environmental Security Coral Gables Florida: University of Miami, 
2000, p. 1 
4 3 McNei l , Frank Making Sense of Environmental Security, p.2 
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number of states throughout the developing world (much like Homer-Dixon) to show 

how environmental degradation leads to conflict, which, in turn, is an issue of security.4 4 

A l l of these theorists emphasize the environment's importance to security. Yet the 

emphasis is not on the environment: the emphasis is on the conflict that the environment 

might trigger. This conflict is, in fact, the true security threat; the environment is merely 

the ultimate source for that security threat. What these authors do not focus primarily on, 

however, is the consideration of the environment as a source of insecurity itself. It is true 

that Thomas Homer-Dixon, for example, recognizes the insecurities posed by 

environmental degradation, as aforementioned. As also shown, however, he ultimately 

links those insecurities to the larger conflict debate.45This makes one assume that 

environmental security exists as a function of state security. Only when state security (in 

the traditional sense) becomes affected does the environment emerge as a related security 

issue. In many ways, "security" itself is taken for granted as being equated solely with 

"national" or "state" security.4 6 Although the potential for conflict based on 

environmental disputes might very well be real, it is important to consider how the 

environment itself might be classified as a source of insecurity, and therefore a relevant 

security issue. The following section presents a discussion of why and how the 

environment can be seen as a legitimate security field without being linked to traditional 

security theory. 

McNei l , Frank Making Sense of Environmental Security, pp. 3-9 
4 5 Homer-Dixon, Thomas "Environmental Scarcities and Violent Conflict: evidence from Cases" p. 36 
4 6 See Timura, Christopher T. "Environmental Conflict and the Social Life of Environmental Security 
Discourse" in Anthropological Quarterly, p. 105 
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B) Environmental Security 

The potential problems posed by military linkages to environmental concerns are 

certainly dangerous, but they do not alone encompass the entire debate as it pertains to 

environmental security. As previously suggested, it would be foolish to omit military 

threats from the security debate. This sentiment is also relevant to the environmental 

debate: conflict over natural resources, for example, is a very real and possible 

occurrence that one should not exclude from one's conception of security. 

At the same time, one theoretical stream recognizes the environment's importance 

in and of itself to the security field. More specifically, some theorists insist that the 

environment itself represents a security challenge independently of traditional security 

conceptions. Barry Buzan (et. al), for example, acknowledges the need to expand the 

security debate from a purely state-centric focus. Buzan argues that an expansion of 

security must recognize environmental security as a separate, legitimate security realm. 4 7 

Similarly, Richard Ullman argues for consideration of environmental concerns as security 

48 

concerns . 

There exist several reasons for this notion. Most apparent is the fact that the 

environment impacts every human being. Without clean air, clean water supplies and an 

otherwise healthy environment, no life, let alone human life, is sustainable. The fact that 

life is directly tied to the environment makes its potential demise a source of insecurity. 

Yet from this basic reality stem several theoretical reasons as to why the environment 

should be directly linked to security issues. 
4 7 Summarized from Buzan, Barry, Ole Waever and Jaap de Wilde Security: A New Framework for  
Analysis Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 1998 
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One reason why environmental security might be given independent consideration 

as a security issue pertains to the concept of analytical levels. As revealed in the previous 

section, traditional security theorists only relate the environment to security issues i f the 

state (and therefore military conflict) is involved. What this does is limit the number of 

entities that the environment can affect in security terms. To be specific, linking the 

environment to the state ensures that the traditional notion of security prevails. The state 

remains the sole security entity, therefore it also remains the sole entity that faces 

insecurities. This approach ignores the possibility that the environment itself might be the 

source of insecurity. 

As discussed in the first chapter, however, many theorists argue that entities other 

than the state also face insecurities. Highlighted in that chapter were the individual and 

global levels. 

Individual and Global Levels of Analysis 

Linking the environment to state security ignores other analytical levels. Gwyn 

Prins, for example, would take issue with the ideas proposed by Frederick. Prins asserts 

that there are global dimensions to security that transcend state based security 

conceptions.49 In particular, Prins states that environmental concerns represent security 

issues that affect other entities than the state.50If one limits one's focus to the state, one 

Ullman, Richard "Redefining Security" in International Security 8(1) Summer 1983, pp.15-37 Ullman's 
argument is discussed in greater detail in the first chapter. 
4 9 Prins, Gwyn. "Notes Toward the Definition of Global Security" in American Behavioral Scientist 38(6), 
1995, pp. 817-30, also Prins, Gwyn "The Four Stroke Cycle in Security Studies" in International Affairs 
74(4) 1998, pp. 781-808 
5 0 Prins discusses the environment as prime examples in both articles, but specifically in "Notes Toward the 
Definition of Global Security" 
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neglects other potential and important environmental security threats.51 Linking the 

environment to state based security conceptions also ignores the fact that larger scale 

environmental problems are not hindered by artificial state boundaries. More specifically, 

simply because a particular environmental problem may originate within one state, there 

is no guarantee that that problem wil l remain solely within that state. This is one major 

why environmental issues must also be considered security issues. A state centric security 

focus ignores the harmful security affects that environmental degradation can have. 5 2 

There are several instances wherein the transboundary nature of environmental 

problems has manifested. For example, the potential threats posed by Cold War relics 

containing nuclear materials, such as aged Russian (Soviet) ships rusting in Arctic 

ports.5 3Another example is the spread of industrial pollution from lower latitude countries 

(such as southern Canada and the United States) into the circumpolar region. 5 4 There are 

two common threads between these two examples. First, although these are domestic 

problems, they can easily become international issues. Such environmental dangers do 

not acknowledge artificial state boundaries: they wil l not cease once they have spread to a 

country's political borders (i.e. artificially imposed boundaries).55 

Second, and perhaps more importantly, such environmental threats can affect 

people regardless of their physical locations. As explained in the first chapter, traditional 

security theory stresses that individuals are secure as long as their state (s) is (are) 

5 1 Barnett, Jon and Stephen Dovers "Environmental Security, Sustainability and Policy" in Pacifica Review 
13(2) June, 2001 p. 158 

5 2 Ibid. 
5 3 Heininen, Lassi "Environmental Threats of Military Presence in Northern Waters and the Arctic" in 
Arctic Environmental Problems Lassi Heininen (ed.) p., 42 
5 4 Furgal, Chris M and Robbie Keith "Canadian Arctic Contaminants Assessment Report: Overview and 
Summary" http://www.carc.org/pubs/v25no2 

http://www.carc.org/pubs/v25no2
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secure.56 Further, as states are the only legitimate security entities, and military force the 

only true source of insecurity, environmental issues (not linked to military conflict) are 

not security issues. Still, the fact that environmental degradation directly affects human 

life causes one to question how it cannot be considered a security issue. Prins' argument 

does just that: it questions how an event (like the spread of air pollutants) cannot be 

considered a security threat when people, on a global scale, can be potentially harmed by 

that threat. For that reason, Prins argues that there exists a global level of security that is 

affected by environmental issues and that environmental security exists outside of its 

state-centric linkages.5 7 

There are others who share Prins' opinion of a global analytical level. Jessica 

Tuchman-Mathews argues that environmental security should be given legitimacy 

because there is a "blurring" of domestic and international policies regarding 

environmental problems.5 8 Tuchman-Mathews says that traditional security theory does 

not recognize the global realities of environmental issues. She emphasizes that 

environmental issues are forcing a new realization of policy among states that grants the 

global analytical legitimacy (the idea of environment driving policy wil l be more deeply 

explored in subsequent chapters).59 

Just as theorists like Prins and Tuchman-Mathews emphasize the need to 

recognize a global analytical level, other theorists emphasize the need to recognize an 

individual analytical level. David A . Baldwin, for example, stresses that security is 

5 5 Heininen, Lassi " A n Introduction" in Arctic Environmental Problems (Lassi Heininen éd.), p. 12 
5 6 See Walt, Stephen M . "The Renaissance of Security Studies", p. 222-3 
5 7 Prins, Gwyn "Notes Towards the Definition of Global Security", p.822 
5 8 Tuchman-Mathews, Jessica "Redefining Security" in Foreign Affairs 68(2), Spring 1989 p. 168 
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something that is "...valued by individuals, families, states and other actors."60 What this 

statement suggests is that security, in general, exists beyond the state level of analysis. 

Instead of a "global" analytical level, Baldwin emphasizes the importance of the 

"individual" analytical level. 

Keith Krause and Michael C. Williams agree that security is something 

individuals can "enjoy".6 1 Individuals can be subject to certain insecurities just as a state 

might face military insecurities. Yet these two authors take the discussion one step further 

by including the "individual" analytical level within the broader "global" analytical level 

espoused by Prins. Krause and Williams argue that by sharing separate insecurities with 

other individuals (either within one's state or globally), individuals also incorporate the 

global analytical level. 6 2In other words, although individuals can experience insecurities 

alone, shared insecurities create the global analytical level Prins advocates. In both cases, 

analytical levels other than the state are created. In terms of the environment itself, 

Krause and Williams suggest that "Environmental degradation poses (common) threats to 

individuals that transcend particular states and exclusive conceptions of national 

security".6 3What Krause and Williams mean is that environmental degradation poses 

direct security threats to individuals because their livelihoods are endangered. By 

asserting that environmental problems "...transcend...exclusive conceptions of national 

security" Krause and Williams are directly implying that environmental security issues 

exist outside of state linkages. This is important to the environmental security debate 

Baldwin, David A . "The Concept of Security" in Review of International Studies 23, 1997, p. 18 
6 1 Krause and Williams, "From Strategy to Security", p. 43 
6 2 Krause and Williams, p. 45 
6 3 Ibid., p 45 
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because it presents an argument in favour of legitimizing environmental security outside 

of traditional security linkages.. 

Having said this, Krause and Williams are quick to acknowledge potential hazards 

associated with legitimizing the individual (and for that matter, global) analytical level(s). 

For instance, once the individual level is accepted as a legitimate analytical security 

entity, it is possible that any and all potential security "threats" wil l be accepted, so long 

as they are identified with the individual level. 6 4In other words, by accepting the 

environment as a legitimate security issue, one may create a path for any number of 

related issues to become security issues. 

It is important to remember, however, the criteria for "threat" established by 

Richard Ullman (presented in the first chapter: something having a profound affect over a 

relatively short period of time). In terms of environmental issues, the outlined examples 

of pollutant spread certainly fit Ullman's criteria. These examples represent events 

harmful to both individuals' and groups' lives. Perhaps more importantly, adhering to 

Ullman's criteria regarding threat helps theorists limit the potential number of security 

issues they might face. B y utilizing Ullman's criteria, one can eliminate potentially 

frivolous or trivial "issues" from the environmental security conception. If an 

environmental "threat" does not follow Ullman's criteria, then one could argue that it is 

not a true environmental security issue. 

When discussing environmental security, it is important to consider the 

relationships between security and levels of analysis. Doing so allows one to understand 

why the environment is emerging as a legitimate entity in security studies. Yet in order to 
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understand why (in certain situations) the environment should be recognized as a separate 

security entity, it is also important to consider theorists who dispute arguments linking 

environment to traditional security. More specifically, it is important to consider those 

who contest military linkages to environmental security. 

Contesting Military Linkages 

Although theorists like Homer-Dixon present compelling arguments for the 

relationship between environmental scarcity and military conflict, there are those who 

argue that the environment represents security independently of traditional security 

conceptions. 

What is different about these theorists as opposed to those previously explored is 

that they insist that environmental concerns can exist as security concerns outside of 

state-based and/or military association. There are several implications of such opinions, 

in relation to the broader security debate and international relations. This is where the 

paper now turns. 

It is important to reconsider the earlier authors discussed in this chapter (i.e. those 

who link environment to military conflict). These authors revealed the environment's 

linkage to the state. Recall that Michel Frederick argues that environment is a state's 

domain. He says that the environment must be viewed as important to national security 

because i f not, resources (which are state's possessions) might not be readily at a state's 

disposal. If this happens, then the state would not have as many policy options as it would 

i f all of its resources (natural or otherwise) were intact. Recall also that Peter Gleick 

makes a similar argument, stressing the relationship between environmental resources 

Krause and Williams, p. 46 
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and state objectives. In both authors' opinions, environmental security pertains to state 

suffered threats as a direct or indirect result of environmental problems. In short, 

"environment" becomes a security issue only when the state is linked (in strategic 

capacities) to an environmental problem. This limits the discussion of environmental 

security to solely a state based focus; that is, it ignores the potential for environmental 

degradation to affect other than state levels of security. 

Jon Barnett, however, takes direct aim at that very assertion. In his essay 

"Destabilizing the Environment-Conflict Thesis", Barnett argues that there is more to 

environmental security than simply linking the environment to military conflict. In 

reference to the five "clear connections" proposed by Gleick (as earlier outlined), Barnett 

implores that four of the five refer directly to environmental resources, rather than true 

environmental issues (emphasis added).65In other words, what Barnett argues is that 

because Gleick associates environmental resources with environmental conflict (and 

subsequently environmental security) he misses the point regarding true environmental 

issues. Barnett suggests that what Gleick is speaking to are economic, not environmental 

issues.66Barnett states that, due to Gleick's emphasis on environmental resources, Gleick 

is more concerned with those resources' values to the state economically and not those 

resources' value environmentally.67What this suggests, then, is that environmental 

security lies elsewhere than the environment's linkages to the state. Specifically, in 

Barnett's view, environmental security problems are those that: "...cannot be costed or 

reasonably substituted such as increasing rates of pollutant-induced cancer, biodiversity 

6 5 Bamett, Jon "Destabilizing the Environment-Conflict Thesis" in Review of International Studies 26, 
2000, p. 273 
6 6 Barnett, Jon "Destabilizing the Environment-Conflict Thesis", p. 273. 
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losses, and the effects of climate change [t]hese are the essence of environmental 

msecurity" (emphasis in original). 6 8 

Barnett's take on environmental security is more in line with theorists like Prins, 

Ullman and Tuchman-Mathews. What Barnett is saying is that although one might find 

military linkages to environmental elements (in this case, natural resources), those 

linkages may not represent security in the true "environmental security" sense. For 

Barnett, environmental problems and their affects on human life represent true 

environmental security issues.6 9To Barnett, environmental security is best understood as 

something "...which casts environmental security in terms of human health and welfare 

rather than conflict". Environmental security should represent issues that are 

71 

"...associated with the erosion of individual and group welfare and resilience". Note 

here the similarity to the discussion earlier outlined involving Prins and Ullman: the 

criteria proposed by Ullman and the idea of expanding security studies to the global level 

by Prins especially. What is important to realize from this portion of Barnett's discussion 

is that, in his view, the environment should not be considered a security realm simply 

because it is misrepresented under the military security blanket. For Barnett, the 

environment should be seriously considered in security terms because it can cause human 

beings to face insecurities (such as adverse health scenarios, as Barnett points out). If i l l 

health, pollution and the erosion of group well being and resiliency are not considered 

direct threats to a person's security, than it is hard to imagine what are security threats. In 

6 7 Ibid., p. 273, 74 
6 8 Barnett, Jon "Destabilizing the Environment-Conflict Thesis", p. 273 
6 9 Barnett, pp. 273-274 
7 0 Barnett, p. 286 
7 1 Barnett, p. 283 
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other words, it is important, as Barnett stresses, to consider the environment as a security-

entity because it can adversely affect human life. Certainly, at a basic level, security must 

represent mankind's ability to sustain its existence. 

Barnett does not attack the environment-conflict theorists on this level alone. He 

also attacks the idea that environment has been (and wil l be, in the future) a major 

contributing source to violent conflict. Recall Homer-Dixon's and Frank MacNeil 's 

usage of developing country case studies to illustrate their points. Using water as a 

resource historically blamed for certain conflicts, Barnett reemphasizes Ronnie 

Lipschutz's assertion that "examples offered as evidence of wars over water tend to be 

79 

about something else i.e. the broader political context...". Christopher T. Timura 

shares this viewpoint. Timura argues that natural resources, representative of the 

environment in general, are "...inextricably entwined within social, political and 

economic structures...", perhaps moreso than directly linked to security structures. With 

this information, a security theorist, says Timura, must determine whether an 

environmental issue is at the root of a perceived security threat.74What this means is not 

that the environment exists as an extension of military security theory, but that the 

environment exists as a separate, security subject. 

Timura's and Barnett's assessments are important to the general environmental 

security debate for a number of reasons. At the surface level, their assertions represent 

7 2 Barnett, Jon "Destabilizing the Environment-Conflict Thesis", p. 276, also Lipschutz, Ronnie "What 
Resource W i l l Matter? Environmental Degradation as a Security Issue" in Environmental Dimensions of  
Security: Proceedings from A A A S Annual Meeting Symposium (Elizabeth Kirk ed.), Washington: 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1992 pp. 1-8 
7 3 Timura, Christopher T. '"Environmental Conflict' and the Social Life of Environmental Security 
Discourse" in Anthropological Quarterly, p. 111 
7 4 Timura, Christopher T. '"Environmental Conflict' and the Social Life of Environmental Security" p. 111 
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attempts to broaden security studies' conception of environmental security. These 

sentiments echo those of the theorists explored earlier in this chapter who support the 

broadening and deepening of security studies, especially in environmental security terms. 

Certainly, these two theorists' works represent one trend in security discourse; a trend 

that encourages people to consider environmental security as its own, legitimate security 

forum. 

At a deeper level, these theorists are posing questions that require security 

theorists to truly examine and determine what they mean when discussing environmental 

security. If, like Barnett suggests, resource conflict is not representative of environmental 

security/conflict, then what should environmental security encompass? For one, Canada's 

Ambassador for Circumpolar Affairs, Mary Simon, asserts the need for environmental 

security (in particular, Arctic environmental security) to broaden in order to include such 

elements as environmental protection and "...people-oriented socioeconomic 

considerations". Similarly, the Report of the Commission on Global Governance m the 

mid 1990s stressed that "Global Security must be broadened from its traditional focus to 

include the security of people and the planet".7 6This reveals the importance of 

recognizing environmental security in terms of environmental issues. 

Echoing these sentiments is Eric K . Stern, who argues for the adoption of 

77 • 

"comprehensive security". Comprehensive security, says Stern, would incorporate into 

the broader understanding of environmental security areas ". . .traditionally ignored..." by 

' 5 "On Thinning Ice", p. 12 
7 6 Report of the Commission on Global Governance, cited in Our Global Neighborhood (Oxford University 
Press 1995) 
7 7 Stern, Eric K . "The Case for Comprehensive Security" in Contested Grounds p. 128 
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previous environmental security conceptualizations. Specifically, Stern argues that 

environmental protection would fall under the comprehensive security umbrella, allowing 

important environmental issues (such as, as Stern emphasizes, ozone depletion and 

climate change) to be legitimately considered environmental security issues, as opposed 

to simply environmental issues. Stern argues that the understanding of environmental 

security must recognize the importance of such environmental issues, while at the same 

time acknowledging the continuing importance of militarily linked environmental 

security issues.80It is in this way, Stern asserts, that "comprehensive security" recognizes 

the interrelated dimensions of human life in terms of security (i.e. military, environmental 

and economic).8 1 

In short, what such ideas represent is the need to understand environmental 

security in deeper terms than by simply linking environmental security to traditional 

security understandings. It is important to realize, like Barnett, Timura and Stern do, that 

the environment can cause insecurities independently of state and military linkages. At 

the same time, although Barnett (especially) outlines what he believes environmental 

security issues to be, both Barnett and Timura would be prudent to not completely 

eliminate military linkages to the environment from their environmental security 

conceptions (as argued by Stern). The purpose of this chapter is to assert (like Barnett, 

Timura and Stern) that the environment can be a source of insecurity itself, regardless of 

its linkages to military conflict (traditional security theory). In other words, it is important 

for security theorists to consider the environment as a separate security realm. 

7 8 Stern Eric K . "Comprehensive Security", p. 128 
7 9 Stern, Eric K . "Comprehensive Security" p. 131, 144 
8 0 Stern, Eric K . "Comprehensive Security", p. 146 
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There are many reasons why the environment must be incorporated into security 

discourse. First, as discussed throughout these first two chapters, the environment 

represents an issue area wherein entities other than the state are affected. Because the 

traditional security conception does not allow entities other than the state to face 

insecurities, that conception must be expanded to allow the individual and global 

analytical levels inclusion into security discourse. Second, as aforementioned, the 

environment affects individuals globally, independently of artificially imposed state 

boundaries. Environmental degradation forces reconsideration of security because it 

forces reconsideration of which entities are affected. States cannot combat environmental 

issues militarily, and, in fact, military activities contribute to environmental 

89 

insecurities. Third, and perhaps most importantly for this essay, is the fact that the 

Canadian Arctic's environment suffers from degradation issues in a number of forms, 

which wil l be discussed in the next chapter. Not only does the environment face such 

problems as pollution, but those environmental issues also directly affect human lives. As 

aforementioned, at a basic level, security must represent human survival. 

D) Summary 

Having explored some aspects of the environmental security debate, it is 

necessary to reiterate some of the major issues related to this topic. 

Initially, it is important to understand that the nature of environmental security is 

undergoing constant changes. What this means is that there is no set conceptualization of 

8 1 Stern, Eric K . "Comprehensive Security", p. 144 
8 2 Heininen, Lassi "Environmental Threats of Military presence in Northern Waters and the Arctic" p. 42 
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the term. As Franklyn Griffiths states, when discussing environmental security, one is not 

O T 

"...talking about sharply delineated security 'concepts'...". Environmental security has 

no concrete guidelines, no rigid structure at present. There is no universally accepted 

definition of the term. 

At the same time, it is also important to understand some of the major trends in 

environmental security discourse. In one respect, there is the belief, as Gregory D. Foster 

explains, that environmental security: 
"...takes one of three forms. The first is the destructive effect of security activities—most notably 

military operations and training, and weapons development and use—on the environment. The second is 
actual warfare involving the targeting, destruction, or manipulation of the environment for hostile purposes. 
The third....is the effect the environment may have on security—specifically as cause or precipitant of 
insecurity in the form of violence, instability, and the l ike" . 8 4 

Foster's summary is represented in this chapter by the arguments of Frederick, 

Homer-Dixon, Gleick, MacNeil and Kaplan. The persisting theme in these authors' work 

is the linkage between the environment and (military) conflict, and/or the inability of the 

state to function. In either case, traditional security theory (i.e. state based) permeates this 

conception of environmental security. 

The other major environmental security conception discussed during this chapter 

is the notion that environmental security exists independently of military/traditional 

security concepts. This is the idea that a complete conceptualization of environmental 

security considers "...the well-being of subpopulations and even individuals", as David 

8 3 Griffiths, Franklyn "Environment and Security in Arctic Waters: A Canadian Perspective" in INSROP  
Working Paper no. 83-1997. IV 2.1. National security and International Environmental Cooperation in the  
Arctic-the Case of the Northern Sea Route (Willy Ostreng, ed.) International Northern Sea Route 
Programme p. 121 
8 4 Foster, Gregory D. "Environmental Security: The Search for Strategic Legitimacy" in Armed Forces &  
Society: A n Interdisciplinary Journal 27(3) Spring 2001 p. 376 
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N . McNelisand asserts. This viewpoint is represented in this chapter through the works 

of Prins, Tuchman-Mathews, Ullman, Timura, Barnett and Stern. The overarching theme 

in these authors' works is that environmental security must (at least) include more than a 

traditional understanding of security: that entities other than the state must be considered 

when analyzing environmental security issues. As wil l be shown in the upcoming 

chapter, the environment directly affects both the global and individual levels of analysis. 

If one limits one's focus to the state (traditional) level, one omits several potential threats 

to security, as represented (as Barnett argues) by the adverse affects on human life. It is 

especially in consideration of this last point that it is important to consider "environment" 

as a legitimate security arena. 

For this paper's overall argument, it is most important to recognize that 

environmental security is one element of human security, as aforementioned. Although 

Canada's human security perspective wil l be investigated in a later chapter, it is 

necessary to briefly reconsider environmental security's relationship to human security. 

After all, it is the environment's affect on human life that is prompting theorists, like 

Prins, Barnett, Ullman and McNelisand to stress the importance of considering 

environmental issues in security terms. 

Human security as a field of study has developed substantially since the Cold 

War's end. The 1994 United Nations Human Development Report, published by the 

United Nations Development Program (UNDP) lists a number of criteria identifying 

human security. Included in this list are the notions that: human security is people-

8 5 McNelisand, David M . and Glenn E. Schweitzer "Environmental Security: A n Evolving Concept" 
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centered; human security issues have the potential to affect people around the globe 

simultaneously and that human security's objective is to free people from "fear" and from 

"want".8 7The Report lists seven main areas of human security, including among them 

o o m 

food, health and environmental security. Human security, as has been argued with 

environmental security, does not confine "threat" to state limits. As outlined by the first 

chapter's discussion, human security focuses on individual security.9 0Human security has 

faced a number of challenges, most in terms of its focus on broadening and deepening the 

security agenda (as discussed in the first chapter).91At the same time, human security's 

acceptance among certain states, such as those that make up the "Human Security 

Network", emphasize human security's relevance and growing acceptance internationally 

(Canada, as both a member of the H S N and a proponent of human security wi l l be 

considered in greater detail in subsequent chapters. The discussion here is meant to re-
92 

illustrate human security's growing acceptance as a security field.). 

As represented by the U N D P Report, the environment is directly linked to human 

security. The environment is one branch of human security's agenda. The relevance of 

this to the general discussion presented is twofold. First, it is important to understand that 

human security encompasses environmental security. This is important because in 

subsequent chapters, Canada's support for human security wi l l be evaluated. Second, and 
8 6 Rosenau, James N . "Security in a Turbulent World" in Current History 94(592) May 1995, p. 193, also 
Thomas, Nicholas and Wil l iam T. Tow "The Utility of Human Security: Sovereignty and Humanitarian 
Intervention" in Security Dialogue 33(2) June 2002, p. 177 
8 7 Summarized and adapted from United Nations Human Development Report New York: Oxford 
University Press 1994 
8 8 Ibid. 
8 9 Nicholas, Thomas and Wil l iam T. Tow "The Utility of Human Security". P. 181 
9 0 U N D P Human Development Report 
9 1 See Paris, Roland "Human Security: Paradigm Shift or Hot A i r ? " in International Security 26(2) Fall 
2001,p. 102 
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also linked to the first point, emphasizes the importance of linking the environment to 

human security. Because environmental security is included under the human security 

umbrella, there is recognition that environmental issues affect the individual level of 
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security. This point is directly relevant to the upcoming discussion regarding the 

Canadian Arctic. In Canada's North, environmental issues are also human security issues. 

This notion wil l be discussed in the next chapter. What is important to gather from this 

chapter in preparation for following chapters is the need to consider environmental issues 

as legitimate security issues. 

The Canadian Arctic represents both sides of the environmental security issue. 

The Arctic faces challenges from both traditional security threats and modern 

conceptions of environmental-conflict linkages, as well as threats identified as "true" 

environmental issues. Because of this, it is perhaps most appropriate to consider (with 

respect to the Canadian Arctic specifically) the emerging non-traditional forms of 

security while not completely severing ties to the traditional (military) security issues. 

Chapter three investigates the environmental security issues facing the Canadian Arctic 

and why those issues are of importance. 

See Human Security Network, http://www.humansecuritynetwork.org 
See, for example, Human Security Network http:///www.humansecuritvnetwork.org/network-e.asp 

http://www.humansecuritynetwork.org
http:///www.humansecuritvnetwork.org/network-e.asp
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CHAPTER T H R E E : Arctic Environmental Security Issues 

As discussed in the first two chapters, the security discourse literature reveals a 

shift from security's traditional conception. Environmental security issues in particular 

are gaining increased recognition. Without healthy environments, human security and 

human life are threatened. This is why the environment is so important in security terms. 

One region wherein environmental issues are of utmost importance is the 

Canadian Arctic. Environmental concerns, such as pollutants and climate change, affect 

plant, animal and human life in the North. Because of the Arctic's climate and global 

location, these concerns might be of greater impact than in other areas of the world.'The 

dependence of "traditional" Arctic inhabitants (Inuit and First Nations) on the 

environment, as a food source and as a habitat, reveals the environment's importance to 

their security(ies). 

The Canadian Arctic provides a wonderful example due to its security 

relationship, both during and after the Cold War. This chapter wil l highlight some of the 

more pressing environmental security problems facing the Arctic, both immediately and 

in the near future. Issues investigated wil l be: past conceptions of Arctic security; 

traditional security's affect regarding current Arctic security issues; and current 

environmental security issues. Ultimately, this chapter seeks two goals. First, this chapter 

wil l highlight and explain some of the major environmental issues currently affecting the 

Canadian Arctic. The ways in which human security is affected wil l be of particular 

' Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program, A M A P Assessment Report: Arctic Pollution Issues. 1998, p. 
vii , also Stokke, Olav Schram "Environmental Threats in the Arctic" in Arctic Environmental Problems  
Lassi Heininen (éd.), p. 22 
2 See Arctic Borderlands Ecological Knowledge Co-op "Community Based Monitoring Program 2000-
2001", http://www.taiga.net/co-op 

http://www.taiga.net/co-op
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importance. Second, based on the examples to be investigated, this chapter seeks to show, 

through the Arctic's example, how important environmental security is to the overall 

security debate (as initiated in the second chapter). The Arctic provides a good case for 

expanding the concept of security. This chapter begins with a brief consideration of 

traditional security concerns in the Arctic. 

A) "Traditional Security Leftovers": Military Security and the Canadian Arctic 

As outlined in the first chapter, "traditional security" is represented by military 

security, meaning that security exists only in relation to states and military conflict. 

Before and during the Cold War, the Canadian Arctic emerged as an extremely important 

region in military terms. There exist strong arguments regarding the Arctic's continuing 

strategic importance in the post-Cold War world. As briefly mentioned, the Arctic 

reflects both the traditional and post-Cold War conceptions of security. Traditional 

security issues continue to affect the Arctic in both strategic and environmental terms. A 

consideration of how traditional security has affected and continues to affect the North 

wil l first show security's general application to the region. Perhaps more importantly, 

considering traditional security's relationship to the North wil l reveal the stark contrast in 

security issues being primarily considered in the post-Cold War Canadian Arctic (which 

wil l be discussed later along in this chapter). 

Pre Cold War Era Projects 

Immediately prior to and during the Cold War, Canada's Arctic was subject to a 

number of military based projects. Each project not only served to satisfy the immediate 
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military concerns of their respective time periods: each project also served to represent 

the persevering military security thought of the time. Investigating some of the more 

prominent Cold War Era projects reveals the prevailing security attitudes. Investigating 

these projects wi l l also reveal the relationship of the projects to the Arctic environment 

and, subsequently, the environmental security issues that are linked to them. 

Before the Second World War, and even until 1939-1940 (one or two years into 

the War), the Canadian Arctic was not viewed in strategic, and therefore military, 

terms. Certainly, the Arctic had, for centuries, been viewed as harbouring a potential 

passage way to Asia, abundant regions of gold and living seas, ideal for whaling 4, but 

interests in the Arctic had been primarily economic rather than strategic. The number of 

early twentieth century projects initiated in the Arctic, aimed at gaining access to oil 

reserves, reinforces this point. For example, in 1914, Imperial Oi l Limited staked claims 

to land along the Mackenzie River; by 1919 Imperial began exploratory drilling for the 

first time in the Northwest Territories.5In 1920, the 1919 drilling resulted in oil 

production at Norman Wells, which closed in 1921. The refinery remained dormant until 

1936 when a new refinery opened.6The re-emergence of Norman Wells set the stage for 

its involvement in military affairs come the Second World War. 

During the Second World War, Canada and the United States started viewing the 

Arctic as a potential strategic region. There were a number of reasons for this; not least 

3 Morrison, Wil l iam R. True North p. 130 
4 The Canadian Arctic has a long history involving these three aspects of Northern exploration. There are a 
number of quality histories available which outline these facts, such as True North by Wil l iam R. Morrison, 
Arctic Revolution by John David Hamilton and The Arctic: A History by Richard Vaughan. I have taken 
excerpts from all of these in order to obtain foundational historical information. 
5 Canadian Arctic Resources Committee "Return of the Pipeline" in Northern Perspectives 27(1) 
Fall/Winter 2001 p. 6 
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among them the fact that Nazi Germany had established naval and air bases in occupied 

Norway. 7The Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941, combined with Japan's invasion 

of the Aleutian Islands in 1942-1943 also shocked the United States into establishing a 

more complete homeland defence. Such scenarios represented not only potential military 

threats, but also the fact that those threats might emanate from the North Atlantic.9The 

Canadian Arctic, therefore, became a line of home defence for North America. This is 

especially significant when one considers that in the First World War, North America's 

first line of defence was in Europe itself. With the Arctic's inclusion in the Second World 

War, the realization set in that North America was not necessarily any longer a fireproof 

house. 

Due to this newfound interest in the Canadian Arctic, several wartime projects 

were initiated. 1 0 In the early 1940s, for example, the Alean Highway (later, the Alaska 

Highway) was built in order to "...provide a safe alternative to ocean communications 

between Alaska and the ports of the US Pacific northwest".1'Along with the Alaska 

Highway's construction came several supplementary projects, the most notable perhaps 

being the Canadian Oi l (Canol) project. Canol, started in 1943, involved the construction 

of a pipeline from (the aforementioned) Norman Wells oil field to a newly built refinery 

at Whitehorse.^Construction of these related projects was not easily completed: poor 

6 C A R C "Return of the Pipeline", p. 6 
7 Heininen, Lassi, Olli-Pekka Jalonen and Jyrki Kakonen Expanding the Northern Dimension Tampere 
University: Tampere Peace Research Institute, 1995 p. 29 
8 Morisson, Wil l iam R. True North p. 131 
9 Ibid., p. 30 
1 0 Morton, Desmond A Military History of Canada (3 r d ed) Toronto: McClelland and Stewart Inc., 1992 p. 
30 
" Morrison, Wil l iam R. True North, p. 132 
1 2 Grant, Shelagh D. Sovereignty or Security? Government Policy in the Canadian North. 1936-50 p. 82, 
also Morrison, Will iam, True North, p. 133 and Hamilton, John David, Arctic Revolution p. 47 
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working conditions (such as weather and ground conditions, as well as high costs) made 

it hard for labourers to finish tasks. 1 3The fact that the available technology was 

substandard even for 1940's technology also made completion difficult. So too did the 

fact that Canol's construction began after its reason for existence began to wane 

(specifically, the potential threat posed by Japan to Alaskan oil reserves).1 nevertheless, 

such wartime projects made it clear that Canada's North changed from what it once was. 

At very least, military projects would define the North in strategic, traditional security 

terms. This would not change as the world progressed into the Cold War era. 

Cold War Era Projects 

At the Second World War's conclusion, the Western world faced a new threat to 

its military security. The USSR had emerged as a formidable foe for the United States, 

both in Europe and globally. The development of nuclear weaponry only inflated North 

American concerns for homeland defence; concerns that had their roots in the recently 

completed World War. Specifically, long range bombing aircraft and missiles represented 

the bulk of potential military threats to North America. Because the US and the USSR 

were the two main ideological rivals, any attack from one towards the other would come 

via a northern air route: the fastest means of attack from one adversary to the other would 

be to launch a missile attack over the polar region. 1 5 In security terms, this meant that the 

Arctic became another line of defence and, as wil l be discussed shortly, its relevance to 

traditional security increased. As such, Canada ". . .came to realize that it was in the direct 

1 3 Grant, Shelagh D. Sovereignty or Security? P. 82 
1 4 Morrison, Wil l iam True North p. 134-5 
1 5 Ibid. 
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line of fire..." between the two rivals. 1 6For its part, the United States did not want 

Canada to be a "strategic liability" and sought some sort of defensive capability to ensure 

1 7 

its safety from such an attack. 

This sentiment manifested in the construction of several "lines" of radar defence, 

perhaps most famously the Distant Early Warning ("DEW") Line in the High Arctic. 

Consisting of a series of manned and unmanned radar posts, the D E W Line was designed 

to provide both Canada and the United States with advance warning of a Soviet missile 

attack. Construction was again difficult and was not helped by the fact that 

Intercontinental Ballistic Missile development caused the D E W line's mandate to be 

changed almost by the time it was completed.1 nevertheless, the D E W line helps reveal 

the prevailing military security thought of the time. The Arctic was viewed in strategic 

terms, and its security meant being protected from military attack. 

A number of other projects during the Cold War reinforced this prevailing 

security attitude. Staging operations (such as Operation Muskox) during the 1940s and 

1950s occurred in order to determine whether ground operations were possible in the 

North. 2 0Similarly, a defence post established at Thule (Greenland) served to enhance 
21 

North American concern for and importance granted to military security. Canadian 

participation in N O R A D can also be viewed as a commitment to both Arctic defence and 

1 6 Morton, Desmond A Military History of Canada p. 239 
1 7 Sokolsky, Joel L . " A Seat at the Table: Canada and its Alliances" in Canada's Defence (B.D. Hunt and 
R . G . Haycock eds.) Mississauga: Copp Clark Pitman Ltd., 1993 p. 151 
1 8 Huebert, Rob "Security and Environment in the Post Cold War Canadian Arctic" draft copy (15 pp. 
Total) 1999 p. 5 
1 9 Morrison, Wil l iam R. True North p. 165 

2 0 Hamilton, John David Arctic Revolution p.43 
2 1 Chaturvedi, Sanjay. "Arctic Geopolitics Then and Now" in The Arctic: Environment. People Policy by 
Mark Nuttall and Terry V . Callaghan, (eds.), p. 446 
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traditional security values in general.22The 1987 Canadian White Paper on defence not 

only stated that ". . .the most serious direct threat to Canada is a Soviet Nuclear attack on 

North America.. ." but the Paper also pledged a recommitment to N O R A D and 

9 "3 

N A T O . In fact, in the latter stages of the 1980s, the D E W Line regained some of its 

previous prestige, receiving substantial technological updates and being renamed the 

"North Warning System".2 4What these brief examples reveal is the prevailing attitude 

regarding security (and the Arctic) during the Cold War era. Specifically, military 

(traditional) security carried the day. The progression from the pre Cold War era to the 

Cold War era simply increased traditional security's legitimacy, both in theoretical terms 

and in direct relation to the Canadian North. 

Post Cold War projects 

Although (as argued in prior chapters) there has been somewhat of a shift away 

from traditional security theory in the post Cold War world, traditional security threats 

still loom. In particular, recent terrorist activity combined with perceived hostile states in 

possession of nuclear weaponry has reawakened past fears regarding North American 
9 S 

continental defence. The United States in particular has expressed concern about the 

potential for "rogue states" to plan and deploy missile attacks.26Due to this, the Canadian 

" Critchley, W. Harriet "The Arctic" in Canada's Defence (B.D. Hunt and R.G. Haycock eds.), p. 198 
2 3 White Paper on Defence, Dept. of Defence Canada, also Merritt, John. "Recent Developments in 
Canadian Arctic Policy" in Arctic Complexity: Essays on Arctic Interdependence Lassi Heininen and Jyrki 
Kakonen (eds.), p. 64 
2 4 Eyre, Kenneth C. "Forty Years of Military Activity in the Canadian North, 1947-87" in Arctic 40 (4) Dec 
1987, p.298 

2 5 See, for example United States Government. "National Strategy for Homeland Security" 
http://wvvw.whitehoiise.gov/news/releases/2002/07/200207/16.htn-il 
2 6 For example, the speech from President George W. Bush at 
http://www.whitehouse.gOv/news/releases/2001/12/2001/213-4.html represents this sentiment. 

http://wvvw.whitehoiise.gov/news/releases/2002/07/200207/16.htn-il
http://www.whitehouse.gOv/news/releases/2001/12/2001/2
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Arctic may once again become home, in part, to a traditional security project. This 

project is called National Missile Defence. 

Rooted in Ronald Reagan's Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) of the 1980s , 

National Missile Defense (NMD) aims to safeguard the United States from potential 

missile attack. More specifically, N M D seeks to protect the United States not necessarily 

from its Cold War adversary (the USSR/Russia), but from attacks perpetuated by "rouge 

states" (Iraq and North Korea m particular). In short, N M D would consist of a shield of 

radar stations, one located in Alaska, with another two potential bases in Greenland and 

30 
Great Britain. The interceptor points would allow N M D officials to receive warning of, 

• . • . . f% • 3 1 

confront and destroy, in outer space, incoming missiles from hostile nations. 

N M D represents many traditional threats first to Canada in general. The fact that 

there is a perceived threat, at very least, on the part of the United States regarding missile 

attacks represents a potential traditional/military security threat. Just as during the Cold 

War, it may be true that Canada, in general, wi l l find itself in a similar position regarding 

possible incoming missiles. 3 2 If N M D itself is a certainty in the future (and, by many 

reports, it most certainly is 3 3 ) , specific questions arise, such as (A) "Does Canada have a 

choice in the matter (as the US is capable of acting unilaterally on this issue)?" and (B) 

See United States Government, http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2002/08120020821 -1 .html 
(also being called by some "Global Missile Defence". 
2 8 Nacht, Michael. "The Politics: How did we get here?" in The Washington Quarterly Summer 2000, p. 
89-90 
2 9 Hadley, Stephen J. " A Call to Deploy" in The Washington Quarterly Summer 2000, p. 95 
3 0 Harvey, Frank P. "The International Politics of National Missile Defense: A response to the critics" in 
International Journal Autumn 2000, p. 554 
3 1 Garwin, Richard L . " A Defense that W i l l Not Defend" in The Washington Quarterly Summer 2000, p. 
114 

3 2 This refers to the previous section's discussion regarding the possibility of polar traveling missiles. 
Canada might once again be geographically place in the middle of a hostile attack on the United States. 
3 3 Garwin, Richard L. " A Defense That W i l l Not Defend", p. 114 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2002/08
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"To what level Canada wi l l be active in decision making once a N M D is established?"34 

Clearly, traditional security threats associated with N M D greatly affect the Canadian 

state. 

When questioning N M D s relationship to the Canadian Arctic, however, the 

influence of traditional security is initially not so apparent. N M D is unlike any Cold War 

era project completed in the Canadian Arctic. Neither radar points, nor highways need 

currently be developed for the United States to initiate this project. As Joel J. Sokolsky 

points out: "...the US does not need Canadian co-operation or support to deploy the 

system, for neither Canadian territory nor airspace would be involved in its [NMD's] 

operation."35One could assume that the "Canadian territory" of which Sokolsky speaks is 

the same territory that has traditionally been the locale of large-scale military 

construction, namely, the Arctic. Yet, for Sokolsky, Canadian territory at large does not 

figure into the N M D equation at all. Because of its design, N M D would operate in a 

realm not before utilized in such capacity. 

At the same time, as Frank P. Harvey explains, N M D would include a long 

system of radar, satellite and command centres, located in centres from Hawaii, 

California, Colorado and Alaska, as well as potential centres in Greenland and Great 

Britain (as aforementioned).36If the United States has no qualms about placing a 

command centre, for example, in Alaska, what is to suggest that other Arctic (i.e. 

Canadian) regions would not eventually be affected? What is to suggest that the Alaskan 

establishment, i f in need of energy linkages to the United States, would not have to create 

3 4 see Sokolsky, Joel L . "The Bilateral Security Relationship: W i l l 'National' Missile Defense Involve 
Canada?" in The American Review of Canadian Studies Summer 2000, pp. 227-253 
3 5 Sokolsky, Joel J.: "The Bilateral Security Relationship" p. 228 
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a connection through the Yukon and Southern Canada on its way to the US? In this sense, 

the potential existence of a traditional security threat might result (once again) in the 

militarization of the Canadian Arctic. This could mean that traditional security issues 

again become the areas of greatest focus in terms of Arctic security. Furthermore, i f 

Denmark (Greenland) and Britain agree to establish points on their respective territories, 

such action suggests that the Arctic remains a strategic region, even i f Russia is no longer 

the prime adversary. Such action suggests that military security issues still exist related to 

the North that may stimulate further military activity therein. In other words, simply 

because no overt missile related threat involving the Canadian Arctic currently exists, it is 

important to not rule out the possibility of such things for the future. Keeping a close eye 

on such potential security threats is important. Doing so is important, not only for 

traditional security reasons, but also for Arctic environmental security reasons. Arctic 

military projects have had negative environmental affects in the past. N M D ' s potential 

creation may also cause environmental concerns. The following section explores 

traditional security projects and their links to Arctic environmental security. 

Traditional Security Leftovers and their Relationship to Arctic Environmental 

Security 

The preceding section established the continuing relevance traditional security issues 

have to the Canadian Arctic. As argued in previous chapters, however, it is important to 

consider other sources of insecurity, such as the environment. Keeping in mind the 

indispensable criteria for what constitutes "threat" as postulated by Richard Ullman (as 

presented in the first two chapters), this section reveals how traditional security measures 

Harvey, Frank P. "The International Politics of National Missile Defence", p. 114 
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have themselves been sources of environmental insecurity in the Canadian Arctic. 

Although Cold War era insecurities resulted in the creation of Northern military projects 

(as the examples provided in the previous section), those projects in turn became the 

sources of environmental insecurity. 

The Canol Pipeline, as discussed, was created in order to protect oil reserves during 

the Second World War. By 1944, a series of airfields was added to the project in order to 

allow easier access to the region. Yet environmental concerns were not a priority at any 

time during the Pipeline's (and subsequent projects') construction. As an example, the 

pipeline itself was completed above ground, exposed to anything from Arctic weather to 

local wildlife. Whatever leakages occurred would therefore directly impact local 

environments.38Bulldozers and the workers that drove them "...crashed through the 

bush..." into Arctic communities, destroying whatever wildlife they came 

across.3 9During the airfields' constructions, workers found terrain and landforms difficult 

to overcome, so much so, in fact, that one worker exclaimed: "...to hell with the 

Mackenzie mountains", revealing the disregard outsiders gave to the region's 

environment.40 

In similar fashion, the D E W line caused several environmental problems, both during 

its construction and in relation to its long-term affects. The D E W line damage is " . . .very 

localized..." 4 'and was caused primarily because, during its construction, "...the disposal 

Grant, Shelagh D. Sovereignty or Security? p. 82 
3 8 Morrison, Wil l iam R. True North p. 136 
3 9 Ibid., p. 137 
4 0 Grant, Shelagh D. Sovereignty or Security? P. 82 
4 1 Huebert, Rob "Security and Environment in the Post Cold War Canadian Arctic" p. 5 
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of waste products...tended to be an issue of low priority". 4 2Localized debris from the 

D E W line remains in some parts of the North, mostly because of their remote locations 

and subsequent inaccessibility. Still, the Canadian government remains committed to the 

D E W line's cleanup, due to the line's negative environmental affects.43These specific 

affects are discussed in greater detail in a following section. 

William R. Morrison states that the environmental affects Cold War era military 

projects had on the Arctic were heavy. Workers not only treated the general environment 

with little care, but they also depleted animal and fish reserves (stocks on which Arctic 

inhabitants have traditionally subsided).44Sanjay Chaturvedi echoes these sentiments, 

stating that military activity in the Canadian Arctic during the Cold War caused ".. .great 

harm..." to local environments and human health.45In other words, traditional security 

initiatives have been sources of environmental insecurity for the Canadian North. This is 

specifically why it is important to monitor the progress of current and future military 

security projects (such as N M D ) . Security no longer ends (as it did during the Cold War 

era) once a state's military objectives have been achieved. 

At the same time, there are numerous current environmental issues facing the Arctic. 

Although traditional security "leftovers" continue to affect the Northern environment (it 

is estimated that clean up of the D E W line alone wi l l not near completion until well into 

Ibid., also Department of Defence, Canada. "The Distant Early Warning Line Clean Up Project" 
http://www.dnd.ca/eng/archive/2Q01 /augO 1 /31 distant b_e.htm 
4 3 From TaigaNet. "Dew Line Sites" http://www.taiga.net/issues/dev3.html 
4 4 Morrison, Wil l iam R. True North p. 137 
4 5 Chaturvedi, Sanjay: "Arctic Geopolitics then and now", p. 448 

http://www.dnd.ca/eng/archive/2Q0
http://www.taiga.net/issues/dev3.html
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2008 4 6), there are many current environmental security issues in need of attention. This 

chapter now turns to an investigation of some of those issues. 

B) Environmental Security Issues Affecting the Canadian Arctic 

Arctic Inhabitants (Inuit and First Nations) and the Environment 

As has been consistently argued throughout this paper, environmental security issues 

must be given legitimacy. At very least, environmental issues affect security because they 

have the potential to cause human deaths (i.e. affect human security). Perhaps nowhere is 

environmental security more important than in the Arctic. This is because of the 

relationship Arctic aboriginals have with their environment. 

In order to begin this discussion, it is first important to clarify what "Arctic 

aboriginals" means in terms of this section's analysis. This term refers, in general, to 

specific separate aboriginal groups of people living in the Arctic. In Canada's Arctic, 

there exist a number of divergent aboriginal groups, categorized into two main groups: 

Indians (the term "First Nations" is mostly used for this group: "Indian" is used for legal 

purposes) and Inuit.4 7First nations in the Arctic include a number of divergent bands, 

including Metis and the western Arctic Dene First Nation, which was instrumental in 

political activities during the 1970s.48In the Northwest Territories and Nunavut, Canada's 

newest territory, the largest aboriginal groups are the Inuvialuit and Inuit, 

respectively.4 9Each of these two aboriginal groups consider themselves part of the Inuit 

4 6 Department of Defence, Canada "The Distant Early Warning Line Clean Up Project" 
http://wvvw.dnd.ca/eng/archive/2Q01 /augOl/31 distant b e.htm 
4 7 Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Canada, http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/pr/info/info/01_e.pdf 
4 8 Ibid, also see Hamilton, John David Arctic Revolution p. 289 
4 9 Government of the Northwest Territories, http://www.gov.nt.ca/agendas/cultural/index.html, also 
Nunavut. "Basic Facts''http://www.nunavut.com/basicfacts/english/basictacts lterritory.html#3 

http://wvvw.dnd.ca/eng/archive/2Q0
http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/pr/info/info/01_e.pdf
http://www.gov.nt.ca/agendas/cultural/index.html
http://www.nunavut.com/basicfacts/english/basictacts
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culture and stem from the same cultural ancestral group, the Thule. 5 0The Department of 

Indian and Northern Affairs defines Inuit as: " A n Aboriginal people in northern Canada 

who live above the tree line in Nunavut, the Northwest Territories, Northern Quebec and 

Labrador". 5 1 Inuit are probably the most recognized Arctic aboriginal group, especially 

since Nunavut boasts an Inuit population higher than 20 000 while its non-aboriginal 

population is closer to only 4000. 

The Canadian Arctic houses a number of indigenous and non-indigenous people. 

When the term "Arctic aboriginals/inhabitants" is utilized, it is done so in primary 

reference to the Arctic's indigenous people. Although it is true that Arctic non-

aboriginals face the same environmental conditions and challenges that Arctic aboriginals 

do, Arctic indigenous peoples have nursed a close relationship with the Northern 

environment over a number of centuries.53Because of this close relationship, 

environmental problems challenge Arctic aboriginal people not only in terms of health 

and human security, but also in terms of cultural identity.5 4In short, human security issues 

are well represented by Arctic aboriginals and their relationship(s) to the environment. 

A large portion of this relationship developed in terms of the migratory hunting and 

trapping lifestyle Inuit, Dene and Native tribes share.55The indigenous way of life in the 

North is one that forces a person to be always mindful of environmental conditions (i.e. 

weather) and to work co-operatively with those conditions. Knowledge of the 

5 0 Taken from http : //w ww. inu v ia luit. com/cmcc6/thulee. html 
5 1 Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Canada http://www.inac.gc.ca 
5 2 Taken from www.nunavTit.coiTi/basicfacts/english/basicfacts_lteiTitory.html#3 
5 3 The Thule people, ancestors of the Inuit, are said to have come to the Arctic 1100 years ago. Taken from 
http://www.inuvialuit.com/cmccg/thtilee.htTnl 
5 4 Ibid. 
5 5 Hamilton, John David Arctic Revolution p. 10 

http://www.inac.gc.ca
http://www.nunavTit.coiTi/basicfacts/english/basicfacts_lteiTitory.html%233
http://www.inuvialuit.com/cmccg/thtilee.htTnl
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environment and of its characteristics is therefore essential to, for example, hunting 

success. Changes in climate, for example (and as wi l l be discussed further along in 

greater detail) could affect animal populations in certain hunting grounds, as well as the 

lengths of hunting seasons. This is why many theorists, including Dalee Sambo, assert, 

that the ". . .relationship that Native people have to the environment is a matter that cannot 

be sufficiently underscored".56 

In his book, Reformulating Security: A Case Study From Arctic Canada, Richard 

Langlais records this indivisible relationship between the environment and Arctic 

aboriginals. As part of his research, Langlais set out to establish what significance 

"environment" has in Northern aboriginal life. For example, Langlais asked an Inuit elder 

to provide the Inuit equivalent for the word "environment". The elder could not give a 

direct, single word answer; rather, the elder "...described [the environment] with the 

word silasuomiut, which mean 'people (or beings) who live in the air of the 

world". 5 7What is important to obtain from this elder's statement is the inclusive nature of 

the elder's conception of environment. Rather than viewing the environment as an entity 

from which one could separate oneself, this conception of the environment places the 

environment centrally in the elder's worldview. In other words, the environment, to this 

elder and to Arctic aboriginals in general, is something from which they cannot be 

separated. It is something that affects daily life. The following example further illustrates 

this point. A n Inuit activist (born in Grise Fiord but having had ample contact with 

Southern Canada and its corresponding ideals), when questioned about his concept of 

5 6 Sambo, Dalee: "Sustainable Security: an Inuit Perspective" in Politics and Sustainable growth in the  
Arctic Jyrki Kakonen (ed), p. 54 
5 7 Langlais, Richard Reformulating Security, p. 50-1 
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environment, stated that " . . . i f I hadn't come back to Grise Fiord, I think I would have 

become your typical Canadian thinker of environment: detached from it...".5 8Whereas 

southern Canadians may view environment in external terms, Arctic aboriginals 

incorporate environment into every aspect of life. In the 1989 Special Committee on the 

Northern Economy report, Arctic residents consulted regarding various issues caused the 

following to be included in the report: "[o]f the many issues raised by residents in our 

community visits, no issue provoked more concern and interest than the environment".59 

What all of this information reveals is the close bond Arctic aboriginals possess in 

relation to the Arctic environment. In terms of describing the environment itself, Arctic 

inhabitants do not view the environment as a separate entity: the environment is 

something in which they are included. It is important to understand that "[tjhese peoples 

have subsisted for thousands of years from the resources of land and sea, as hunters, 

fishers and reindeer herders."6 0Arctic aboriginals, although participating in Canada's 

broader economy, remain dependent on the land for sources of food. It is also important 

to realize that "...the environment provide[s] inspiration for contemporary Native 

intellectuals, artists, poets and writers, and the indigenous peoples' movement 

emphasises the strong spiritual and cultural bond between humans and the natural 

world". 6 'Hunting, for example, is not simply a way of providing meals: it is also a way of 

passing traditional cultural knowledge from one generation to another. In other words, 

Arctic inhabitants view the environment as something that is part of them, something that 

5 8 Langlais, Richard Reformulating Security, p. 51 
5 9Government of the Northwest Territories (Legislative Assembly Special Committee on the Northern 
Economy) The Scone Report: Building our Economic Future p. 44 
6 0 Nuttall, Mark "Indigenous Peoples, Self-Determination and the Arctic Environment" in The Arctic:  
Environment, People, Policy Mark Nuttall and Terry V . Callaghan (eds.) p.377 
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is internalized within each individual just as each individual is part of the environment. 

"Environment" does not represent something one can identify as a separate entity. The 

Arctic environment is part of each Arctic aboriginal's culture, livelihood, existence and 

being. Changes in the environment affect everything from individual human health to 

economic well being. Lacking a healthy environment, Arctic aboriginals have nothing to 

feel secure about. It is for these reasons that Arctic environmental issues are extremely 

important. For Arctic aboriginals, environmental problems represent potential threats to 

not only physical health, but cultural health as well. In human security terms, the ability 

62 

for people to live free from "fear and want" is paramount. Environmental security in 

general, as a component of human security, must be given greater credence, especially in 

terms of the Arctic. A discussion regarding environmental security's importance in 

Canada and the Arctic occurs in the next chapter. For now, it is important to identify 

some of the more pressing environmental security issues facing the North. 

C) Environmental Issues 

The Canadian North is subject to a variety of environmental hazards. This fact is 

multiplied because of the close regional proximity of other Arctic countries to Canada. 

Because sea and air currents can spread toxins, the Canadian North is subject to not only 

63 
its own contaminants, but also the contaminants of other Arctic nations. 

6 1 Ibid. 
6 2 Taken from United Nations, United Nations Development Report 1994 
6 3 Taken from Canada and the Circumpolar World Meeting the Challenges of Cooperation into the Twenty- 
First Century, report of the House of Commons Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International 
Trade, B i l l Graham, M.P . , Chair, p. 95 
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Although the North faces a large number of environmental problems at any given 

time, this section wil l concentrate on three major areas of environmental concern. These 

areas are: a) continued "traditional security leftovers" (represented by Cold War relics 

left to decompose in Arctic environments); b) human induced environmental 

deterioration (i.e. through the use of pesticides, manifesting in such things as Persistent 

Organic Pollutants, POPs); and c) climate change (i.e. global warming). 

Still More "Traditional Security Leftovers" 

Although the concept of "Leftovers" was previously investigated in this chapter, it is 

worth reiterating the environmental problems that Cold War relics are creating in the 

North. In addition to the aforementioned D E W Line remnants still requiring proper 

removal and disposal in the North 6 4 , there exist other pressing environmental issues 

caused by remaining Cold War fixtures. For example, in 1989, a group of nuclear 

powered Russian submarines (the Komsomolets) sank in Northern waters.6 5Similarly, in 

recent years, the Russian Navy has stored deteriorating, decommissioned nuclear 

submarines in ports near Murmansk, Russia and has had continuing problems with 

various other decommissioned submarines, notably in the Kola Peninsula.66Despite the 

immediate concern one feels when learning of such disasters, some analysts argue that 

such occurrences give no reason for widespread panic. George Newton (then Chairman 

6 4 See "Canada-U.S. Clean-up Deal Inadequate, Say Critics" in Meridian. Méridien 2 (1) Spring 1997, p. 1, 
and Department of Defence, Canada "The Distant Early Warning Line Clean Up Project" from 
http://www.dnd.ca/eng/archive/2Q01/aug01/31distant_b_e.htm 
6 5 Huebert, Rob. "Canadian Arctic Security Issues: Transformation in the Post-Cold War Era" in 
International Journal Spring 1999, p. 214 

http://www.dnd.ca/eng/archive/2Q01/aug01/31distant_b_e.htm
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of the US Arctic Research Commission and a former nuclear submariner) told the 1997 

Standing Committee regarding Canada and the Circumpolar World: 

"the Murmansk situation is indeed very severe; however, much of the radioactive material is contained 
within reactor vessels and they are within submarine hulls.. ..there is some form of containment for that 
radioactive material....I feel confident...to think the reactors that have been dumped on the ocean 
bottom—albeit it's absolutely abhorrent—are probably not the contamination problem we should be 
worrying about, because the land-based contamination is the true unknown". 6 7 

While it may be true that, on some fundamental levels, such Cold War relics 

protect local and regional environments from nuclear leakages, it is not clear that such 

"containment" is one hundred percent effective. In the same Standing Committee report, 

it was noted that the nuclear material contained in the Komsomolets and the Murmansk 

submarines "...could be a proliferation hazard".6 8Norwegian officials were also noted as 

saying that the Russian submarines presented issues of "...storage and treatment of 

nuclear waste which could leak into the surrounding ground water or be stolen".6 9Lars 

Otto Reiersen notes that these Cold War relics, as well as the "...storage and dumping of 

nuclear waste...in the former Soviet Union" pose both local and regional environmental 

concerns. 7 0Similarly, the Bellona Foundation, an environmental watch group with 

particular focus on Russian problems, stresses that contamination problems continue. The 

Foundation stresses that shipyards, such as the one in Polyarny on the Kola Peninsula, are 

homes to submarines in poor condition and sometimes "...have gamma radiation 

6 6 Huebert, Rob. "Security and the Environment in the Post Cold War Canadian Arctic", pp. 6-7, also The 
Bellona Foundation. "Nuclear Submarine Emergency in Floating Dock During Decommissioning" from 
http://www.bellona.no/en/international/russia/navy/northern fleet/decommissio., ./25241.htm 
6 7 Taken from Canada and the Circumpolar World: Meeting the Challenges of Cooperation into the  
Twenty-First Century, p. 96 
6 8 Ibid., p. 95 
6 9 Ibid., p. 96-7 
7 0 Reiersen, Lars Otto "Local and Transboundary Pollutants" in The Arctic: Environment, People, Policy p. 
578 

http://www.bellona.no/en/international/russia/navy/northern
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emissions".7 1 Furthermore, poor recording and notification of potential contamination on 

77 

the part of Russian officials exasperates the problem. Indeed, on a local (Russian) level, 

there are immediate hazards posed by such examples of Cold War relics causing post-

Cold War environmental security issues. 

For Canada, these problems may not seem so relevant at first, given that they are 

associated with a specific area within a separate country. What makes such issues so 

pressing, however, is the fact that air and sea currents are the means by which Arctic 

contaminants spread. This concept wil l be addressed in more detail in the following 

section. What is important to retain from this initial discussion is the continuing affect 

and relevance Cold War attitudes and relics have in relation to current Arctic 

environmental discussion. 

Toxins and the Spread Thereof 

Another growing area of concern for the Northern environment is represented by the 

amount of human generated toxins that migrate and settle into the Arctic. The idea that 

contaminants collect in the Arctic, forming a "sink" (i.e. trapping contaminants whereas 

other environments would eventually release or eliminate them), is not a new one. In the 

mid 1950s, for example, pilots and indigenous Arctic inhabitants alike observed a 

discoloured "haze" on the horizon, which was caused by "...sulphate and black carbon 
73 

particles transported over the Arctic from industrial areas in Europe and Russia". The 

notion of "Arctic Haze" still exists. L . A . Barrie describes the condition of Arctic Haze as 

occurring in the following manner: "From December to Apri l the arctic air mass is 
7 1 "Polyarny's Bad Record" from 
http://www.bellorta.no/eii/interaationayrussia/mvy/northeni_fle . ./25241 .htm p. 2 of 4 

http://www.bellorta.no/eii/interaationayrussia/mvy/northeni_fle
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polluted by man-made mid-latitude emissions from fossil fuel combustion, smelting and 

industrial processes".74Although it has been suggested that Arctic haze concentrations 

have reduced in recent years (potentially due to lesser industrial output from 

Russia), haze pollution remains a pressing Northern concern. More specifically, it is a 

concern that results directly from human activity. It is, therefore, something that can be 

limited (what Canada is doing in terms of both protecting the North from pollution and 

environmental security is the next chapter's focus). 

There are other pollutants, however, which are gaining increasing attention. Of 

the more investigated pollutants are those classified as Persistent Organic Pollutants 

(POPs). POPs largely originate from southern (i.e. southern North America, Europe and 

Asia) industrial and agricultural activities.76Industrial chemicals and practices (like PCBs 

or ordinary combustion products) and from agricultural pesticides (such as DDT) produce 

POPs (some POPS exist in the Arctic, but are linked to military activities normally found 

in greater capacities at lower latitudes).7 7Similarly, other pollutant sources, such as heavy 

metal contamination (again resulting from industrial activity, for example mercury 

emissions from coal operating plants), radionuclides (from military relics) and oil 

* 78 
pollution (from localised spillage) also contribute to Arctic pollution. 

Reiersen, Lars Otto "Local and Transboundary Pollutants" p., 575 
7 4 Barrie, L . A . "Arctic A i r Chemistry: A n Overview" in Arctic A i r Pollution B . Stonehouse (ed.), 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986. 
7 5 Weller, Gunter "The Weather and Climate of the Arctic" in The Arctic: Environment, People, Policy. 
156 
7 6 Reiersen, Lars Otto "Local and Transboundary Pollutants" in The Arctic: Environment, People, Policy p. 
576, also Northern Contaminants Program, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Canada 
http://www.ainc-mac.gc.ca/ncp/pdfysumm200 l-3_e.pdf 
7 7 Ibid., 
7 8 Ibid., Reiersen p. 578 

http://www.ainc-mac.gc.ca/ncp/pdfysumm200
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These pollutants share at least two main features. First, they exist because of 

activities undertaken outside the Arctic. In other words, Arctic inhabitants are largely not 

responsible for the pollution that exists in their environment. Second, because they 

originate from without the North, they spread from outside regions into Arctic 

environments. This occurs in three main forms: atmospheric channels (air current), 

79 

oceans (sea currents) and rivers. The 1998 Arctic Monitoring and Assessment 

Programme report on Arctic Pollution Issues also notes that ice plays a large role in 

pollutant storage and transportation. This issue is of particular relevance to the climate 

change discussion: climate change wil l be addressed in the next section. Of these, 

atmospheric transportation is the fastest mechanism by which pollutants reach the Arctic. 

The Arctic's cold climate further increases pollutants' potencies because an 

environment's ability to "...assimilate and break down pollutants is poor due to low 
81 

temperatures". 

The net result of each of these processes is that foreign pollutants reach the Arctic 

through various means, and remain there, locked in frozen waterways and embedded in 

terrestrial ice. In environmental security terms, this is negative not only because of the 

immediate impact Northern environments incur, but also for the subsequent impacts other 

flora, fauna and human life suffer. In part, this is because "...the Arctic is marked by 

simple ecosystems in the sense that there are few organisms found on each link of the 

Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme A M A P Assessment Report: Arctic Pollution Issues Oslo: 
1998, p. 28-29 

8 0 Arctic Monitoring Assessment Programme A M A P Assessment Report: Arctic Pollution Issues Oslo: 
A M A P , 1998, also http : //w ww. amap. no 
8 1 Stokke, Olav Schram "Environmental Threats in the Arctic" in Arctic Environmental Problems Lassi 
Heininen (ed.) p. 22 
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food chain". For Arctic inhabitants, this means that there is little middle ground between 

themselves and their environment, especially in dietary terms. Health concerns, therefore, 

are ever present. For example, in a 1997 Northern Contaminants Program Report, a list of 

animals, their locations and the types of toxins found in those animals was made public to 

Northern Communities. The sizeable list included a number of fish species, marine 

mammals (like seals and whales) and terrestrial mammals (such as caribou). In the South 

Baffin region, as an example, a specific caribou herd was found to have varying levels of 

radionuclides within their kidneys and livers. Subsequently, a warning was issued to 

inhabitants of the region to limit their intake of these animals. Similar awareness 

projects are ongoing. A more recent example is the Sustainable Communities Program, 

operated by Natural Resources Canada, which seeks to inform aboriginals about 

environmental problems and to help mesh traditional ways of life (i.e. hunting and 

therefore food consumption) with more modern ones. In part, the idea of presenting 

"more modern" approaches to reliance on traditional practices is aimed at protecting 

aboriginal groups from potential harmful affects acquired from tainted food sources. 

Similarly, the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Canada, is working to 

implement, by the end of 2002, a program to improve the quality of perishable foods 

available in isolated northern communities.8 5This program is partially intended to allow 

aboriginals alternatives to potentially contaminated traditional food sources, while 

Summarized from Indian and Northern Affairs Canada Highlights of the Canadian Arctic Contaminants  
Report: A Community Reference Manual Northern Contaminants Program, 1997, pp. 73-75 
8 4 Department of Indian and Northern Affairs,Canada "Sustainable Development Strategy2001-2003", 
February 2001, pp. 20, 22 
8 5 Ibid., p. 28 
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ensuring that perishable food sources retain higher quality levels. 8 6This is also 

representative of the recognition that there are pollutants affecting the Northern 

environment and aboriginals' food sources. In other words, it is becoming more apparent 

that threats to human safety are direct results of threats to environmental conditions. 

Environmental security concerns arise when lives are endangered due to such hazardous 

conditions. 

It should, however, be mentioned that not all sources of animal contamination are 

necessarily dangerous. The aforementioned Report stresses in several places that some 

level of "contamination" is normal for all living things (in low levels). Similarly, in a 

study presented in January 2000, Lee W. Cooper (et al) studied marine mammals, in part 

in the Resolute Canadian Arctic region. Looking for levels of radioactive contamination, 

the researchers concluded that the contamination levels in these animals (largely 

whales/belugas), although apparent, was too small to warrant concerns for human 

health.8 8This was of particular note because the animals studied are those that local 

inhabitants hunt. At the same time, however, the ability for contaminants to be stored and 

then spread also exists. For example, recognisable levels of mercury have been found in 

Inuit blood and tissues, end products of fish consumption. Such elements store in human 

muscle and fatty tissue.90One 1989 study in northern Quebec discovered that pollutants in 

Inuit mothers' breast milk were significantly higher than in that of southern Canadian 

Highlights of the Canadian Arctic Contaminants Report, p. 73-75 
8 8 Cooper, Lee W. et al "Radionuclide Contaminant Burdens in Arctic Marine Mammals Harvested During 
Subsistence Hunting" in Arctic 53 (2), June 2000, pp. 174-182 
8 9 Harvald, Bent and Hansen, Jens Peder Hart (dec.) "Arctic Medical Science" in The Arctic: Environment,  
People, Policy, p. 330 
9 0 Ibid., also Highlights of the Canadian Arctic Contaminants Report p. 7 
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women. 9 ' in other words, although toxins may not always cause outwardly i l l effects in 

those who carry them, the potential for future transfer exists. Because many of these 

toxins come from food sources, it is important to recognize and attempt to prevent their 

spread in the initial stages. 

Pollutants harm both the Northern environment and its human populations. One 

large means by which this occurs is through traditional indigenous food sources. At very 

least, it can be said that the issue of pollutants is still an arena of much research. Still, 

there is no doubt that the potential for such pollutants to be harmful exists. At best, one 

can conclude that pollutants bear careful watch and consideration. This is especially true 

in the relationships between, as Robbie Keith argues, "...exposure to contaminants and 

effects, especially in the fetus and children". Even i f a pollutant's affects are not entirely 

known, nor i f that pollutant is regarded as causing a problem in humans at present, the 

potential for problems to occur in years ahead remains. 

Climate Change 

Probably the most debated subject in current Canadian environmental security 

theory is that of global warming, or climate change.93 Opponents to climate change and 

its potential effects cite historical weather patterns, arguing that the Earth's climate has 

always fluctuated and that no large scale data exists to prove global warming's 

9 1 Dewailly, E .A . et al "High Levels of PCBs in Breast M i l k of Inuit Women from Arctic Quebec" in 
Bulletin of Environmental Contamination and Toxicology 43(2) 1989. 
9 2 Keith, Robbie "Arctic Contaminants: A n Unfinished Agenda" from http://www.carc.org/pubs/v25no2/ 
9 3 See Bernstein, Steven and Christopher Gore "Policy Implications of the Kyoto Protocol for Canada" in 
Isuma Winter 2001, pp. 26-36, also Nkemdirim, Lawrence "Hot Enough for You?" in The Calgary Herald 
March 5, 2002, p. A13 

http://www.carc.org/pubs/v25no2/
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effects.94Those who argue that climate change is occurring cite steady increases in 

temperature over a number of decades.95 A l though the current Canadian debate rages, 

largely centred on Canada's commitment to the Kyoto Protocol, climate change as it 

relates to the Arctic is an extremely important issue. 

In recent years, climate change has become a popular issue in international affairs. 

The Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Programme classifies climate change as 

stemming from the "...increasing concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. 

These gases keep heat from dissipating into space". 9 6According to the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change , which works under the United Nations Environment 

Programme (UNEP) and meets annually to discuss climate change issues, characteristics 

of Polar (Arctic) climate change include ice melting, ocean water warming and positive 
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feedback mechanisms (once warming begins, it tends to accelerate upon itself). This 

means that once warming is initiated, it tends to increase rather than decrease. The 

Canadian Arctic Resources Committee describes Arctic climate change as a process 

closely linked to human activities and one that, although it can be limited, wi l l not likely 

be completely stopped. 9 9 In environmental security terms, climate change displays the 

post Cold War movement away from traditional security ideas. Speaking at the recent 

See Bercuson, David and Barry Cooper "Check the Evidence, There is Nothing There" in The Calgary  
Herald. Feb. 27, 2002 
9 5 See Nkemdirim, Lawrence "Hot Enough for You?" in The Calgary Herald, March 5, 2002, p. A l 3 
9 6 A M A P Arctic Pollution Issues, 1997 p. 160 
9 7 The International Panel on Climate Change is an ". . .open-ended intergovernmental panel..." that deals 
with " . . .assessments on climate change...". The IPCC meets annually and includes climate change 
assessments from various groupings of policy and science experts. Taken from Bruce, James P. 
"Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and the Role of Science in Policy" in Isuma Winter, 2001, 
pp. 11-15 
9 8 Taken From United Nations Environment Program "Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change", 
(general site content) http://www.grida.no/climate/Icc/regional/042.htm, also http://www.ipcc.ch/ 
9 9 Canadian Arctic Resources Committee, Northern Perspectives 27 (2) Spring 2002, p.3 

http://www.grida.no/climate/Icc/regional/042.htm
http://www.ipcc.ch/
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"On Thinning Ice" conference in Ottawa, Franklyn Griffiths stated that, although 

"...security as a whole suggests that there is an external threat; where climate change is 

concerned, we are the threat". 1 0 0 This implies that climate change's "threat" is not one of 

state based "external" origin (as threat is defined in traditional security discourse). 

Instead, threat emerges from human activity, which in turn causes environmental 

insecurities. This not only reveals the need to expand the notions of threat and security, 

but it also reveals the inability of state structures to confront all forms of security threats 

(as discussed in chapter one). 

Climate change itself is not necessarily a new occurrence in the Arctic, or even 

globally for that matter. Ice masses in both the Arctic and elsewhere have experienced 

decay at varying intervals throughout the Earth's history, altering the Earth's 

climate. 1 0 1 There is no doubt that epochal ice ages and diminishment thereof caused not 

only temperature changes but plant and animal extinction. What makes climate change in 

reference to the current Arctic environment so important, however, is that the change is 

not just occurring from natural processes. Human activity with origins outside of the 

Arctic is influencing climactic change. 

Yet there is still debate as to what extent current global warming trends are really 

out of the ordinary. Those who criticise the global concern with climate change point to 

the fact that, as mentioned above, climate changes have occurred in the past with 

seemingly no long term side effects on the Earth. Although scientists are still coming to 

1 0 0 C A R C , "Sovereignty, Whose Sovereignty?" in Northern Perspectives 27 (2), p. 13 
1 0 1 Siegert, Martin J. and Julian A . Dowdeswell "Glaciology" in The Arctic: Environment, People. Policy, 
p. 44 
1 0 2 See Cooper, Barry and David Bercuson "Check the Evidence, There is Nothing There" in The Calgary  
Herald Feb. 27, 2002, wherein it is suggested that there is no hard proof for global warming's existence 
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terms with the total actual and potential effects of climate change, there exists sufficient 

evidence to suggest that climate change is occurring. For example, Lawrence Nkemdirim, 

a University of Calgary Climatology and Hydrology professor, argues that the Earth's 

snow and land-ice covers have decreased by ten percent since the 1960's. Nkemdirim 

argues that, although global temperature has risen only 0.4 to 0.6 degrees Celsius since 

the nineteenth century, one must remember that: "...0.6 degrees added continuously to 

every square inch of land and ocean per second represents a large quantity of extra 

heat". 1 0 4In terms of the Arctic, the aforementioned A M A P report records that "[ajnalysis 

of sediment cores shows that the timing and magnitude of past climate changes do not 

follow a uniform pattern around the polar region". 1 0 5 This suggests that climate change is 

not consistent and does not follow a specific cycle. Due to its unpredictability and 

unknown features, Arctic climate change deserves close attention. 

Climate change in the Arctic presents several challenges to environmental 

security. For one, there is the immediate loss of habitat that occurs when ice melts, or 

when seas change temperature. For example, in their study on Arctic char (fish), Power 

(et al) concluded that variations in climate possessed definite links to measured stocks of 

that fish.106Specifically, whether the water temperature was higher or lower determined 

whether or not the fish stayed in the studied region. 1 0 7 In terms of climate change and 

global warming, it may not be shocking to determine that animals migrate to areas where 

temperatures reach levels for which they are best suited. However, i f climate change 

1 0 3 Nkemdirim, Lawrence "Hot Enough For You?" in The Calgary Herald March 5 2002, p. A13 
1 0 4 Ibid. 
1 0 5 A M A P . Arctic Pollution Issues p. 162 
1 0 6 Power, M . et al "Environmental Influences on an Exploited Anadromous Arctic Charr Stock in 
Labrador" in Journal of Fish Biology 57, 2000, p. 94 
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causes increased Arctic temperatures, animals that are used to cooler temperatures may-

vacate specific regions for prolonged time periods. This would certainly be the case i f 

global warming trends do not reverse. Formerly "cooler" areas may become "warmer" 

areas. Environmental security issues arise, not only because habitats are altered (which 

may lead to extinction of certain species) but also because the human link in the food 

chain would be affected. Human food supplies would dwindle, forcing aboriginal 

hunters to look elsewhere in their regions for food sources, or to adopt a "southern" 

outlook: meaning that aboriginals might become reliant on southern Canada for 

sustenance.1 0 9 This in itself poses problems. The Northern Contaminants Program's 

Highlights of the Canadian Arctic Contaminants Assessment Report states that, because 

of the high marine mammal content of many Northerners' diets, transition to other 

foods/diets is sometimes very difficult. 1 1 °In any scenario, environmental security issues 

arise when climate change and its impacts are felt. 

Longer-term problems caused by climate change also can emerge. For example, i f 

warming trends continue, the potential for larger ice masses to melt would exist. In a 

small-scale climate assessment model in the Hudson Bay region, Gough and Wolfe 

observed sea ice coverage virtually disappearing. 1 1 1 What made this finding somewhat 

surprising was the fact that, under usual circumstances for that time of year, sea ice 

1 0 8 Fenge, Terry "The Inuit and Climate Change" in Isuma Winter, 2001, p. 81 
1 0 9 Ibid. 
""Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Canada (Northern Contaminants Program) Highlights of the  
Canadian Arctic Contaminants Assessment Report: A Community Reference Manual Indian and Northern 
Affairs Program, Canada, 1997. 
1 1 Gough, Wi l l i am A . and Edmund Wolfe "Climate Change Scenarios for Hudson Bay, Canada, From 
General Circulation Models" in Arctic 54 (2) June 2001, p. 142 
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112 remained in the area. The prospect of melting ice presents environmental security issues 

in a number of ways. In one respect, local animal and plant life would suffer immediate 

ramifications of any such change. As Gough and Wolfe noted in their study, the Hudson 

Bay's "...unusual [ice] conditions have led to a unique ecosystem involving a vast range 

of species...symbolized by the polar bear[s that] use the ice as a platform to hunt seals 

113 • • • 

during the winter and spring". In other words, a warming trend in this scenario could 

prevent the region's established ecosystem from continuing. In turn, human activities 

involving the area's animal life could be altered. Similarly, the immediate environment 

could be affected due to the increase (and or decrease) of a certain animal (or plant) 

species. In food chain terms, a depletion of one food source might negatively impact the 

entire chain. Using the aforementioned study regarding Arctic char movement due to 

climate change as an example, a lower char supply would mean a lower food source for 

those animals (marine mammals, bears) that feed on it. The predatory animals, in search 

of new food sources, would migrate to higher food source areas. Northern aboriginal 

hunters dependent on the larger mammals would then be forced also to migrate, or to also 

find new food sources. If one animal link in a particular food chain is greatly affected, 

larger impacts, such as extinction, may result, not only for that specific animal, but also 

for all other animals and humans tied to it. Human security issues again arise once 

aboriginals are in "want" for food. 

From another aspect, melting sea ice could present problems related to Canadian 

sovereignty. In particular, melting sea ice could open the Northwest Passage ocean route, 

1 12 

113 
Ibid. 
Ibid. 
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a long time sensitive Canadian issue area. It is not inconceivable for, in the near future, 

any number of countries to gain access to the normally frozen passageway, thanks to 

climate change's affects.114In one respect, the Passage's potential thawing could cause 

Canada "traditional" security concerns, represented by challenges to Canadian 

sovereignty. Canada claims sovereignty over the Passage but faces challenges from, most 

notably, the European Union and the United States who argue that the Passage is an 

international strait. 1 1 5If Canada does not gain global recognition of its claim to the 

Passage, then Canada wi l l not be able to "...unilaterally control international shipping in 

i t". 1 1 6 In sovereignty terms, this means that Canada's Arctic Foreign Policy (2000) 

objective to "...assert and ensure the preservation of Canada's sovereignty in the North" 

117 

faces serious challenges. In state security terms, Canada could lose an asset it has 

traditionally taken for granted.1 1 8 

In environmental security terms, the Northwest Passage's potential opening 

causes concern as well. A n opened route may allow greater economic activity (increased 

shipping) in the region, perhaps invigorating the Arctic and establishing the North as a 

viable economic entity. 1 1 9 A t the same time, increased seafaring traffic could bring with it 

more pollutants and/or toxins (or diseases) into the Arctic, simply amplifying the current 

concerns. 1 2 0 Similarly, ice melting in the Passage, or anywhere else in the Arctic, present 

1 1 4 Nickerson, Colin "Girding for a Sea Change" in The Boston Globe March 21 2000 
www.boston.com/dailyglobe2/081/nation/Girding__for a sea changej .shtml 
1 1 5 Huebert, Rob "Climate Change and Canadian Sovereignty in the Northwest Passage" in Isuma. Winter 
2001, p. 90 
1 1 6 Ibid., p. 91 
1 1 7 Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Canada, The Northern Dimension of Canada's  
Foreign Policy p.2 
1 1 8 Mitchell, Alanna "The Northwest Passage Thawed" in The Globe and Ma i l Feb. 5, 2000 p. A9 
1 1 9 From C A R C "On Thinning Ice" in Northern Perspectives, p. 5 

http://www.boston.com/dailyglobe2/081/nation/Girding__for
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the concern linked to pollutants trapped within the frozen masses (as aforementioned). 

Pollutants released from currently frozen ice and land deposits would allow rivers and 

thawed land to become polluted in greater capacities. 

Frederick E. Nelson argues that climate change may also be responsible for the 

destruction of human-made structures in the Far North. Nelson states that, as permafrost 

1 99 

thaws, structures that have been built on that land face the possibility of collapse. This 

is especially an environmental security concern considering the military and oil structures 

(as previously discussed) remaining in the North. If, for example, a refinery collapses due 

to permafrost underneath thawing, the potential for spills or leaks increases. In turn, local 

and then regional environments would suffer the negative effects. Although such activity 

is not currently occurring in the North, there is nothing to suggest that such change wi l l 

not happen. It is important, in environmental security terms especially, to consider every 

potential negative outcome of ongoing environmental issues. Climate change is arguably 

the most important Arctic environmental issue of all. 

D) Summary 

In several ways, the Canadian Arctic faces threats to its environment. Environmental 

issues arise from such things as pollutant spread and climate change. These threats affect 

Arctic inhabitants, making these issues also human security issues. Several analysts have 

suggested, as J. Overpeck (et al) does, that "[although the Arctic is now one of the least 

disturbed regions on Earth, it may also be one of the most susceptible to both natural and 

1 2 1 From Nelson, Frederick E . (et al) "Subsidence risk from thawing permafrost" in Nature 410. Apr i l 2001, 
p. 889 
1 2 2 Ibid. 
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123 human-mduced chmate change". Pollutants, caused by military relics, industrial 

activities and their subsequent spread have placed the Arctic into a highly vulnerable 

situation. 

Concerning the second chapter's discussion of environmental security, the Arctic 

clearly represents an area wherein a sudden change can affect a large amount of animal, 

plant and human life in a relatively short period (as per Ullman's criteria for security). As 

such, the Canadian Arctic as a region provides an interesting study regarding the overall 

applicability and legitimacy of environmental security as a field in general. 

Environmental issues in the North also greatly affect human security. For this reason, it is 

important and necessarily to grant environmental security issues legitimacy. Canada, a 

human security proponent (as wil l be shown), is involved in a number of circumpolar 

projects aimed at alleviating the environmental concerns as outlined in this chapter. 

Despite Canada's Northern focus regarding environmental issues, however, it is unclear 

as to whether or not Canada is truly committed to environmental security, both in the 

Arctic and as a general theoretical concept. The next chapter investigates Canada's 

environmental commitment in the Arctic and, in turn, Canada's commitment to 

environmental security itself. 

Overpeck, J. (et al) "Arctic Environmental Change of the Last Four Centuries" in Science 278 (5341) 
Nov 14 1997, p.1251 
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CHAPTER FOUR: The Canadian Government and Arctic Environmental Security 

As the last chapter outlined, there are numerous pressing environmental issues 

affecting the Canadian Arctic. The Canadian government, for its part, acknowledges 

these issues and is working, in many ways, towards rectifying the problems posed and 

caused by environmental threats. Still, despite Canada's commitment to a human security 

foreign policy agenda1, it is unclear whether or not the Canadian government views 

environmental security as a true security threat. 

This chapter discusses what Canada is doing to combat the problems as outlined 

in chapter three. The chapter features three major sections. The first presents a discussion 

of three main underlying topics regarding Canadian Arctic environmental participation: 

human security (through a Canadian lens), sustainable development and 

middlepowerism. These three interrelated concepts guide Canadian Arctic environmental 

projects. The second section highlights some of the more major domestic actions Canada 

has taken to rectify Arctic environmental problems. This section explains the significance 

of the action(s) in relation to the Arctic itself, as well as in relation to the broader 

environmental security debate itself. The third section investigates some of Canada's 

bilateral and multilateral commitments in the circumpolar region. Again, the importance 

of these activities in relation to both the Arctic and environmental security itself is 

emphasized. 

1 As wi l l be discussed, but see, for example, the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade's 
Human Security website at http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca 
2 Barnett, Jon and Stephen Dovers "Environmental security. Sustainability and Policy" in Pacifica Review 
13(2) June 2001, p. 158 

http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca
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The latter two sections address the following questions: (a) Why/how was a 

particular activity/organization created? (b) How does the activity/organization help solve 

Arctic environmental problems? and (c) Is there a link between the activity/organization 

and the broader environmental security debate? This chapter's general argument is that, 

while Canada's commitment to rectifying Arctic environmental problems is positive, 

Canada must more explicitly confirm its support of environmental security. 

A) Underlying Issues: Human Security, Sustainable Development and 

Middlepowerism 

Human Security 

Before any discussion of Canada's role in Arctic environmental issues, it is important 

to reinvestigate the notion of "human security" as initially presented in chapter two. 

Specifically, it is important to recognize Canada's understanding of the term. As 

explained, Canada (and much of the international community) formed its understanding 

of human security from the 1994 United Nations Development Report. As noted in the 

second chapter, the Report lists a number of criteria identifying human security. Included 

in this list are the notions that: human security is people-centered; human security issues 

have the potential to affect people around the globe simultaneously and that human 

security's objective is to free people from "fear" and from "want".3The Report lists seven 

main areas of human security, including among them food, health and environmental 

security. 4This definition clearly places the environment within the human security 

framework. 

3 Summarized and adapted from United Nations Human Development Report 1994 
4 Ibid. 
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During the last decade, Canada has incorporated this conception of human security 

into its foreign policy agenda, both in general and in specific reference to the Arctic. 5 In a 

report entitled "Freedom From Fear: Canada's Foreign Policy for Human Security", the 

Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade expresses Canada's commitment 

to human security by highlighting five "foreign policy priorities for advancing human 

security".6 These priorities are: the protection of civilians; peace support operations; 

conflict prevention; governance and accountability; and public safety.7The same report 

lists "environmental change" as a potential threat to human security.8In its 1995 foreign 

policy statement, the Canadian government's stance regarding the Arctic revealed that: 

"[fjhe focus in the Canadian Arctic is increasingly on non-traditional security threats".9 In 

its 1995 foreign policy statement, the Canadian government's stance regarding the Arctic 

revealed that: "[t]he focus in the Canadian Arctic is increasingly on non-traditional 

security threats". 1 0The Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, in its 2000 

report "The Northern Dimension of Foreign Policy", lists as one prime "objective": "To 

promote the human security of northerners and the sustainable development of the 

5 In fact, The Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade has called its Human Security program 
"Freedom From Fear", echoing the U N ' s human security conception. See www.humansecurity.gc.ca 
6 Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade "Freedom From Fear: Canada's Foreign Policy for 
Human Security" from http://www.dfait.fc.ca/foreignp/humansecuritybooklet-e.asp 
7 Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade "Freedom From Fear: Canada's Foreign Policy for 
Human Security" from http://www.dfait.gc.ca/foreignp/humansecurity/humansecuritvbooklet-e.asp (a 
similar theme can be found at DFAIT ' s "Human Security Program" site: 
http:/7www.dfait.maeci.gc.ca/foreignp/'humansecuritv/HS programme.asp ) 
8 Ibid. 
9 Canada, Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada in the world: Government  
Statement Ottawa: http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca 
1 0 Canada, Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada in the world: Government  
Statement Ottawa: http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca 

http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca
http://www.dfait.fc.ca/foreignp/humansecuritybooklet-e.asp
http://www.dfait.gc.ca/foreignp/humansecurity/humansecuritvbooklet-e.asp
http://www.dfait.maeci.gc.ca/foreignp/'humansecuritv/HS
http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca
http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca
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Arctic". 1 1 Human security is certainly a Canadian foreign policy initiative, both 

internationally and in direct reference to the Arctic. 

During the 1990s, Former Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy became 

associated with Canada's recognition of human security. A key figure in the Ottawa 

Convention (anti-landmine treaty), Axworthy was heralded for his efforts to promote 

human security. For his part, Axworthy classified human security as an important focal 

point for Canada because "[w]hen states are secure, it does not follow that people are 

12 

secure". Accordingly, Axworthy classified environmental deterioration as something 

that affects individuals and, subsequently, human security.1 3 

Canada has also participated in several human security projects. Perhaps most 

notably, the 1997 Ottawa Convention seeking a ban on antipersonnel landmines was a 

Canadian-led human security initiative.1 4Canada's partnership with the United Nations 

in, for example, the Winnipeg hosted, September 2000 International Conference on War-

Affected Children further represents the human security aspect of Canadian foreign 

policy. 1 5Canada continues to foster human security in its foreign policy. The Canadian 

government's "Freedom From Fear" program confirms Canada's continuing human 

security commitment, stating that: 

" Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade "The Northern Dimension of Canada's Foreign 
Policy" 200, p. 2 
1 2 Canada World View "Interview with Minister Axworthy" http://www.dfait.gc.ca/canada- 
magazine/W V_se 1 se 1 +3 -e .htm 
1 3 Ibid., also see Axworthy, Lloyd "Human Security and Global Governance: Putting People First" in 
Global Governance 7 (2001) pp. 19-23 
1 4 See Ross, Jennifer "Is Canada's Human Security Policy Really the 'Axworthy Doctrine'?" in Canadian  
Foreign Policy 8(2) Winter 2001, p. 75 
1 5 Government of Canada "Human Security Internationally" from http://www.humansecuritv.gc.ca/his un-

http://www.dfait.gc.ca/canada-
http://www.humansecuritv.gc.ca/his
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"Human Security is a people-centred approach to foreign policy which recognizes that 

lasting stability cannot be achieved until people are protected from violent threats to their 

rights, safety or l ives" 1 6 

Similarly, DFAIT ' s "Human Security Program" emphasizes Canada's foreign policy 

commitment to human security: "Canada's approach to human security is a direct 

response to new realities emerging since the end of the Cold War". Canada also 

continues to foster human security internationally. One specific project is Canada's 

establishment of and participation in the Human Security Network. The Network, 

established in 1999, builds on Canada's landmine treaty success and focuses on global 

human security issues. Some of the Network's specific activities wi l l be addressed in 

the upcoming section pertaining to Canada's bilateral and multilateral commitments. For 

now, it is important to recognize Canada's global participation in such an organization as 

representing Canada's commitment to human security.1 9 

Canada's commitment to human security has faced various challenges. In a direct 

reply to an article penned by Axworthy, Yuen Foong Khong argues that human security 

does little more than enlarge an otherwise well-focused discipline, stating that "[t]he 

result of such an approach [human security] is (total) paralysis of our ability to 

20 

prioritize". In a similar vein, Fen Osier Hamson and Dean F. Oliver complain that 

human security has the potential to oversimplify security issues and may in fact 

1 6 "Human Security Program" http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca/psh_brief-e.asp 
1 7 Ibid. (For a deeper explanation of "new realities" see the discussion presented in chapters one and two) 
1 8 "Human Security Network" http:/7ww w.humansecuritvnetwork.org/network-e.asp 
1 9 see Lee, Steve "The Axworthy Years: Humanist Activism and Public Diplomacy" in Canadian Foreign  
Policy 8(1) Fall . 2000. p. 1 
2 0 Khong, Yuen Foong "Human Security: A Shotgun Approach to Alleviating Human Misery?" in Global  
Governance 7 (2001) p. 234 

http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca/psh_brief-e.asp
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21 "...wantonly privilege non-military over military instruments of statecraft". Roland 

Paris attacks Canada's support for human security, arguing that human security is "...so 

22 

vague that it verges on meanmglessness...". These are common attacks made against 

human security's expansion of security, as outlined in the first chapter. Despite such 

criticisms of human security in general, the Canadian government has declared itself to 

be in support of human security. At very least, the Canadian government has publicly 

supported human security through its foreign policy statements and some subsequent 

actions. With specific respect to the Canadian Arctic, Canada's support of newer security 

conceptions manifests in the many divergent organizations and projects devoted to the 

North (to be discussed shortly). It is worth noting, however, the commitment Canada has 

made to utilizing an ". . .emphasis on human security..." to shape its Northern Dimension 

of Canada's Foreign Policy. 4This is of particular relevance because of human security's 

linkage to environmental security. Environmental security, as one element of human 

security, is (as previously discussed) an important aspect of Northern Canadian life. It is 

primarily for this reason that the Canadian government emphasizes "human" (especially 

environmental) security in its Northern policy. One way Canada ensures its human and 

2 1 Hampson, Fen Osier and Oliver, Dean F. "Pulpit Diplomacy: A Critical Assessment of the Axworthy 
Doctrine" in International Journal Summer 1998 p. 386 
2 2 Paris, Roland "Human Security: Paradigm Shift or Hot A i r ? " in International Security 26(2) Fall 2001, p. 
102 

2 3 Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Canada "Freedom From Fear" 
http :///w ww .humasec urity. gc. ca 
2 4 Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Canada The Northern Dimension of Canada's  
Foreign policy, p. 1 
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environmental security commitment in the North is by Canada's recognition of 

"sustainable development". 

Sustainable Development 

In recent years, the term "sustainable development" has surfaced in a number of 

global issues, Canada adopting the term for its progress in the Arctic in particular. 

Although there seem to be several applications of the term , Indian and Northern Affairs 

Canada (INAC) has established its own conception of the term, based on the 1987 World 

Commission on Environment and Development (Brundtland Commission). 2 7 In the 

Sustainable Development Strategy 2001-2003, INAC defines sustainable development as: 

"Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of 

future generations to meet their own needs". Likewise, INAC recognizes three main 

elements on which sustainable development is based: 

"1. A long term focus seeking to preserve and enhance economic, social and natural capital in 

order to improve the quality of people's lives and ensure a continuing legacy for the future; 

2. a horizontal perspective that fully incorporates social, economic and environmental factors; and 

3. a recognition of the interdependence between domestic and global activities. 2 9 

For the environmental security debate, the importance of sustainable development 

relates largely to these three points. For example, I N A C s conception recognizes the need 

2 5 Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Canada Sustainable Development Strategy, 2001-2003. p. 3, 
also Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade The Northern Dimension of Canada's Foreign  
Policy p. 2 
2 6 See, for example, Kotaska, Jana "Sustainable Community Development in the North" in Information 
North 22(3), p. 1-2 
2 7 The use of I N A C s definition in this context is important because I N A C is the department that pays 
specific attention to the Arctic: more specifically, Aboriginal ways of life. Because the environment is so 
important to Aboriginal life, and because I N A C plays a large role in researching/facilitating Northern 
research, I N A C ' s conception of sustainable development is arguably one of the most important. 
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to ensure environmental quality for future generations. For Northern aboriginals, this is 

particularly important, since the environment plays large cultural, social and economic 

roles in their lives. 

With specific reference to the North, the Strategy also specifies that I N A C seeks 

input from aboriginal communities and organizations regarding their perspectives on 

sustainable development. The Strategy includes a definition from the Council of Yukon 

First Nations, defining sustainable development as: "Beneficial socio-economic change 

that does not undermine the ecological and social systems upon which communities and 

societies are dependent".30The importance of including this aboriginal definition into 

I N A C s broader sustainable development conception should not go unnoticed. 

Recognizing an aboriginal perspective represents the Canadian government's willingness 

to appeal to Northerners in order to be best able to address Arctic environmental 

problems. This is an encouraging representation of Canada's desire to include Northern 

aboriginals into the general Arctic environmental discussion. 

What is also important about I N A C s sustainable development conception is that, 

in terms of the overall security debate, there is direct reference to the broadening trend in 

current security discourse (characterized by the term "horizontal" utilized in point two). 

As outlined in the first two chapters, broadening the security debate allows one to accept 

different categories of security issues. With direct reference to Canada's position 

regarding human security, the government's conception of sustainable development 

2 8 Department of Indian and Northern Affairs Canada Sustainable Development Strategy. 2001-2003, p. 3, 
see also The World Commission on Environment and Development: Our Common Future Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1987 
2 9 Sustainable Development Strategy, p. 3 
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coincides well. The environment plays a prominent role in both terms' explanations. 

What is also notable about INAC's statement is the declaration that indigenous groups' 

understandings of such terms are encouraged. On one hand, (as explained) this shows a 

willingness to incorporate Arctic aboriginals (people deeply attached to the environment) 

into the sustainable development process. From a general security theory point of view, 

INAC' s inclusion of indigenous groups and their sustainable development conceptions 

represents an understanding and acceptance of the individual analytical level (as 

discussed in the first chapter). In other words, including individuals' or groups' concerns 

regarding sustainable development reveals a general commitment to non-traditional 

security issues. 

Because the environment plays such a vital role in Canadian Arctic life, INAC's 

sustainable development definition may seem too broad. There are many different issues 

(economics, social, cultural) in addition to the environment all lumped together under one 

overarching banner. Yet, as mentioned in chapter three, one must remember that the 

environment is the common link between all of these for Arctic aboriginals. As 

mentioned in that chapter, the environment has provided subsistence, economic 

advancement, social recognition and cultural knowledge. Perhaps that is why analysts 

like Jana Kotaska seek similar definitions for sustainable development when applied to 

the Canadian North. In her article "Sustainable Community Development in the North", 

Kotaska writes: 

"[f]or me, sustainable development has come to mean development that is holistic and 

leads to the achievement of social, environmental, economic, cultural and political goals. 
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It is development that truly and equitably meets the needs of local people, maintains the 

environment in a healthy state or restores it to one " 3 1 

Whether discussing human security or sustainable development, in reference to 

the North, the common link is the environment. In order for any progress to be made in 

sustainable development terms, the environment must be protected from its security 

threats. It is therefore important to consider with which activities, organizations and 

projects the Canadian government is involved in order to protect the Arctic environment. 

Initially however, it is important to briefly consider Canada's role as a "middle power": 

what the term means and what it means for Canada's Arctic environment. 

Canada as a "Middle Power" 

Canada's label as a "middle" power has existed almost since Confederation. 

Before and during the early portion of the twentieth century, Canada performed a de-

facto "middle" role, acting as a "go-between" in the British-American relationship. It was 

not until the Cold War's onset, however, that the Canadian government actually first used 

the term to represent its position in the world and its foreign policy objectives.32In 

general, the middlepowerism to which Canada subscribed during this time was one 

representing Canada's place in the world, both figuratively and literally. Canada was, on 

one hand, a country with "medium" national attributes (i.e. not possessing great amounts 

of military might, but not at the extreme weak end of the spectrum either).33Canada was 

also "in the middle", geographically, of the East versus West ideological battle, 

3 1 Kotaska, Jana "Sustainable Community Development in the North" in Information North 22(3) Sept. 
1996, p. 1-2 

3 2 Nossal, K i m Richard The Politics of Canadian Foreign Policy (3 r d ed.) 1997, p. 55 
3 3 Ibid., p 57 
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positioned between the US and the USSR (despite being ideologically aligned with the 

US). Canada maintained this "middle power" status throughout the Cold War, alongside 

countries such as Australia. 

Since the Cold War's end, Canada's middle power status has been somewhat 

altered, focussing on one particular aspect of middlepowerism. Mark Neufeld explains 

that being a middle power includes a focus on "...mediatory and consensus building 

themes especially". 3 4In particular, middle powers achieve their policy goals via bilateral 

and multilateral relationships with like-minded countries. 

Canada's existence as a middle power has undergone scrutiny. Adam Chapnick, 

for example, calls Canada's "middlepowerhood" noting more than "rhetoric".3 6Chapnick 

argues that the term "... 'middle power' is rarely defined, and limited explanations are 

never specific", meaning that Canada's self-applied label as a middle power "...is a 

"3*7 

myth". Still, as Charles-Phillipe David and Stéphane Roussel argue, Canada's 

commitment to human security issues (such as outlawing antipersonnel landmines) 
38 

reasserts Canada's existence as a middle power. Specifically, Canada's multilateral 

work to achieve common goals through these initiatives represents Canada's middle 

power status. Furthermore, it is important to remember Neufeld's criteria regarding 

middle powers and their relationships with like-minded countries. It is this concept that 
3 4 Neufeld, Mark "Hegemony and Foreign Policy Analysis: The Case of Canada as a Middle Power" in 
Studies in Political Economy 48, 1995, pp. 7-25 
3 5 Ibid. (It is true that Canada engaged in multilateral initiatives as a Cold War middle power. However, the 
Cold War's structure placed Canada onside with the United States ideologically. Therefore, Canada's 
ability to reach non Western Bloc countries in multilateral terms has been questioned. See Munton, Don 
"Stimulus-Response and Continuity in Canadian Foreign Policy During Cold War and Détente" in 
Canada's Foreign Policy: Analysis and Trends (B. Tomlin, ed.), Agincourt: Methuen Publications, 1978. 
3 6 Chapnick, Adam "The Canadian Middle Power Myth" in International Journal Spring, 2000, p. 188 
3 7 Ibid. 
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has allowed Canada to remain a "middle power". Canada seeks relationships with like-

minded countries in order to work with those countries to promote change. In the 1995 

Government Statement Canada in the World, there is emphasis placed on Canada's 

commitment to consensus building among states.40In particular, Canada's participation 

with such entities as the United Nations (multilateral) and N O R A D (bilateral) is 

mentioned.41 The 1995 Statement repeatedly emphasizes Canada's commitment to human 

security, as well as its commitment to work with other countries to ensure human security 

agendas' global recognition.4 2!! is this conception of a middle power that Canada has 

adopted as its international political stance. 

It is also this conception that Canada has adopted in Arctic relations. Canada is 

involved in a number of bilateral and multilateral organizations, consisting of other 

Arctic states (like minded countries).43 Canada is not capable of creating change alone: it 

must work with other states to achieve its desired ends. Nowhere is this more important 

than in the Arctic. As revealed in the previous chapter, Arctic environmental issues affect 

all circumpolar nations. Human security, environmental security and sustainable 

development issues affect all circumpolar nations. Canada's middle power identity allows 

Canada to work with circumpolar countries to initiate regional change. As wi l l be shown 

J S David, Charles-Phillipe and Stéphane Roussel '"Middle Power Blues': Canadian Policy and International 
Security after the Cold War" in The American Review of Canadian Studies Spring/Summer 1998, p. 131 
3 9 See "Human Security Network" www.humansecuritvnctwoi-k.org/network-e.asp 
4 0 Government of Canada, Statement Canada in the World 1995, p. 26 
4 1 Ibid. 
4 2 Government of Canada, Statement Canada in the World 1995 (repeated use of the preface "with 
international partners" serves to illustrate this point) 
4 3 Although "like minded countries" can be used in reference to a number of similarities between countries 
(i.e. political systems, or cultural similarities), it is important to understand that, despite their differences, 
the eight Arctic countries that make up the Arctic Council (as wi l l be discussed) share an understanding of 
Arctic issues. In this sense, these countries are "like-minded". See http://www.arctic-council.org as well as 

http://www.humansecuritvnctwoi-k.org/network-e.asp
http://www.arctic-council.org
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shortly, Canada is a participant in several bilateral and multilateral relationships in the 

circumpolar region, reflecting Canada's middle power status. 

Important from this discussion are the foundations on which Canadian Arctic 

involvement is based. Canada has committed to a human security foreign policy agenda. 

Canada has developed a working conception of sustainable development. Canada has 

continued its middle power pursuit of working with like-minded countries to achieve 

common solutions to problems (some examples of this are discussed further along in this 

chapter). These factors are driving Canadian activities in the North. At the same time, 

these factors have created a high standard for Canada to meet. The next section explores 

some of Canada's activity in Arctic environmental issues. 

The importance of each of the three above concepts and their linkages to 

environmental security is worth reiterating. Environmental security is, initially, one of the 

most important "sub-categories" of human security.4 4The Canadian government's 

acceptance of human security, therefore, represents its acceptance of environmental 

security. 5 

The government's conception of sustainable development reveals Canada's 

recognition that (especially) Arctic environmental preservation is extremely important. 

This attempt to implement measures for protecting Arctic environments over the long 

term also reveals Canada's recognition of environmental and human security. 

Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade The Northern Dimension of Canada's Foreign  
Policy p. 2. 
4 4 For lack of a better term: "sub-categories" refers to the fact that environmental security is one element 
incorporated under the general "human security" umbrella. 
4 5 A t least, this is what can be assumed given the information the government provides on its departmental 
websites and the government's human security conception. As wi l l be debated, however, it may not be 
simply enough to ail-inclusively address varying elements of human security by assuming that others 
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Finally, Canada's middle power status is the main means by which Canada 

engages other Arctic countries on environmental issues. As wi l l be shown further along 

in this chapter, Canada is committed to developing a collective, regional (circumpolar) 

sense of environmental security. In order to do so, Canada must act as a middle power 

and seek "like-minded" countries, persuading them through negotiation and collective 

action. This chapter now turns to some specific examples that reveal Canada's 

involvement in rectifying Arctic environmental problems, and solidifying its commitment 

to Arctic environmental security. 

B) Canadian Participation in Circumpolar Environmental Security Issues 

Within the last fifteen years, there have been a number of institutions, most 

notably the Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy and the Arctic Council, created 

with Northern foci. Canada has been an active participant in many of these. This section 

highlights the major organizations/agreements/institutions with which Canada is 

involved. Specifically, Canada's commitment to environmental/human security as 

represented by its participation in such projects wil l be assessed. As mentioned at the 

beginning of this chapter, this section wil l describe each project/organization, explain its 

relevance/effectiveness to Canada's Arctic and then explore its relevance to the greater 

environmental/human security debate. Ultimately, it wi l l be argued that while Canadian 

efforts regarding Northern environmental issues are generally positive, Canada's 

commitment to environmental security as a concept is not as clear. 

(countries, academics) understand that support for "human security" also means support for "environmental 
security". 
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Canadian Arctic Environmental Projects 

As Canada has become a human security proponent in the post-Cold War era, its 

understanding of Arctic environmental security issues is increasing. Whereas the Cold 

War may have shaped security discussions in very narrow terms, the expansion of 

security has allowed exploration of more security issues. Arctic environmental security is 

not least among these. 

The Arctic Environmental Strategy 

Canada has developed a number of domestic programs that focus exclusively on 

Arctic environmental issues. One of the earliest (i.e. after the Cold War's end) and most 

important was the Arctic Environmental Strategy. In 1991, the Canadian government 

committed 100 million dollars over a six-year period to the Strategy, aimed at addressing 

Arctic environmental issues.4 6Four main research areas were established: contaminants, 

waste, water and environment/economy integration.47Each research area developed a 

specific mandate. For example, in the "contaminants" area, the focus was on answering 

"...questions about sources, pathways, and sinks of the various environmental 

contaminants-where they go in the ecosystem, and what the current exposure levels are in 

wildlife and human populations...". 4 8At the A E S ' six year conclusion, the Department of 

Indian Affairs and Northern Development (now Indian and Northern Affairs Canada) 

4 6 Environment Canada "Arctic Environmental Strategy" http://www.ec.gc.ca/soer- 
ree/English/SOER/1996ieport/Doc/l-6-9-5-3-2-l.cfm 
4 7 Environment Canada "Arctic Environmental Strategy" http://wwrw.ec.gc.ca/soer- 
ree/English/SQER/1996report/Doc/l-6-9-S-3-2-l.cfm 

http://www.ec.gc.ca/soer-
http://wwrw.ec.gc.ca/soer-
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released a Final Report. The Evaluation of the Arctic Environmental Strategy released in 

October 1996, concluded that, overall, the A E S ' main goal of initiating environmentally 

aware projects was a success. Specifically, the Report proclaimed that the A E S 

was"...one of the federal government's most significant accomplishments...".4 9In terms 

of specific projects, the Report praised, for example, the fact that waste clean-up "...has 

commenced and...the A E S has enable a good determination of the extent of the waste 

situation in the northern terri tories... ". 5 0The Report also made a number of 

recommendations. These recommendations included: that the Department of Indian 

Affairs and Northern Development (now INAC) should support a strong domestic 

approach on Northern environmental issues; that future manifestations of A E S projects 

should emphasize a ". . .results-based performance measurement regime..." to ensure that 

projects progress; and that the A E S ' partnership approach should form the foundation for 

Canada's participation in circumpolar environmental improvement efforts.51Despite 

essentially simply laying the groundwork for future Northern environmental projects, the 

A E S has proved important in the long run. Several programs have emerged from the 

A E S ' basic formation. 

The Northern Contaminants Program 

One important offshoot from the Arctic Environmental Strategy is the Northern 

Contaminants Program (NCP). Part of the Northern Affairs Program, (which in turn is 

part of the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs [INAC]), the N C P is in the middle 

4 8Environment Canada "Arctic Environmental Strategy" http://www.ec.gc.ca/soer- 
ree/English/SOER/1996report/Doc/l-6-9-5-3-2-l.cfm 
4 9 Departmental Audit and Evaluation Branch, Corporate Services, Department of Indian Affairs and 
Northern Development Evaluation of the Arctic Environmental Strategy Final Report October, 1996, p. i i i 
5 0 Ibid., p. i i 

http://www.ec.gc.ca/soer-
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of a "second phase" (phase II) of operation, beginning in 2001 and ending in 2003. 5 2In 

general, the program seeks to identify contamination problems, while providing linkages 

between N C P scientists and the aboriginal population at large. In other words, part of 

the program's mandate is to alert Arctic inhabitants as to the dangers contaminants 

present to human health and security. In this way, scientific observation does not simply 

become part of a greater information network without those who need the information 

ever receiving it. This is one way that the N C P integrates Arctic aboriginals into the 

human security agenda. 

The N C P also sets specific "blueprint" goals for completion during each "phase" 

of the program. For example, one such blueprint, the "Blueprint for Monitoring the 

Health of Arctic Peoples and Ecosystems and the Effectiveness of International Controls" 

focuses on contaminant levels in food.54Its focus is to assess contaminant levels and their 

affects on human health.5 5Similarly, the "Blueprint for Human Health" maintains a focus 

on contaminant risks as well as aboriginal nutrient intake. 5 6Both "blueprints" are to 

provide findings at the end of this current phase. 

The Arctic Environment/Environmental Security Link 

Projects like the A E S and the N C P are effective because they establish 

groundwork on which to build solutions to environmental problems. The N C P in 

particular is effective because, in the first place, it seeks to understand comprehensively 

5 1 Ibid., p. v 
5 2 Northern Contaminants Program, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Canada http://www.ainc- 
inac.gc.ca/ncp/pdf/summ200 l-3_e.pdf 
5 3 Ibid. 
5 4 Northern Contaminants Program, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Canada http://www.ainc- 
inac.ge.ca/ncp/abt/bO e.html 

http://www.ainc-
http://www.ainc-
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how contaminants affect human health and security. Furthermore, the fact that the N C P 

actively seeks aboriginal participation by establishing consistent communication links 

shows the Canadian government's commitment to allowing Northern inhabitants a voice 

and a place in Canada's Northern Foreign Policy. This is important, initially because it 

is the Arctic aboriginal population that is most directly affected by such environmental 

concerns. Encouraging participation from these groups is necessary to understand and 

CO 

combat the negatives associated with Arctic environmental issues. From a more general 

security theory perspective, encouraging aboriginal participation in environmental 

assessment shows recognition of the individual analytical level (as outlined in the first 

chapter). Acknowledging that security threats affect individuals facilitates the expansion 

of security studies. 

What is not as encouraging, in security theory terms, about this project in 

particular is its overt focus on "health" instead of "security". The question pertains to 

whether or not Canada views "health concerns" as a synonym for "environmental/human 

security concerns". If the Canadian government seeks to address environmental security 

concerns that lead to health and other human security concerns, such projects would 

benefit from an explicit reference to this. 

It is true, however, that the Canadian government implies that it includes health 

concerns under its human security conception. The Department of Foreign Affairs and 

International Trade's "Freedom From Fear" program, for example, specifies that citizens 

5 6 Northern Contaminants Program, Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Canada, http://www.ainc- 
inac. gc. ca/ncp/ab t/a4_e. html 
5 7 Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, "The Northern Dimension of Canada's Foreign 
Policy" http://www.dev.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/arctic/NDCFP-e-pdf 
5 8 See "Inuit and Climate Change" in Silarjualiriniq 7, Jan/Mar 2001, p. 1-5 

http://www.ainc-
http://www.dev.dfait-maeci.gc
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of all nations should be free from "fear and want". 5 90ne could assume that "freedom 

from want" relates to health concerns, specifically that "want" refers to providing 

adequate food sources for all people. Still, this linkage to environmental security is not 

clear. As the last chapter revealed, there are large environmental concerns that link health 

issues to environmental security. If the Canadian government views these health issues as 

environmental security issues, then its definition of human security must explicitly reveal 

this sentiment. 

"Freedom From Fear" itself further confuses the issue by focusing on a "people 

based approach" that revolves around protecting individuals from local, regional or larger 

scale conflict (or such conflict's negative effects).60Yet there is no explanation of 

conflict's negative environmental affects and those affect's subsequent affects on human 

security. It is important for Canada to maintain its people oriented human security 

conception, but it is important for Canada to more strongly develop the relationships 

between other aspects of human security (i.e. environmental security) and human security 

as a general concept. This is important not only for the general theoretical debate, but for 

Canada's involvement in the North: a clear conceptualization of terms wi l l allow Canada 

to apply its human security position to its Northern agenda through such institutions as 

the N C P . 

Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Canada, "Freedom From Fear" 
http://www.humansecuritv.gc.ca/Freedom_from_Fear-e.pdf 
6 0 Ibid. There are five major categories under the "Freedom From Fear" human security agenda: Protection 
of Civilians, Peace Support Operations, Conflict Prevention, Governance and Accountability and Public 
Safety. Each of these categories continuously refers to conflict resolution and ensuring human rights, but 
none of them lists health, or environmental security issues as being prime concepts of Canada's human 
security conception. 

http://www.humansecuritv.gc.ca/Freedom_from_Fear-e.pdf
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The fact that Canada wil l not commit to explaining environmental security's 

linkages to health issues in such dialogue is particularly frustrating because Canada 

considers itself a proponent of human security. The 1996 A E S Evaluation further 

exemplifies this point. In the aforementioned A E S Report, there is continued reference 

made to Canada having improved "...environmental awareness throughout the North..." 

and that Canada (as of 1996) was "...far ahead of all other countries on northern 

environmental issues...". 6 1The utilization of such terminology as "environmental 

awareness" and "environmental issues" does not clarify whether Canada views Northern 

environmental concerns to also be environmental security concerns. It is true, however, 

that health issues may be considered security issues, given the discussion presented in 

chapters one and two. If Canada equates health and security issues, however, that 

comparison must be made far more explicit than it currently is. Neglecting to use 

"security" when discussing environmental issues causes one to question Canada's 

commitment to environmental and human security. In other words, making the direct link 

between Arctic environmental issues and environmental security wi l l help ensure 

Canada's commitment to environmental and human security. 

The Canadian Polar Commission: "Indicators of Polar Knowledge" 

Perhaps one reason why environmental issues are not explicitly linked to security 

relates to Canadian Arctic knowledge levels. This means that, traditionally, Canadians (in 

general) have not been entirely aware of the complete ramifications of Arctic 

environmental problems. One Canadian institution established to "...promote the 

6 1Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development Evaluation of the Arctic Environmental Strategy  
Final Report, p. i i i 
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development and dissemination of knowledge in respect of the polar regions..." is the 

Canadian Polar Commission."Established in 1991, the Polar Commission is Canada's 

lead agency responsible for collecting and sharing Arctic knowledge in all facets.64As 

part of this process, the Commission has developed the important and useful Canadian 

Polar Information Network, a compilation of a variety of Arctic data and information, 

available to the academic community. 6 5 

What is particularly important and interesting about the Commission is its recent 

"Indicators Report", published in June 2001. The Commission's "Indicators Project" 

started in 1998-1999 and is aimed at collecting "...indicators or 'signals' that reflect the 

state of Canada's progress in the realm of polar knowledge".66These indicators seemed to 

reveal that the Commission was fulfilling its mandate regarding dispersing Arctic 

knowledge nationwide. As such, one could assume that i f Arctic knowledge is increasing, 

awareness of, particularly, environmental security issues, is also increasing. Among the 

indicators (fifteen in total) developed to determine the level of polar knowledge in 

Canada are the following: 

->Number of Peer Reviewed Articles Relevant to Polar Knowledge 
->Research Projects with Traditional Knowledge Component 
-^University Courses in Polar-Realted Subjects 
-^Student Theses on Polar Subjects 
-^Newspaper Articles Relevant to Canadian Polar Matters67 

This is to say that because health issues affect individuals and groups, health issues could be argued to be 
elements of human security. 
6 3 Government of Canada, "Canadian Polar Commission Act", http://laws.iustice.gc.ca/en/c- 
21.3/27182.html 
6 4 Canadian Polar Commission, (General Site) http://www.polarcom.gc.ca 
6 5 Ibid. 
6 6 Canadian Polar Commission, "Indicators of Canadian Polar Knowledge 1999", Published 2001, p . l 
6 7 Canadian Polar Commission, "Indicators of Canadian Polar Knowledge", pp. 1-11 

http://laws.iustice.gc.ca/en/c-
http://www.polarcom.gc.ca
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The indicators are based on the assumption that the more of each indicator occurring each 

year, the more Arctic knowledge is being dispersed throughout Canadian academic and 

public circles. The five indicators listed above all showed increases from the 1998 

recording period to 1999. For example, in 1998, 218 "peer reviewed articles" were 

counted while in 1999, that total had risen to 222. 6 8The number of graduate theses on 

polar subjects rose from a 1998 total of 86 to 111 in 1999.69The Report concludes that the 

indicators are still undergoing refinement and that, in time, these indicators wil l "...allow 

consistent data and replicable methods..." to be followed from year to year. The 

individual numbers regarding each indicator were left as presented, leaving the reader to 

presume that an increase in each indicator means a growing understanding of Arctic 

issues nationwide. 

The Arctic Environment/Environmental Security Link 

A n increasing number of Arctic focussed courses being offered at universities is 

encouraging in terms of the broader circumpolar knowledge debate. Theoretically, i f 

more courses are offered, there is more chance for interest in Arctic issues to grow and 

potentially more chance for students to understand Arctic issues. Certain unknowns, 

however, hamper the "Indicators'" effectiveness. Following the "Arctic courses" 

example, simply because a post secondary academy offers a course in circumpolar affairs 

does not mean, in the first place, that enrollment is large in those courses.71 Similarly, 

6 8 Ibid., p. 4 
6 9 Ibid., p. 7 
7 0 Ibid., p. 11 
7 1 One such course offered in my undergraduate career at the University of Calgary, a third year level 
"History of the North" class, contained approximately thirty students total. Although this could be 
reflective of the amount of students eligible for the class, it is also representative of a) the number of 
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simply because an institution offers even one course does not mean that Arctic 

environmental security issues are the focus of that course, or even discussed. What this 

means is that although the "Indicators" may reveal some general trend increasing "polar 

knowledge" nationwide, the quality of that knowledge, as well as the overall dispersion 

of that knowledge remain unknown. This limits the "Indicators'" effectiveness in 

reporting and assessing Northern environmental issues. 

In security terms, once again it is unclear from the Commissions' report how 

Arctic environmental security issues fit into an assessment of "polar knowledge", i f such 

issues do at all. This in itself again reveals the Canadian government's seemingly 

unwillingness to link Arctic environmental concerns directly to security. If the 

government considers environmental issues elements of human security, i f the 

government accepts human security as one facet of its foreign policy stance, then it must 

explicitly say so. Recognizing "polar knowledge" in security terms must include some 

indicator revealing the understanding and acceptance of environmental security. If 

Canada is truly committed human security, Canada must directly acknowledge its 

acceptance of environmental security issues, especially as they pertain to the Arctic. 

Smaller Nationwide Projects: The IM NODE Example 

Staying within the theme of dispersing polar knowledge, various Canadian 

agencies (including PolarCom) happily report that funding for a large number of Arctic 

focussed projects and conferences regularly occurs and is increasing in some areas.720ne 

students interested in the class and b) the potential for the Polar Commission's "indicators" to be 
misleading. 
7 2 Canadian Polar Commission, http://www.polarcom.gc.ca, also Simon, Mary "Canada's Renewed 
Commitment to Northern Issues Through Policy Development and Partnership Building" in The Northern  
Review 22. Wint. 2000, pp. 115-119 

http://www.polarcom.gc.ca
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Conference of particular note73was the October 2001 Integrated Management Node 

Conference at the University of Manitoba's Natural Resources Institute. One of the 

N O D E ' s six working groups focused on Arctic "Sovereignty and Security" issues.74The 

Sovereignty and Security Working Group developed a program for research projects to 

be identified, proposed and drafted by the year 2004. 7 5The Node actively sought and was 

granted government funding, aimed at establishing graduate student projects over the 

next three years.7 6 

The Arctic Environment/Environmental Security Link 

The Node meeting is representative of many such working groups and 

conferences operating across Canada. This particular conference was beneficial and 

effective in a number of ways. Perhaps most important was the emphasis on graduate 

projects and funding so that circumpolar issues would gain greater attention across 

Canadian universities. This notion links to the Polar Commission's "indicator" regarding 

increased polar awareness in Canadian academics. Increasing polar knowledge is 

important i f Arctic environmental issues are to be recognized and rectified. The 

Sovereignty and Security group's establishment of a three-year working plan effectively 

establishes guidelines for these projects and guarantees an end result from them. What is 

less effective about this process and this Node in particular, is the fact that research 

projects, while underway, essentially have three years to get moving. Although it is 

7 3 In October, 2001, the Natural Resource Institute held the first of three Integrated Management Node 
meetings. As a graduate student, I participated in the "Sovereignty and Security" working group, compiling 
a summary of the group's activities which was submitted back to the Node. It operates under SSHRC and 
D F O (Department of Fisheries and Oceans) as part of the Ocean Management National Research Network. 
7 4 University of Manitoba Integrated Management Node, NRI , 
http://w ,vvw.umaiùtoba.ca/institutes/natural__resources/in-node. home.html 
7 5 Ibid., also Wylie, A . (Personal Summation) 

http://w,vvw.umai%c3%b9toba.ca/institutes/natural__resources/in-node
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understandable that research is a time consuming and deliberate process, three years is a 

long time. If every research project demands so much time, one wonders when actual 

measures wi l l occur to combat the problems found. 

In terms of the overall security debate, the fact that the Working Group focused 

77 

on such issues as "National Missile Defense" and "Bulk Water Issues" reveals at least 

two points about Canadian security discourse. First revealed is the ongoing importance of 

traditional security issues. As pointed out in an earlier chapter, National Missile Defense 

is something the United States wi l l put into operation with or without Canadian support. 

As such, Canadian Arctic traditional security concerns, both those connected with 

potential "rogue state" attacks as well as sovereignty concerns regarding N M D ' s 

implementation, are legitimate. The question is whether these concerns possess equal or 

greater importance to Arctic environmental security issues. This point leads to the second 

"revelation", which is the aforementioned unwillingness to include environmental issues 

under a "security" umbrella. This Working Group focused exclusively on security issues, 

but environmental security was not a major discussion point. Again, this shows the 
78 

reluctance to associate "environment" with "security". As argued throughout this paper, 

i f the loss of human life does not represent a security concern, it is hard to imagine what 

does. It is hard to understand how a country can declare itself to be a human security 

proponent yet seemingly refuse to associate that terminology with actual human security 

Integrated Management Node, NRI , http://umaitoba.ca/institutes/natural_resoiirces/im-node.home.html, 
also see Wylie, A . Summation (Bulk Water Issues relates to threats to Canadian fresh water supplies) 
7 8 Or, perhaps more correctly, this reveals the overwhelming influence traditional security concerns have 
had on security discourse: that is, because traditional security associates security solely with the state, 
environmental security theorists may require more time in order to convince others that security can exist 
independently of the state. 

http://umaitoba.ca/institutes/natural_resoiirces/im-node.home.html
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issues. In short, while meetings and working groups like the I M Node are important in 

terms of formulating research for Arctic environmental issues, this working group in 

particular represents Canada's unsteady commitment to environmental security itself. 

C) Policy Initiatives: The AWPPA and The LOS Convention Article 234 

Canada has not only developed and supported domestic projects and 

organizations. Canada has also attempted policy initiatives through the formation of 

environmentally focussed legislation. Some of the more pertinent Canadian Acts include 

The Canadian Environmental Protection Act, the Yukon Waters Act, the Northwest  

Territories Waters Act and the Canada Water Ac t 7 9 . Each of these Acts seeks protection 

of Northern environments, especially waters. The Act that best represents the discussion 

presented here related to security however, is the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act. 

Created in 1970, the Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act arose from Canadian 

fear that unregulated naval activity in Arctic waters could cause environmental 

80 

degradation. It is, in many ways, a document aimed at preventing environmental damage 

to Canada's Arctic. For example, the A W P P A emphasizes Canada's commitment to 

prevent pollution spread in Arctic waters. More specifically, the Act asserts Canada's 

right to "...develop environmental standards for any vessel seeking to enter the 

/ y Environment Canada and Health Canada Canadian Environmental Protection A c t  
http://wvvw.ec.gc.ca/degrease/degrease.htm. others taken from http://lois.justice.gc.ca/eivsubject/220.html  
(Aug. 20 2002) This Justice Department Site provides summaries of the above Acts. 
8 0 From Griffiths, Franklyn "Environment and Security in Arctic Waters: A Canadian Perspective" in 
National Security and International Environmental Cooperation in the Arctic-The Case of the Northern Sea  
Route Wi l ly Ostreng (ed.) p. 123. Specifically, Canadian concerns revolved around future foreign vessel 
voyages through the Northwest Passage, based on previous American voyages that heightened this concern. 

http://wvvw.ec.gc.ca/degrease/degrease.htm
http://lois.justice.gc.ca/eivsubject/220.html
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81 Northwest Passage". Similarly, the A W P P A aims to protect against the "deposit of 

waste" in Arctic waters, revealing its environmental concern. 

The A W P P A is, on one level, important because it represents one Canadian policy 

initiative aimed at providing some measure of Arctic environmental awareness. On a 

basic level, the A W P P A is important because of its environmental focus. 

Yet the Act is also important for the overall environmental security debate for 

another, more intriguing reason, to be explained shortly. Because the A W P P A ' s wording 

emphasizes maintaining environmental standards for Arctic going vessels, it initially 

seems as though Canada created an environmentally conscious piece of legislation. While 

it is true that, in part, the A W P P A ' s creation was intended to focus on environmental 

issues, some of the most pressing reasons for the A W P P A ' s creation related to 

sovereignty, not environmental security, issues. At the time of the A W P P A ' s creation, 

the Canadian government was equally, i f not more, concerned with unregulated 

American voyages through the Northwest Passage than how those voyages subsequently 

affected the Arctic environment.8 4As shown in the previous chapter, Arctic sovereignty 

remains as one of Canada's largest traditional security concerns. 

8 1 Huebert, Rob "Article 234 and Marine Pollution Jurisdiction in the Arctic" in The Law of the Sea and  
Polar Maritime Delimitation and Jurisdiction (Alex G. Oude Elfernik and Donald R. Rothwell eds.) 
Khuwer Law International, 2001, p. 254 
8 2 Taken from "Arctic Waters Pollution Prevention Act" at http://www.1aws.justice.gc.ca/eM/A-12/text.html 
8 3 Griffiths, Franklyn "Environment and Security in Arctic Waters", p. 126, also Huebert, Rob "Article 234 
and Marine Pollution Jurisdiction in the Arctic" p. 254 
8 4 Ibid., p. 257 (Canada was concerned about, for example, the American icebreaker Northwind in 1969 
undetected voyage through the Passage. Similarly, as explained in Rob Huebert's article "Article 234 and 
Marine Pollution Jurisdiction in the Arctic", there was a highly negative Canadian sentiment during the 
1970s toward the United States in general and towards the US 's determination to violate, from a Canadian 
perspective, Canadian sovereignty in the Arctic. See also Griffiths, Franklyn "The Northwest Passage in 
Transit" in International Journal Spring 1999, p. 190 

http://www.1aws.justice.gc.ca/eM/A-12/text.html
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The Arctic Environment/Environmental Security Link 

In relation to the Arctic, the A W P P A is effective in that, by reserving the right to 

inspect Arctic-travelling vessels, Canada can theoretically limit potentially environment-

harming vessels from entering Arctic waters. Not only would the immediate marine 

environment benefit from not being exposed to such vessels, but so would the 

surrounding land environments: as the previous chapter discussed, pollutants deposited in 

Of 

oceans can eventually spread to the land. 

Still, in overall environmental security terms, because sovereignty issues were 

also important reasons for the Act's creation, the Act is not exclusively an environmental 

security document. Certainly, the Act seeks to prevent pollutant spread, evident by its 

wording. At the same time, the underlying premise supporting the Act is Canada's desire 

to avoid international "trespassing" through the Northwest Passage. Although (as 

discussed in previous chapters) sovereignty concerns are elements of security (usually 

traditional security), sovereignty concerns are not directly environmental concerns. Yet 

there are linkages between sovereignty violations and subsequent environmental affects, 

as the A W P P A reveals. Certainly, a foreign vessel traveling in Arctic waters could 

present significant environmental challenges i f that vessel contained materials that might 

spill (such as oil , or nuclear substances). Understanding this, it seems that the A W P P A ' s 

sovereignty concerns, as they relate to its environmental concerns, are valid 

environmental security concerns. 

8 5 Keith, Robbie "Arctic Contaminants: A n Unfinished Agenda" http://www.carc.org/pubs/v25no2/ 
8 6 The A W P P A specifically refers to the potential negative pollution affects a ship could have on the 
Arctic; it sets guidelines as to "waste" and ship standards, for example. Taken from 
http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/A-12/text.html 
8 7 Griffiths, Franklyn "Environment and Security in Arctic Waters". P. 127 

http://www.carc.org/pubs/v25no2/
http://laws.justice.gc.ca/en/A-
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At the same time, the A WPP A ' s sovereignty concerns can be argued to have 

existed independently of environmental linkages. As Franklyn Griffiths states, the 

A W P P A came into existence (at least partially) due to Canadian concerns about " . . .direct 

threat[s] to Canada's Arctic sovereignty". One is left to question whether the A W P P A is 

an environmental security focused initiative, or one that is sovereignty based, while it 

appears to be comprised of some elements of both concepts. 

This discussion, however, is the exact problem that the A W P P A represents in 

terms of the larger environmental security debate. Since the A W P P A represents both 

environmental and sovereignty concerns, it cannot be classified as representing solely one 

or the other. Yet the Act 's overwhelming focus on preventing Arctic environmental 

problems reveals its strong environmental security commitment. It is because of this that 

Canada's conception of environmental security again bears scrutiny. The A W P P A , an 

environmentally leaning Act, also represents a desire to protect Canadian Arctic 

sovereignty, specifically inasmuch as a sovereignty violation could lead to Arctic 

environmental degradation. As such, one must question whether "sovereignty" is also one 

criteria encompassed under the environmental and human security umbrellas. 8 9As 

aforementioned, Canada's human security conception includes recognition of 

environmental protection. In this case, Canada foresaw environmental degradation 

stemming from state sovereignty concerns: a security concern commonly linked to 

Ibid., p. 123 
Griffiths, Franklyn "Environment and Security in Arctic Waters" p. 126 
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military (traditional) security.90Is the A W P P A , then, representative of Canada's belief 

that sovereignty is another element of environmental, and therefore human, security? 

This is not necessarily a "bad" or "wrong" factor to be included under the 

environmental security banner. As this example shows, sovereignty violations could very 

well lead to environmental security issues. The problem with this revelation, however, 

again relates to the Canadian government's lack of a specific conception of 

environmental security. As with the previous section's discussion of health issues, one 

must wonder i f sovereignty, too, can be considered an element of environmental security. 

If so, the Canadian government should concretely state that sovereignty (like health) is 

part of the government's conception of environmental security. The reasons for this are 

discussed in the final chapter; initially, it is important to consider one major offshoot of 

the A W P P A . 

A resulting Canadian international initiative based on the A W P P A came to 

fruition during the 1982 LOS Convention. 9 1 Article 234 of the United Nations Convention 

on the Law of the Sea has been identified with Canadian efforts to obtain international 

09 

support for its similar domestic policy (AWPPA). Article 234 gives coastal states the 

right to adopt and enforce regulations to prevent marine pollution emitted by sea faring 

vessels, especially in areas where ice cover makes navigation difficult for most of the 

See, for example, Walker, R.B.J . "The Subject of Security" in Critical Security Studies Keith Krause and 
Michael C. Williams (eds.) P. 74 
9 1 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (adopted 10 Dec. 1982) (1833 U N T S 396) 
9 2 McRae, Don. "The Negotiation of Article 234" in Politics of the Northwest Passage (Franklyn Griffiths 
ed.) McGill-Queen's University Press, 1987, pp. 98-114, also Huebert, Rob "Article 234 and Marine 
Pollution Jurisdiction in the Arctic", p. 254 
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year.93It is true that the Article includes mention of potential ecological damage that may 

result i f substandard vessels travel through Arctic waters. Like the A W P P A , however, 

environmental concerns included in Article 234 are linked to sovereignty issues. Also 

like the A W P P A , Article 234 raises the sovereignty versus security debate (as discussed). 

Importantly, Canada is " . . . o f the opinion that the Article now gives international 

acceptance to the A W P P A " . 9 4 T h i s significance of this "opinion", in environmental 

security terms, is important. As discussed, the A W P P A was, in part, a Canadian initiative 

to protect its Arctic environment. As such, it is an environmental security-espousing 

document.95Therefore, i f Article 234 represents international acceptance of Canada's 

domestic A W P P A , does Article 234 also represent international acceptance of 

environmental security? This is not the case. As wil l be discussed in the final chapter, 

there exist substantial theoretical challenges to both environmental and human 

security.9 6What is important to consider from this discussion is that Canada's (Arctic) 

environmental security conception remains unclear. If the Canadian government views 

these two initiatives as environmental security initiatives, then Canada must be more 

specific as to which elements of these documents represent environmental security. 

3 Article 234 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea(10 Dec. 1982) (1833 U N T S 396), 
also available online at 
http://www.un.org/Depts/los/convention agreements/convention overview convention.htm The specific 
mention of "ice covered areas" reveals the Arctic's significance to this Article. 
9 4 McRae, Don "The Negotiation of Article 234", p. 114, Huebert, Rob "Article 234 and Marine Pollution 
Jurisdiction in the Arctic", p. 256, also Franckx, E. Maritime Claims in the Arctic p. 96 
9 5 See, for example, Franklyn Griffiths' discussion in his article "Environment and Security in Arctic 
Waters". Griffiths questions the applicability and usefulness of the term "environmental security" as it 
applies directly to the A W P P A . 
9 6 One being the prevailing importance of traditional security issues. 

http://www.un.org/Depts/los/convention
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Q7 

Complicating matters is Canada's refusal to ratify the LOS Convention. 

Canadian support for the Convention dwindled during the mid-1980s to early 
98 

1990s. The major reason for this decrease in support was primarily because Canada 

sought to improve relations with the United States.99As such, Canada has not ratified the 

Convention. What makes this significant for Canada's Arctic environmental security 

commitment is that such inaction forces one to question Canada's commitment to both 

Article 234 and the A W P P A . Since these are both highly environmentally linked papers, 

and since Canada views Article 234 as representing the A W P P A internationally, one 

might conclude that Canada's refusal to ratify the LOS Convention signifies Canada's 

unwillingness to commit to environmental security itself. At the same time, it must be 

noted, as Franklyn Griffiths states, that the A W P P A has essentially become a 

conventional practice for Canadian Arctic faring sea vessels, thereby revealing the true 

significance and impact of the A W P P A environmentally. 1 0 0 In other words, Canada has 

developed an important policy, not only due to its application to Arctic sea travel, but 

also to its environmental security significance. The A W P P A and the LOS Article 234 do, 

however, raise important questions regarding the nature of environmental security, 

especially pertaining to Canada's environmental security conception. In order for the 

Huebert, Rob "Article 234 and Marine Pollution Jurisdiction in the Arctic", p. 256 (Despite Canadian 
and American refusals to ratify the Convention, the Convention became international law in 1994) 
9 8 For an equally good account of how this Article and the A W P P A represent Canadian sovereignty and not 
environmental security concerns, see Elliot-Meisel, Elizabeth B. "Stil l Unresolved after Fifty Years: The 
Northwest Passage in Canadian-American Relations, 1946-1998" in The American Review of Canadian  
Studies Autumn 1999, pp. 407-430, also Huebert, Rob "Canada and the Law of the Sea Convention" in 
International Journal 52, Winter 1996/1997 p. 78-9 
9 9 Elliot-Miesel, Elizabeth B . "Stil l Unresolved After Fifty Years: pp. 413-415 
1 0 0 Griffiths, Franklyn "Environment and Security in Arctic Waters" p. 130, also McRae, Don "The 
Negotiation of Article 234" shows this conventional "functionalist" application Canada succeeded in 
acquiring due to its stance on the A W P P A and 234. 
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Canadian government to legitimately proclaim itself a proponent of human security, 

Canada must determine exactly what it means when it speaks of environmental security. 

What makes Article 234, in particular, of continuing relevance is the fact (as 

discussed in chapter three) that climate change seems to be affecting the North on a 

significant basis. If global warming causes ocean ice to melt, then Article 234 may 

become extremely important. If Arctic oceanic ice melts, the Northwest Passage may 

open and international vessels could have greater access to the region. As such, Canada 

may decide to operationalize/invoke either or both the A W P P A and/or Article 234.1 ' i f 

this occurs, the effectiveness of Canada's legislation attempts bears scrutiny. Because of 

Canada's concerns for Arctic sovereignty, Canada utilizes its Coast Guard (CCG) to 

monitor Arctic oceanic transport.102 The Canadian Coast Guard operates under the 

Department of Fisheries and Oceans, through such initiatives as the Vessel Traffic 

Reporting Arctic Canada Traffic Zone (NORDREG). 1 0 3Although the Coast Guard's 

current mandate commits it to regulate marine traffic through Arctic waters, it is not clear 

how the Coast Guard would react to an increase in Arctic travel. 1 0 4 Due to global 

warming's potential impact, these initiatives (especially the AWPPA) may become 

increasingly important in future decades. 

Domestically, Canada has established a number of Northern focused initiatives. 

Summarized here are but a few of the ongoing projects. These take the forms of policy, 

1 0 1 Elliot-Meisel, Elizabeth B. "Still Unresolved After Fifty Years" pp. 413-414, also Huebert, Rob 
"Canada and the Law of the Sea convention", p. 87 
1 0 2 "Vessel Traffic Reporting Arctic Canada Traffic Zone (NORDREG)" http://www.ccg-gcc.gc.ca/cen- 
arc/mcts-sctm/'vesseltraffic/vtrarctice.html 
1 0 3 Ibid. 
1 0 4 This is especially true seeing as how the Coast Guard's Arctic monitoring site (as above) states that 
participation in N O R D R E G mandates (as listed on the site) is voluntary, not to mention the diminishing 

http://www.ccg-gcc.gc.ca/cen-
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governmental (and non-governmental) organizations, committees, working groups and 

reports. What is consistent about these efforts is that there indeed exists a Canadian desire 

to recognize impending environmental and human security threats. What is detrimental to 

these efforts, however, is the lack of concrete consensus as to what "environmental 

security" means. In order to apply environmental security measures to the Arctic, and 

perhaps most importantly, to commit significantly to the human security agenda it 

supports Canada must solidify its conception of environmental security. 

One way Canada might proceed in this endeavour is by consulting like-minded 

countries as to their conceptions of environmental security. 1 0 5 As aforementioned, Canada 

is a middle power. As a middle power, Canada seeks collective action regarding 

international problems, seeking out states whose outlooks are similar to Canada's (like-

minded). As such, Canada is an active participant in the circumpolar region. 

As a middle power, Canada participates in a number of multilateral and bilateral 

international organizations. Examples include Canada's membership in the United 

Nations, as well as its commitment to N A T O . With direct reference to the Arctic, the 

most significant multilateral organization is the Arctic Council. 

D) Bilateral and Multilateral Relations 

The Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy and the Arctic Council 

On June 14, 1991, the eight Arctic countries (Canada, the US, Russia [USSR], 

Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark) agreed to the Arctic Environmental 

funding the Coast Guard has received over the last decade-> taken from Bonner, Wil l iam T "Stormy 
Waters and the Canadian Coast Guard" in C M A Magazine 72(1) Feb 1998, pp. 21-26. 
1 0 5 As wi l l be discussed, Canada is doing this to some effect with Norway 
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Protection Strategy. 1 0 6 The Strategy represented the countries' recognition of 

environmental problems, and that Arctic environmental problems affect all of these 

• • 107 • 1 1 • 

countries, therefore joint action was necessary. In particular, the AEPS implemented 

certain "...measures of the Strategy", including the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment 
108 * • 

Programme ( A M A P ) . The AEPS focused on such issues as environmental cleanup, 

sustainable development, contaminant assessment, protection of the marine environment 

and flora/fauna conservation. l 0 9 B y June of 1995, the eight Arctic countries reached 

consensus on the Arctic Council's establishment: the AEPS was incorporated into the 

Council's mandate.110It should be noted that Canada was a strong proponent of both the 

AEPS and the Council and their focus on environmental issues: in fact, Canada's Arctic 

Environmental Strategy (AES, as earlier discussed) was modeled after the A E P S . 1 1 1 

Established in 1996, the Arctic Council's eight founding members decided that 

the organization would focus exclusively on Arctic issues. Specifically, sustainable 

development and environmental protection became large components of the Arctic 

Council's mandate. In addition to the eight member states, the Council also recognizes 

up to seven aboriginal "Permanent Participants". These include: the Aleut International 

Association, the Arctic Athabaskan Council, the Gwich'in Council International the Inuit 
1 0 6Environment Canada. "Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy" from http : //ec. gc. ca/soer- 
ree/English/SOER/1996report/Doc/l-6-9-5-2-2-l.cfm 
1 0 7 Bankes, Nigel (et al) "Toward Sustainable Development in Canada's Arctic: Policies and International 
Regulations", p. 177-178 
1 0 8 Arctic Council Arctic Environmental protection Strategy from http://www.arctic-council.org/archives 
1 0 9 Taken from "Arctic Environmental Protection Strategy" http:/7ww w.ec. gc.ca/soer-
ree/English/SOER/1996report/Doc/l-6-9-5-2-2-l.cfm and "International Initiatives" 
http://www.ee. gc.ca/soer-ree/English/SOER/1996report/Doc/'l -6-9-5-2-1 .cfm 
1 1 0 Ibid. 
" ' Bankes, Nigel (et. al) "Towards Sustainable Development", p. 177-178 
1 1 2 See http://www.arctic-council.org, also Urquart, Doug "Canada and the Arctic Council" in Global 
Agenda 4(3) 1996 

http://www.arctic-council.org/archives
http://www.ee
http://www.arctic-council.org
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Circumpolar Conference, the Saami Council and the Association of Indigenous 

Minorities of the North, Siberia and the Far East of the Russian Federation.1 1 3The 

importance of including such groups is that Arctic aboriginals gain access into 

circumpolar decision making. This is ideal because environmental change affects Arctic 

inhabitants the most. 

The Council possesses a number of sub-groups and working groups. The Arctic 

Climate Impact Assessment working group (ACIA), and the Arctic Monitoring and 

Assessment Program ( A M A P ) are examples of departments under the Council's 

supervision.1 1 4Canada participates in these programs in various ways. At times, Canada 

adopts specific goals for Arctic environmental research. At other times, Canada 

participates in activities sponsored by the Council. 

For example, in June 2001, the Arctic Council unveiled its "Action Plan to 

Eliminate Pollution of the Arctic" (ACAP) . The Arctic Council member-states work with 

NGOs and the United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP) to facilitate progress on 

these issues. Canada committed to a number of projects under this program, including 

those aimed at climate change and the toxic spread of mercury. 1 1 5Canada is the 

coordinating country for one specific project under U N E P ' s supervision: the "Regionally 

Based Assessment of Persistent Toxic Substances". This project's mandate is listed as 

follows: 

Urquart, Doug "Canada and the Arctic Council" in Global Agenda 4(3) 1996 (The Inuit Circumpolar 
Conference, as an example, was included in the original A E P S discussions. What is important about 
aboriginal involvement in general is that aboriginals gain access to decisions affecting their habitats) 
1 1 4 Ibid. 
1 1 5 Arctic Council "Arctic Council Plan to Eliminate Pollution of the Arctic ( A C A P ) " http://www.arctic- 
council.org/acap.asp 

http://www.arctic-
http://council.org/acap.asp
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"The proximate objective of the complete U N E P project is to assess the nature and 

comparative severity of damage and threats posed by Persistent Toxic Substances (PTS) 

at national and regional levels throughout the world in order to assist decision making at 

national, regional and global levels on the assignment of priorities for preventative and 

remedial actions." 1 1 6 

In short, what this project seeks is to gather information on persistent toxins so 

that, in the future, consensus can be found regarding how best to formulate policy on the 

issue. Said another way, Canada is facilitating research on Arctic pollution (or at least 

understanding the problem in general). The project sets the end of 2002 as the time for 

global assessment reports to be completed. 1 1 7A policy statement (the Stockholm 

Convention, which wi l l be discussed shortly) has been developed and is in the process of 
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being ratified by member states. 

The Arctic Environment/Environmental Security Link 

Canada's involvement in such a project is in some ways an effective means of 

combating toxic substances. The research needed to formulate policy is ongoing and 

there is a set date for data collection and interpretation. Further, Canada is committed to 

making this a global petition 1 1 9, meaning that not solely Arctic states wi l l be presented 

with the findings. This is important for the Arctic environment because the majority of 

Arctic pollution occurs from outside the Arctic. Creating global awareness of Arctic 

environmental problems can only help develop solutions for those problems. 

" 6 " A C A P " . P. 30 
1 1 7 Ibid., p. 32 
1 1 8 Ibid., p. 31, also Arctic Council "Stockholm Convention" www.artic- 
council.org/pdf/stocholm convention,asp 
1 1 9 As an example, through the Human Security Network, which wi l l be discussed shortly. 

http://www.artic-
http://council.org/pdf/stocholm
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What is less effective about this project relates to its objective statement. 

Certainly, it is important to understand, in as much detail as possible, the existence and 

effects of persistent pollutants. What is confusing about this project's objective statement 

in particular is the fact that it suggests the resulting research wil l only be used to 

determine "priorities" for "remedial actions" rather than taking action. In other words, the 

end result of this project's research seems to be in existence only so Arctic Council 

members can decide how they might move toward solving the problems, instead of how 

they will solve the problems. The fact that two years and close to five million dollars 

(US) have been allocated to this preliminary project stage causes one to wonder exactly 

how long it wil l be before solutions may start to emerge. 

In August 2001, the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA) issued a report 

from its Modeling and Scenarios Workshop. The Workshop's mandate was to set the 

A C I A ' s foundation and "...to make specific recommendations regarding the models and 

121 

scenarios to be used in the A C I A . . . " . The report issued several warnings about the 

impact of climate change, concluding in many instances that: "...the uncertainties 

associated with climate change predictions are large". One specific study, presented by 

Manfred A . Lange, focused exclusively on the Canadian Mackenzie Basin. The study's 

results showed that climate change "...may lead to more frequent landslides due to 

permafrost thawing, lower minimum annual river and lake levels, more forest fires and 

l 2 U " A C A P " p . p. 34 
1 2 1 A C I A Secretariat, "Arctic Climate Impact Assessment Modeling and Scenarios Workshop" 
http://www.acia.uaf.edu 
1 2 2 Ib id , p. 17 
1 2 3 See "Arctic Climate Assessment Modeling and Scenarios Workshop", Invited Presentation by Manfred 
A . Lange "Regional Climate Impact Studies in the Arctic, pp. 4-5 

http://www.acia.uaf.edu
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lower yields from softwoods in the Mackenzie Basin". 1 2 4Although only one study, this 

project highlights the importance climate change monitoring, i f not climate change itself, 

presents to Canadian Arctic environmental security. Canada's participation in this 

project, and in the A C I A Workshop certainly reveals a willingness to attack 

environmental security issues. Yet on a somewhat disappointing level, the Canadian 

contingent in attendance at this Stockholm, Sweden meeting totaled one 

125 

person. Although this workshop represents just one of several such meetings, the fact 

that this one issued such a detailed report on climate change makes it somewhat 

unfortunate that Canadian participation was so low. This is true in terms of both the 

climate change debate and the environmental security agenda. As presented in the 

previous chapter, many studies are revealing that climate change is at least having some 

affect (either positive or negative) in the Arctic. In simply those terms, Canada should 

eagerly commit representation to such meetings. In terms of the environmental security 

debate, i f Canada is committed to human security, such conferences should be the rule 

rather than the exception 

Despite these specific problems, however, Canada's participation in the 

AEPS/Arctic Council itself is overall very positive. Canada, as discussed, is involved in a 

number of important projects aimed at understanding Arctic environmental problems. In 

direct reference to the A E P S , Canada's Arctic Environmental Strategy (earlier discussed) 

allowed Canadian Arctic initiatives to emulate circumpolar initiatives. 1 2 6Coordinating 

1 2 4 Ibid., p. 4 
1 2 5 See " A C I A Workshop": List of participants cites one man, John Fyfe from the Canadian Centre for 
Climate Modeling and Analysis as being in attendance. 
1 2 6 Bankes, Nigel (et al) "Toward Sustainable Development", p. 177. Specifically, The A E S and the A E P S 
expressed similar key objectives, such as identifying priorities and large environmental problems. 
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domestic and regional policy should allow better exchanges between countries, ultimately 

leading to better understanding of and means of dealing with Arctic environmental issues. 

Canada's participation in the Arctic Council is also beneficial, mainly because it provides 

a forum for countries, NGOs and Aboriginal organizations to share knowledge and 

concerns. Yet, the Council's effectiveness (and Canada's participation in multilateral 

activities) regarding environmental security itself is somewhat questionable. This point 

can be illustrated from the example of the Stockholm Convention. 

Stockholm Convention 

As discussed in the last chapter, one major Arctic environmental problem 

revolves around the existence of Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs). Through the 

Arctic Council, Arctic states are attempting to limit the production and transport of POPs. 

Very recently (June 2002), the Sixth Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee of the 

Stockholm Convention congregated in Geneva. This Meeting was actually a follow-up to 

the May, 2001 "Conference of Plenipotentiaries for the Adoption and Signature of the 

Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants". 1 2 7 The 2001 meeting formulated 

and created the Stockholm Convention, which commits signatories to regulate (with the 

end goal of eliminating) usage of chemicals that "...exhibit the characteristics of 

POPs". 1 2 8 The 2002 meeting revealed that while all eight Arctic States had, as of June 

2002, signed the Convention, only three States (Canada, Iceland and Sweden) had ratified 

1 2 7 The Conference of Plenipotentiaries for the Adoption and Signature of the Stockholm Convention on 
Persistent Organic Pollutants, http://www.arctic-council.org/finland/popstockholm.asp 

http://www.arctic-council.org/finland/pop
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it: meaning that those States had adopted the Convention as domestic legislation. 1 2 9 For 

Canada, this is a progressive and positive achievement. Certainly, the fact that Canada 

has ratified this measure exemplifies an understanding of POPs' harmful environmental 

and human effects. 

The Arctic Environment/Environmental Security Link 

What hurts Canada's action in this case, however, is the fact that only two other 

states (Sweden and Iceland) have ratified this Convention. Although all Arctic Council 

member states have signed the treaty, that means simply that they agree, in principle, to 

the Convention's mandate. Only once those countries ratify the Convention wil l it matter 

to those countries domestically. 1 3 0 Particularly conspicuous by its absence is the United 

States. Because the United States is such an important world leader, one must question 

the usefulness of such an agreement when the most powerful Arctic nation has not yet 

ratified it. What this means is that i f the United States, despite eagerly signing and 
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approving the document, does not make it domestic law, it is hard to be certain that 

Arctic pollution's flow wil l be stemmed. As the US is one of the larger industrial 

producers, and therefore one of the larger contributors to the pollution reaching the 

Arctic, such initiatives as the Convention are stunted by America's hesitation to ratify. In 

turn, Canada's participation in such an issue is somewhat hampered. Even i f Canada 

Arctic Council. "The Sixth Intergovernmental Negotiating Committee of the Stockholm Convention", 
http://wvvw. arctic-council. org/'pdf/stocholmconvention.asp 
1 3 0 This means that only through domestic ratification do international initiatives become law. If a country 
refuses to ratify an agreement, it is not legally obligated to follow that agreement's terms (like the recent 
debate surrounding the Kyoto accord). 
1 3 1 United States Government (The White House). "Remarks by the President, Secretary of State Colin 
Powell and E P A Administrator Christine Todd Whitman in Environmental Announcement", 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/newsreleases/2001/04/print/20010419-2.html 

http://wvvw
http://www.whitehouse.gov/newsreleases/2001/04/print/20010419-2.html
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commits to such legislation, there is no guarantee that without full Arctic members' 

support, the problem wi l l find rectification. 

If one Council member does not even accept environmental issues as part of 

security discourse, how can environmental security initiatives gain legitimacy in such a 

multilateral organization? The US's refusal to ratify the Stockholm Convention could be 

seen as representative of its refusal to accept environmental security concerns.1 3 2 To 

Canada, this erects a substantial barrier to the progress it seeks in the North. For the 

environmental security agenda, this represents a large hurdle towards legitimacy. Without 

American support for such issues, it is hard to foresee environmental issues gaining 

global recognition as security issues. 

Bilateral Relations 

It is, in part, because of the American adherence to traditional security that 

Canada seeks bilateral relations with other Arctic countries. Especially in the Arctic, 

Canada must seek "like-minded" countries' support on environmental (security) issues. 

One of the most important of such relationships exists with Norway. As Arctic states, 

Canada and Norway share similar existences. One such similarity is the dialogue both 

countries actively seek with their respective Arctic aboriginal groups. 1 3 3The two 

countries' Arctic histories also are intertwined. Norwegian explorers Otto Sverdrup and 

Roald Amundsen, respectively, charted land in Canada's North and sailed the Northwest 

1 3 2 The United States remains a staunch supporter of traditional security and its relevance to international 
relations. Although the U S is becoming more environmentally aware domestically, it has not subscribed to 
an environmental security agenda. See, for example, Levy, Marc. A "Is the Environment a National 
Security Issue?" in International Security 20(2), Autumn 1995, pp. 35-62 
1 3 3 From CanadaEuropa "Norway-Canada bilateral relations" at 
http://www.canada.no/eng/trade_en/noipol.htm In particular, Norway currently looks to Canada for 

http://www.canada.no/eng/trade_en/noipol.htm
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Passage. 1 3 4Canada and Norway were founding members of such multilateral 

organizations as N A T O and the Arctic Council. 1 3 5 In short, the two countries share a 

common world outlook and Arctic history. 

In specific relation to Arctic projects, Canada and Norway have also collaborated 

on several Northern focused initiatives. In the recent Canada-Norway Round Table on 

Northern Policy (held in Ottawa in May 2002), the two countries' relationship on 

Northern issues was reiterated with specific reference granted to the continuing 

importance of the Arctic Council. Specifically, the countries' continued work to foster 

sustainable development and human security was highlighted. 1 3 7 This sentiment directly 

relates to the two partners' most significant bilateral creation to date: the Human Security 

Network. 1 3 8 

Created out of the 1998 "...bilateral Partnership for Action. . ." (the "Lysoen 

Declaration"), the Human Security Network is a joint Canadian/Norwegian initiative that 

focuses on international human security issues. 1 3 9Specifically, the Network seeks to 

promote "...sustainable human development..." and to build human security. 1 4 0At the 

First Ministerial Meeting of the Human Security Network (Lyosen, May 20 1999), the 

inspiration in its land settlement negotiations with the Saami people; Canada having success (so far) with 
its creation of Nunavut (Inuit). 
1 3 4 From "Canada and Norway: Celebrating 60 Years of Diplomatic Relations" 
http://canadaeuropa.gc.ca/country_normilestones-e.asp 
1 3 5 Ibid. 
1 6 "Canada -Norway Round Table on Northern Policy, Ottawa, Ontario, May 7 2002" from 
http://canadaeuropa.gc.ca/countrv nor-f-l-e.asp 
1 3 7 Ibid. 
1 3 8 "Countries in Europe: Canada-Norway Relations" from http://canadaeuropa.gc.ca/country_nor_c-e.asp. 
also "Canadian Embassy in Norway-Overview of Canada/Norway Relations" from 
http://www.canada.no/eng/trade_en/noi"pol.htm 
1 3 9 "Canadian Embassy in Norway-Overview of Canada/Norway Relations" 
http://www.canada.no/eng/tTade_en/noipol.htm, also "Principles" 
www.humansecuritvnetwork.org/piinciple-e.asp 
1 4 0 Human Security Network "Principles" from http://www.huniansecuritvnetwork.org/principles-e.asp 

http://canadaeuropa.gc.ca/country_normilestones-e.asp
http://canadaeuropa.gc.ca/countrv
http://canadaeuropa.gc.ca/country_nor_c-e.asp
http://www.canada.no/eng/trade_en/noi%22pol.htm
http://www.canada.no/eng/tTade_en/noipol.htm
http://www.humansecuritvnetwork.org/piinciple-e.asp
http://www.huniansecuritvnetwork.org/principles-e.asp
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Network also stressed the importance of working with like-minded countries, and with 

the United Nations to increase the focus on human security. 1 4 1 In specific reference to the 

Arctic, the Network includes Arctic and Northern Cooperation as one of its mandate 

areas, further developing Canada and Norway's Arctic relationship. 1 4 2 

The Arctic Environment/Environmental Security Link 

Certainly, the Network provides an excellent forum from which human security 

initiatives can be launched, internationally. The Network's focus on Arctic and 

sustainable development issues also represents the ongoing Canadian/Norwegian 

commitment to circumpolar affairs. Furthermore, the Network's association with "like 

minded countries" and the United Nations fits into (especially) Canada's middle power 

strategy. At the same time, the Network's effectiveness in relation to both Arctic 

environmental issues and the larger environmental security debate is unclear. Despite the 

Network's Arctic mandate, the Network focuses in several other areas. This dilutes the 

Network's Arctic focus, represented by the fact that the Network's web-site lists four 

"Statements", none of which address Arctic environmental concerns. 1 4 3 In environmental 

security terms, the Network has, in addition to releasing the aforementioned human 

security "statements", conducted several Ministerial Meetings. The most recent of these 

was held in Santiago Chile in July, 2002. Apart from generally reaffirming the Network's 

commitment to human security, this Meeting called for the creation of a "Human Security 

1 4 1 Human Security Network "Approaches" http://wvvw-.humanseciiritynet\vrok.org/approaches-e.asp 
1 4 2 "Canadian Embassy in Norway-Overview of Canada/Norway Relations" from 
http://www.canada.no/eng/trade_en/noipol.htm 
1 4 3 From Human Security Network http://www.humansec uritynetwork.org/Terror_Statement-e.asp In 
particular, the most recent "Statement" reflects human security concerns in relation to the September 11 
2001 attacks on New York City. 

http://wvvw-.humanseciiritynet/vrok.org/approaches-e.asp
http://www.canada.no/eng/trade_en/noipol.htm
http://www.humansec
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Index" in order to properly assess regional human security levels. 1 4 4Although the 

Network's ongoing commitment to human security issues can be seen as positively 

representing environmental security concerns, this particular "index" recommendation 

was made with no substantial criteria regarding how it should occur. 1 4 5 What causes the 

environmental security agenda to suffer is that periodic statements and meetings 

reaffirming the Network's human security commitments are needed and worth 

reiterating, but without concrete action to reinforce those claims, no substantial 

legitimization of environmental security issues can occur. Perhaps also hampering the 

Network is its complete membership. While Canada and Norway created the Network, 

the current membership includes: Austria, Greece, Ireland, Jordan, Mal i , The 

Netherlands, Slovenia, Switzerland and Thailand with South Africa possessing observer 

status.1 4 6Although Canada must, as has been discussed, seek "like-minded" and other 

middle power states, many of these countries are not influential international actors. 

Without participation from, for example, larger European states, or the US itself, one 

wonders exactly how much impact the Network wil l have in its efforts to implement 

human security. 

One unique bilateral relationship Canada is continuing to foster exists with 

Russia. Canada has been assisting Russia in a number of Arctic areas for well over a 

decade. According to The Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Canada 

and Russia are working together in three main facets. First, the countries are working, (in 

144 «4 Ministerial meeting Santiago Chile 2-3 July 2002 Report on Conclusions and Recommendation of 
the Policy Briefing Session Presented to the 4 t h Ministerial Meeting" 
http://www.humansecuritynetwork.org/santiago annexl-e.asp 
1 4 5 Ibid. The Session discussed, for example, the necessity of utilizing "reliable data" in such an initiative: 
hardly groundbreaking information. 

http://www.humansecuritynetwork.org/santiago
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cohesion with A M A P ) towards assessing persistent toxic substances, food security and 

Indigenous peoples of Russia's Arctic. 1 4 7Canada assists in pollution assessment and 

understanding resulting health issues. 1 4 8Second, the countries focus on "Capacity 

Building" in the North. 1 4 9 This refers to efforts aimed at providing Arctic residents with 

the necessary information regarding pollution and health issues, as well as enabling 

communities to achieve sustainable development goals. 1 5 0 Third, with the United Nations 

Environment Program as a partner, Canada and Russia are attempting to maintain 

biodiversity and minimize habitat loss in the Russian Arct ic . 1 5 1 Encouragingly, the two 

countries are also making strong efforts to coordinate their activities and findings with 

the Inuit Circumpolar Conference. 

The Arctic Environment/Environmental Security Link 

There is no doubt that such bilateral relationships foster stronger ties between the 

two countries that enter into them. There is also no doubt that any work Canada and 

Russia complete together wil l provide both countries with a greater understanding of the 

Arctic's environmental security problems. This relationship is also good for Canada 

because it establishes ties with a country that was an ideological foe during the Cold War. 

Creating a cooperative relationship wil l not only allow Canada to improve its 

understanding of Arctic environmental issues, but it wi l l also allow Canada and Russia to 

1 4 6 Human Security Network "Members" www.humansecuritynetwork.org/members-e.asp 
1 4 7 Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, http : //w w w. d fa i t-
maeci.gc.ca/circumpolar/arcticcncil-en.asp#2 
1 4 8 Ibid. 
1 4 9 Ib id , also Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/ps/nap/cirliai_e.html 
1 5 0 Arctic Council, http://www.arctic-council.org/pdf/Capacity _B_Exec_rep.pdf 
1 5 1 Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, http://dfait-maeci.gc.ca/circumpolai7arcticcncil- 
en,asp#2 
1 5 2 Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/ps/nap/cirliai e.html 

http://www.humansecuritynetwork.org/members-e.asp
http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/ps/nap/cirliai_e.html
http://www.arctic-council.org/pdf/Capacity
http://dfait-maeci.gc.ca/circumpolai7arcticcncil-
http://www.ainc-inac.gc.ca/ps/nap/cirliai
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develop stronger political ties in general. 1 5 3 In terms of assisting Canada's Arctic in 

particular (as well as the environmental security realm at large) it is hard to assess exactly 

how such a relationship wi l l provide direct, immediate positives to Canada's North. This 

does not mean, however, that Canada cannot benefit from such involvement. Certainly, 

by monitoring and assisting Russian departments with their Arctic projects, Canada not 

only gains information for its own work, but potentially prevents Russia (a greater than 

average pollution offender) from repeating past mistakes (as outlined in chapter three). 

Repetition of such mistakes would, once again, affect all Arctic countries. 

Again, however, in environmental security terms, because this particular 

relationship focuses (yet again) on collecting and assessing research, it is hard to know 

exactly how Canada is moving toward rectifying Arctic environmental security issues. 

Although research is important, environmental security wil l not gain legitimacy without 

substantive action. 

Furthermore, one could question Russia's commitment to environmental 

protection, let alone environmental security itself, due to Russia's lackluster care for 

decomposing (former Soviet) nuclear submarines, stored in Arctic ports. For example, in 

October, 2002, a nuclear submarine stored at a Murmansk harbour caught fire. What 

reportedly caused the fire was "[njegligent welding...". 1 5 4Similarly, in an August 2002 

statement when questioned about how the Kursk submarine capsized (in August 2000), 

Russian president Vladimir Putin simply stated that "It sank".1 5 5These two examples 

1 5 3 Which may, in future human security related issues, provide Canada with a partner to offset the US 
1 5 4 From "Submarine on Fire in Murmansk Suburb" 
http://www.bellona.no/eri/'intemationayrussia/navy/norther_fleet/incidente/26932.htrnl 
1 5 5 "It Sank" from http://www.belloiia.no/en/international/russia/navv/nortliern fleet/incidents/23442.html 
The Kursk disaster also was the demise for 118 Russian soldiers on board. The Russian Navy and 

http://www.bellona.no/eri/'intemationayrussia/navy/norther_fleet/incidente/26932.htrnl
http://www.belloiia.no/en/international/russia/navv/nortliern
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represent only two of several similar incidences revealing Russia's concealing stance 

regarding its nuclear Northern Fleet problems. 1 5 6 The point is that Canada faces a large, 

yet necessary, task in fostering its relationship with Russia. This is especially true 

because Russia continues to experience preventable environmentally degrading events. In 

environmental security terms, it appears that focusing on the actual environmental 

problems themselves, in this case, takes precedence over fostering any bilateral 

conception of environmental security. Nevertheless, engagement in this case may 

eventually lead to a greater and shared environmental security understanding between the 

two countries. 

E) Summary 

Canada is involved, both domestically and regionally, with a number of Arctic 

initiatives. The majority of these involve research aimed at gaining complete 

understanding of how current Arctic environmental issues occur and what their 

ramifications are. It is important for such work to occur so that solutions to 

environmental problems are all encompassing. Work in the Arctic is also not easily 

completed. If weather problems and permafrost are not cumbersome enough, there is 

always the Arctic's remoteness from southern Canadian cities to hamper Arctic based 

government have since been very tight-lipped on the situation, at one point accusing American interference 
for the Kursk's sinking. 
1 5 6 For detailed insight into the problems associated with Russia's Northern Fleet, a visit to 
http://wvvw.bellona.no and the Russian Northern Fleet section is well worthwhile. There are many 
problems aside from environmental concerns that prohibit swift rectification of the environmental 
problems. 
1 5 7 This is especially true due to the negative circumpolar effects nuclear spills could have (see discussion 
in third chapter) 

http://wvvw.bellona.no
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158 research. It is no doubt hard to have to convince people that there is a problem before 

setting out to rectify that problem. 

At the same time, Canada has committed itself to a human security foreign policy 

agenda, both internationally and in the circumpolar region. If Canada truly supports a 

human security policy that, by the government's own definition, includes such elements 

as food and environmental security, then Canada must reinforce this sentiment. It seems 

currently difficult for Canada to, in particular, explicitly commit to environmental 

security. Still, there are certain things Canada can do to improve both Arctic 

environmental problems as well as its commitment to environmental security. 

For environmental security itself, one significant problem the Canadian government 

must address is how its conception of environment and environmental security link to 

human security. As discussed throughout this chapter, the link between environmental 

issues and environmental and human security remains somewhat unclear. This topic is 

discussed in greater detail in the final chapter. The final chapter also investigates both 

why Canada faces difficulty in implementing human security and how Canada might be 

able to overcome those difficulties. 

Eyre, Ken "Forty Years of Military Activity in the Canadian Arctic" 
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CHAPTER FIVE: Reconsidering Canadian Arctic Environmental Security 

As the previous chapters have revealed, the Canadian Arctic is an interesting and 

vital region. A number of environmental issues affect the Arctic and its people. The 

Northern environment is especially important for Arctic peoples, representing food 

sources, habitats and cultural identification. Based on these factors, one can understand 

just how significant environmental issues are to Canada's North. Changes in climate, for 

example, or degradation caused by the spread of toxins can dramatically affect the land, 

as well as animal and human life. In one sense, environmental protection itself is 

important because of the problems Arctic environments face. In a related and equally 

important sense, environmental security, as an element of human security, directly relates 

to Arctic environmental issues. 

In the post-Cold War years, The Canadian government has declared itself to be a 

human security proponent. The last chapter revealed some of the international activities 

and initiatives Canada is involved with that represent this human security focus.'That 

chapter also discussed Canada's Arctic human security initiatives. These initiatives are 

mainly geared toward researching environmental and health issues. Despite the 

importance of gathering, developing and producing research projects aimed at rectifying 

environmental hazards, Canada's commitment to environmental security in the Arctic 

remains unclear. 

1 For example, the last chapter discussed the Human Security Network, as well as Canada's involvement in 
such international initiatives as the Landmine Convention. 
2 See the last Chapter's discussion about various Northern programs, as well as Governmental 
Departments' work ( INAC, DFAIT) 
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Similarly, Canada's general commitment to environmental and human security 

seems unclear. Although Canada has labeled itself as a human (and environmental) 

security proponent, its actions (or inactions) in terms of granting substantial meaning to 

its human security conception causes one to question the full extent of Canada's human 

security agenda.3The purpose of focusing on the Arctic, then, is to show how Canada's 

actions in that region are pertinent to the greater Canadian human security debate. 

Canada's lack of definitive action regarding Northern environmental and human security 

concerns represents a more general concern: namely, the issue of Canada's true human 

security commitment level. If Canada is a human security proponent, then Canada needs 

to be more explicit about its commitment to the concept.4 In terms of the Arctic, this 

could manifest in a number of ways (some of which wil l be discussed shortly). In terms 

of the general human security debate, Canada would benefit from establishing a workable 

and generally applicable environmental and/or human security definition, not only for the 

Arctic's sake, but for the country's foreign policy as well . 5 

Having said that Canada needs to better commit to human security both in the 

Arctic and in general, it is important to acknowledge continuing barriers to not only 

Canada's human security commitments, but to human security's acceptance as well. The 

purpose of this final chapter is to initiate discussion, first regarding Canada's 

commitment to environmental/human security in the Arctic and second regarding the 

3 Canada's stance on human security is outlined in the Fourth Chapter. In short, the government's human 
security position is derived from various departmental websites, mainly the Department of Foreign Affairs 
and International Trade (www.dfait.gc.cal and its Human Security component (www.humansecurity.gc.ca). 
4 And, as wil l be discussed, needs to provide greater resources to the development of its human security 
agenda. 
5 Again, as mentioned in previous chapters, Canada has repeatedly stated that its foreign policy agenda 
follows human security. See www.humansecurity.KC.ca, for example. 

http://www.dfait.gc
http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca
http://www.humansecurity.KC.ca
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larger human security debate itself. In terms of the Arctic, there are some ways that 

Canada can reinforce human security. With direct reference to Arctic environmental 

problems (and their rectification), the chapter looks at four topic areas: Traditional 

Knowledge, the University of the Arctic, the Arctic Council and the need for clear policy 

initiatives. These areas each represent possible routes to entrenching human security in 

Canada's North. In terms of Canada's seemingly lackluster commitment to human 

security itself, this chapter explores two major and ongoing "roadblocks": Canada/US 

Arctic relations, and the prevailing international attitude regarding the importance of 

traditional security. Traditional security's continuing importance is another reason why 

Canada may not be willing to fully commit to environmental/human security. 

For now, it is important to consider the position in which Canada is currently 

located in the human security debate. By committing to its self-expressed human security 

agenda, Canada can be a leader in environmental security. The final portion of this 

chapter reexamines human security and its place in contemporary international relations. 

A) The Canadian Arctic: Approaching Environmental Concerns 

As the third chapter revealed, there are several pressing environmental issues in 

Canada's Arctic. Most prominent among these concerns are those pertaining to toxin 

spread and climate change. For its part, the Canadian government (as outlined in chapter 

four) has committed to identifying and assessing Arctic environmental concerns. 

Certainly, understanding each problem and their respective affects on the environment 

and, especially, human life is important. Still, to ensure that those problems become 

rectified, at some junction, concrete action must occur. Canada's progression towards 

implementing methods of rectifying these problems remains somewhat unclear at this 
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point. Although research programs are ongoing, the end result of many of these seems to 

be little more than further research projects. If Canada supports Arctic environmental 

security then there are several factors Canada should consider. Discussed here are but a 

few. 

Increasing and Dispersing "Polar Knowledge": Inclusion of Northern Aboriginals 

As discussed in the fourth chapter, the abundance and scope of Canadian "polar 

knowledge" across Canada is a well-researched topic. 6As shown in that chapter, the 

Canadian Polar Commission has established a set of "indicators" that it has used, and wil l 

continue to use, in order to determine the level of Arctic knowledge 

nationwide.7Although increasing southern Canadian Arctic knowledge levels is important 

it is also important to ensure that Northern aboriginals share in receiving and dispersing 

this knowledge. What this means is that Canada must continue to encourage participation 

from Northern aboriginal peoples. Encouraging aboriginal participation in Arctic 

environmental issues is beneficial to both the rectification of those issues and to the 

general environmental security debate. For environmental problems themselves, engaging 

aboriginal groups provides Canadian research agencies with first hand accounts of such 

environmental conditions as climate change. 8 For the general environmental security 

debate, engaging individuals and groups recognizes the relevance of the individual 

6 Canadian Polar Commission, Indicators of Canadian Polar Knowledge 1999 (Pub. 2001) from 
http://www.polarcom.gc.ca/pdf/indicators_report_en.pdf 
7 Ibid., For a more detailed description of the types of indicators used, see the fourth chapter's description 
thereof. 
8 See, for example, Riedlinger, Dyanna "Responding to Climate Change in Northern Communities: Impacts 
and Adaptations" in Arctic 54(1) March 2001, p. 96 

http://www.polarcom.gc.ca/pdf/indicators_report_en.pdf
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analytical level in security discourse.9There are specific ways that Canada can engage 

aboriginal Northerners, thereby establishing a commitment to Northern environmental 

issues as well as the broader security debate. One way is through recognizing the 

legitimacy of "Traditional Knowledge". 

Committing to "Traditional Knowledge" 

"Traditional Knowledge", in reference to Arctic aboriginals, generally refers to 

information that aboriginal groups have passed through generations. 1 0 This "information" 

exists in a number of forms, such as the sharing of traditional songs, stories or cultural 

norms.1'important for this discussion, however, as George W. Wenzel argues, "The terms 

'indigenous knowledge' or 'traditional knowledge' are sometimes used by various 

12 
commentators as synonyms for traditional ecological knowledge...". This means that 

i o 

traditional knowledge commonly refers to aboriginal environmental knowledge. In part, 

traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) refers to "...knowledge and values which have 

been acquired through experience, observation, from the land or from spiritual teaching, 

and handed down from one generation to another."14 

As discussed in the first two chapters. See also Prins, Gwyn "Notes Toward the Definition of Global 
Security (Negotiation and Global security: New Approaches to Contemporary Issues) in American  
Behavioral Scientist 38(6) May 1995, p. 817-819 
1 0 See Matveyeva, Isabella Petrovna "Traditional Ecological Knowledge of Native People" in Northern  
Review 22, Wint. 2000, pp. 99-101 
1 ' Wallace, Birgita "Traditional Knowledge and Governance in the North: Session Report" in Northern  
Review 22 Wint. 2000. Pp. 12-15 (Wallace discussed a number of criteria that traditional knowledge can 
encompass). 
1 2 Wenzel, George W. "Traditional Ecological Knowledge and Inuit: Reflections on T E K Research" in 
Arctic 52(2) June 1999, p. 114 
1 3 Ibid., 114 
1 4 Taken from Abele, F. "Traditional Knowledge in Practice" in Arctic 50(4) 1997, p. i i i- iv 
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In environmental terms, T E K refers to aboriginal groups' understandings of, for example, 

ecological or climatic change. 1 5 In other words, there are some things that Arctic 

aboriginal groups might know about Northern environmental conditions because of their 

experiences living within that environment. 1 6Due to this, there may be information 

aboriginals possess that can be utilized to better assess and resolve Arctic environmental 

17 
problems. 

The Canadian government has, in recent years, expressed its desire to include 

aboriginal groups into Arctic environmental discussions. The Department of Indian and 

Northern Affairs' "Sustainable Development Strategy 2001-2003", for example, stresses 

a desire to work with ". . .First Nations and Aboriginal organizations..." in order to better 

assess Northern environmental concerns.1 Similarly, the Department of Foreign Affairs 

and International Trade seeks to establish ". . .a Canadian and circumpolar policy research 

network, taking into account the importance of traditional knowledge, that can strengthen 

policy-relevant capacity.. . " . 1 9 

From this standpoint, then, it seems like Canada recognizes traditional ecological 

knowledge's significance. At very least, this basic understanding of T E K can be used to 

facilitate future Arctic environmental discourse. 

1 5 Wallace, Birgitta "traditional Knowledge and Governance in the North" p. 121 
1 6 Idea from Poirer, Sylvie and Lorraine Brooke "Inuit Perceptions of Contaminants and Environmental 
Knowledge in Salluit, Nunavik" in Arctic Anthropology 37(2), 2000, p. 78 
1 7 See "Needless Barriers to the Inuit Way of Life" in Silarjualiriniq 3 January to March 2000, p.2 
1 8 Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Canada, "Sustainable Development Strategy, 2001-2003", p. 
8 
1 9 Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Canada, "The Northern Dimension of Canada's 
Foreign Policy". 2000, p. 3 
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It is important however, for the Canadian government not to view T E K as merely 

a method of including aboriginal groups in environmental discussions. Canada must not 

simply encourage aboriginal "participation" in circumpolar affairs i f that participation 

wi l l not affect Northern environmental discourse. Although Canada has, in recent years, 

90 

adopted T E K as ". . .a policy requirement..." , there exists the possibility to more firmly 

entrench T E K and aboriginal participation in Northern environmental affairs. Initially, as 

Peter J. Usher argues, Canada needs to develop a more specific and applicable conception 
21 

of T E K . As previously noted, Traditional Knowledge and Traditional Ecological 

Knowledge tend to be interchanged: both have been applied to environmental concerns. 

Canada needs to develop a specific set of criteria related to T E K . For example, as Usher 

suggests, T E K should be defined to focus solely on " . . . a l l types of knowledge about the 

environment derived from the experience and traditions of a particular group of people 
• • 22 

(italics in original)". Although this definition is not far from current environmental 

conceptions of T E K , adopting such a direct and concise T E K definition would allow its 

application to a wider range of northern environmental programs. Establishing a specific 

T E K definition would also allow Canada to potentially develop legislation based on it. If 

Canada is willing to apply T E K to most environmental assessment projects in the North, 

there is no reason why Canada cannot create broader legislation regarding T E K ' s 

Quote taken from Usher, Peter J. "Traditional Ecological Knowledge in Environmental Assessment and 
Management" in Arctic 53(2) p. 184. Usher highlights a number of federal Arctic environmental 
assessment panels that were specifically instructed to include T E K in their assessments. 
2 1 Ibid., p. 185 Usher also presents a structure that T E K could follow for definition and subsequent 
implementation. 
2 2 Ibid., p. 185. Usher also describes a categorization of T E K that might be utilized in policy application. 
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application to all Arctic environmental concerns. Doing so would, in one instance, 

ensure that participation in Arctic environmental discourse includes those people (Arctic 

aboriginals) who are most directly affected by environmental problems.2 4In another, 

perhaps more important instance (important for this discussion), doing so would help 

entrench Canada's commitment to human security: it would represent a clear 

endorsement of the individual analytical level in security studies.25 

University of the Arctic 

It is easy to argue that aboriginal groups' inclusion into circumpolar 

environmental discourse should be a Canadian focal point. What is not as easy is to 

determine how to encourage and support such participation. One way to ensure 

meaningful participation is to provide resources that encourage Arctic aboriginal groups 

to become involved. After all, as Jana Kotaska argues, ". . . i t is community members who 

know the most about their community, and it is they who wi l l live with the consequences 

of such decisions" ("such decisions" refers to solutions to Arctic issues, particularly 

environmental ones).26One such resource is the University of the Arctic. 

Although there has been at least one previous attempt to establish post secondary 

learning across Northern Canada (The University of Canada North) 2 7, it was greatly 

L i The Government of the Northwest Territories, for example, adopted a Traditional Knowledge Policy in 
1993 recognizing the importance of aboriginal consultation in (especially) environmental issues. Still, 
federal legislation regarding T E K ' s relevance and application would ensure a national, versus regional, 
understanding of the concept. See Government of the Northwest Territories Traditional Knowledge Policy 
Yellowknife: G N W T 1993. 
2 4 Riewe, Rick "The Demise of the Great White North: Environmental Impacts on the Circumpolar 
Aboriginal Peoples" in Information North 18(4) December 1992, p. 1 
2 5 See chapter one for a discussion of the "individual level of security studies". 
2 6 Kotaska, Jana "Sustainable Community Development in the North" in Information North 22(3) 
September 1996, p. 1 
2 7 See, for example, Graham, Amanda "Not a Perfect Solution but a Good Illustration: The University of 
Canada North, 1970-1985" in Northern Review 12(13) 1994, pp. 117-132 or Senkpiel, Aron "Building 
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hampered by lack of government involvement. Located in Rovaniemi, Finland, The 

University of the Arctic, officially established in 1998 and officially launched in June, 

2001, already has, however, the support of the Arctic Council and of each of its eight 

• 29 i • • 

member states, Canada therefore also involved. Currently, the University provides an 

undergraduate education (a bachelor's degree in Circumpolar Studies), and is accessible 

online so that students in remote areas can still access the program. 3 0 

What is important about the University of the Arctic is that it represents one way 

Northern aboriginals can become integrated into Arctic environmental discourse. The 

University's "Guiding Principles", for example, stress the University's goals to create "a 

collective voice for the North in a globalising world" and to develop "capacity in the 
" 3 1 _ 

north, to enable northerners to address northern issues". In specific terms of the 

environment, the University seeks to re-establish the importance of Arctic environmental 

issues, particularly by respecting and incorporating Traditional Ecological Knowledge 

(TEK). It is essential that Canada build on its Arctic Council linked support for the 

University. Canadian support for this institution is important, at very least, because of 
Capacity: The University of the Arctic and its Northern Canadian Context" in Northern Review 22, Winter 
2000, pp. 126-137. Both authors discuss the University of Canada North which was a failed attempt to 
establish a Northern post-secondary institution. 
2 8 Senkpiel particularly points out the U C N concept was initiated ". . .not by government but by a group of 
interested individuals..." (pp.126-137). This meant that the initiative was hampered by logistical and 
funding problems, as well as the fact that it was supposed to represent outside academic interest in the 
Arctic, rather than encourage internal educational growth (Ibid, Senkpiel). 
2 9 See Adams, Peter "The University of the Arctic and Canada" Address to the Sixth Circumpolar 
Universities Co-operation Conference, University of Aberdeen, 24-27 June 1999, also University of the 
Arctic " A Brief History of the University of the Arctic" from http : II ww w. uro va. f./home/uarctic. Adams 
speaks directly to the Arctic Council's support of the University. 
3 0 See Johnson, Peter G. "University of the Arctic" in Arctic 52(3) 1999, p.iii-iv, also "The University of 
the Arctic-Overview" http://www.uarctic.org/overview.html. Although internet accessibility in currently 
out of reach for more remote communities, it is growing in the Arctic, potentially enabling a greater 
number of students to participate in this project. 
3 1 University of the Arctic "Guiding Principles" http://uarctic.oiK/principles.html 
3 2 Ibid., also Senkpiel, Aron "Building Capacity", pp. 126-27 

http://www.uarctic.org/overview.html
http://uarctic.oiK/principles.html
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Canada's (aforementioned) commitment to T E K . A confidence vote for the University is 

a confidence vote for T E K ' s continuing importance in circumpolar affairs. Perhaps more 

importantly for Canada, support for the University wil l represent Canada's desire to 

include aboriginal groups into Arctic relations. Mainly, this is because the University 

encourages, as mentioned above, "northerners to address northern issues". Supporting 

aboriginal participation in this institution may help reverse what Ken Coates says has 

been Canada's historical tendency to create Northern curricula with southern Canadian 

foci. 3 3Given Northerners (especially aboriginals) the opportunity to not only explore 

education pertaining to the North but potentially to become involved in circumpolar 

affairs can only help rectify Arctic environmental problems.3 4This is particularly true 

given the discussion regarding T E K and aboriginal understandings of environment. In 

relation to Chapter Four's discussion regarding the Canadian Polar Commission and 

"Indicators" of Polar Knowledge, supporting the University also would allow Canadian 

Polar Knowledge to increase, both within the Arctic and across the country. This could 

possibly increase the attention to and solutions for environmental concerns. In security 

terms, the University of the Arctic provides the opportunity for environmental security 

and human security issues to be explored from a Northern perspective. The University's 

assertion that it wi l l provide an "issue-based approach" including "complex issues 

stemming from globalization and sustainability" is positive in that human and 

environmental security issues can be derived from each of these topic 

Coates, Ken "Reversing Polarity: Perspectives on the Development of Post-Secondary Education in the 
Canadian North" in The Northern Review 22 Winter 2000, p. 141 
3 4 Idea taken from Coates, Ken "Reversing Polarity" p. 141 
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areas. Encouraging the University's growth, therefore, could also increase the attention 

given to Arctic environmental (and human security) issues. 

"Strengthening the Arctic Council" 

In addition to Canada's institutional commitment to the University of the Arctic, 

Canada has made it clear that the Canadian government wil l continue to develop its 

current relationships within the Arctic Council. From the Department of Foreign Affairs 

and International Trade's Circumpolar website, the Canadian government has outlined 

some of its strategies aimed at "Strengthening the Arctic Council". 3 60ne of these 

strategies is aimed at continuing Canadian financial support for Arctic Council projects. 

One such project focuses on monitoring persistent toxic substances and food security 

levels in the Russian North. 3 7This specific project, one of several Canada funds or 

participates in through the Council, is important for a number of reasons. First, the fact 

that the project's focus is Russia helps Canada to foster its growing bilateral relationship 

with Russia. This is important for Canada, as an Arctic nation and as a nation in general, 

because of its "middle power" foreign policy capability (as discussed in the last chapter). 

Entrenching bilateral relations is an expressed part of Canada's Northern Foreign Policy 

and is part of Canada's foreign policy in general. Fostering bilateral relationships means 

that Canada is better able to hear, and to voice, environmental security concerns. 

3 5 "Guiding Principles" http://vvww.uarctic.org/principles.html This means that human security issues are 
directly relation to those subjects. Independent study of those subjects would allow students to become 
familiar with human security issues. 
3 6 Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade "Strengthening the Arctic Council" 
http://www.dfait-maeci.gc. ca/circumpolar/arcticcncil-en.asp#13 
3 7 Ibid. "This project, undertaken by the Arctic Monitoring and Assessment Program, aims to assess the 
impact of pollution on the health of indigenous peoples in arctic Russia, and reduce those impacts". 

http://vvww.uarctic.org/principles.html
http://www.dfait-maeci.gc
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Second, this program is important because it includes, as one partner, the Russian 

Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North. 3 8As also earlier discussed, inclusion of 

aboriginal peoples, on one level, can accelerate the solution finding process for 

environmental concerns themselves. On a deeper security level, such inclusion represents 

an acknowledgment of an analytical level other than the state. This is an important 

gesture that recognizes the insecurities that the individual level of analysis can face. 

Yet commitment to varying Council projects is only part of Canada's continuing 

responsibility to the Arctic Council. In October, 2000, Canada was party to and signed 

the Barrow Declaration on the Occasion of the Second Ministerial Meeting of the Arctic 

Council. This Declaration, among other things, reaffirmed the eight Arctic nation's 

commitments to the Council, specifically mentioning the Council's importance in 

"...promoting sustainable development throughout the Arctic". 3 9This alone represents 

another important aspect of Canada's Northern Foreign Policy: recognition of the 

importance of preserving the Arctic environment. 

Notably, point four of this declaration states that the Arctic nations " . . . w i l l 

coordinate closely in international fora on environmental and sustainable development 

matters of importance to the Arctic". 4 0This suggests that, using the Council as a base, the 

Arctic states wi l l coordinate their Council efforts when attending international meetings 

hosted outside the Council's jurisdiction. This means that not only with the Council 

generate ideas regarding Arctic environmental issues, but that the Council wi l l make 

efforts to bring international attention to those issues. This is extremely important for the 

3 8 Ibid. 
3 9 D F A I T , "Barrow Declaration on the Occasion of the Second Ministerial Meeting of the Arctic Council" 
http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/circumpolar/barrow-en.asp 

http://www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca/circumpolar/barrow-en.asp
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Arctic, in the sense that Northern environmental concerns have the potential to gain 

worldwide recognition. In environmental security terms, international forum participation 

wil l help promote Canadian views regarding the importance of human security. 

During the most recent Ministerial Meeting in October, 2002, Canadian Minister 

of Foreign Affairs B i l l Graham emphasized that Canada sees ". . .a large role for the 

Arctic Council in addressing common environmental issues".4'Particularly, Canada 

reiterated its concerns regarding the Arctic Ocean, which is of specific interest due to the 

fact that it " . . .lies largely outside national jurisdiction..." and therefore ". . .its health can 

only be ensured by the joint stewardship of the eight Arctic states".42Graham also noted 

that Canada is "...prepared to co-lead, with Iceland, a workshop to begin the 

development of an Arctic Ocean strategy".43Certainly, Canada continues to be concerned 

with Arctic marine issues, much in the same way it has been for a number of years. The 

last chapter's discussion of the A W P P A strongly represents Canada's concern for Arctic 

marine issues. The fact, however, that Graham's comments are addressed to the Council, 

and reveal Canada's commitment to working with other Council members, reveals the 

Council's continuing importance. If Canada seeks progress and input on such 

environmental issues, it must actively seek inclusion into Council projects. This is 

important, not simply because exclusion might mean non-access to pertinent information 

and discussion. This is important because Canada, as a middle power, also values multi

lateral forums wherein like-minded countries can work collectively towards the best 

4 1 Graham, Wil l iam (speech) "Actions Against Pollution and Environmental Degradation" from 
http://www.arctic-coiincil.org/pmeetings/inari/dociiments/Graham_l_l .pdf 

http://www.arctic-coiincil.org/pmeetings/inari/dociiments/Graham_l_l
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possible solution for all. This is the importance of the Council for Canada's Arctic 

environmental security agenda: Canada needs to ensure that a strong Council flourishes 

well into the future in order to allow itself to have a voice in Arctic environmental issues. 

Canada also must ensure the Council's strength so that Canada might, when needed, with 

other Council middle powers, offset the United States/American interest in the North. 4 4In 

other words, in order to ensure one aspect of its Northern Foreign Policy (i.e. 

middlepowerism and multilateral relations) it is imperative that Canada continues to build 

the Arctic Council. Currently, Canada seems to be headed in a positive direction in this 

vein: time wi l l show to what extent Canada's efforts have been successful. 

B) Policy Problems 

Although it is important for Canada to continue its commitments to Arctic 

aboriginal input and bi/multilateral relationships in circumpolar affairs, Canada must also 

create substantial policy based initiatives to support its human security focus in the North. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, although research into Arctic environmental 

problems is necessary to establish the bases from which to find solutions, research alone 

does not prevent environmental degradation. Also as discussed in the previous chapter, 

certain earlier Canadian attempts to legislate environmental protection have either been 

minimal in their scopes or have focused on other issues in addition to environmental 

security (like the A W P P A and its conjoint focus on environment and Arctic sovereignty). 

Several reasons may explain why Canada has not fully committed to its Arctic agenda. 

One specific reason that permeates the literature on this subject is the government's 

4 4 (Idea taken from Ibid.)Which has included development of gas reserves, and the transport of Arctic 
natural gas through Canadian territory into the United States. 
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inability to coordinate varying Arctic research efforts, both with one another and with 

federal government agendas. 

Lack of Cohesion? 

Importantly, although Canada has declared a "Northern Foreign Policy" 

(including Arctic research)45and subscribed to a human security foreign policy agenda46, 

there exists no substantial legislation proclaiming Canada's commitment to either of 

these measures.4 7As John H . England (et al) asserts, Canada needs to create 

"...legislation that recognizes our northern identity and provides a strategy for what 

ought to be conspicuous self-interest".48In one sense, this comment exemplifies the need 

for Canada to construct legislation that reaffirms what Canadian governmental 

departments espouse as representing their Northern concerns, such as the importance of 

Northern research. In another sense, this comment, by stressing Canada's need to 

"provide a strategy" suggests that Canada lacks an overall strategy regarding its Northern 

research mandate.49 In particular, this need to provide an overarching strategy to 

Canada's Arctic endeavours applies both to governmental research agencies as well as 

directly to government departments (such as I N A C and DFAIT). As Peter G. Johnson 

argues, in terms of Northern research, "there are a large number of Canadian agencies 

setting research agendas in and for the North. Frequently, the communication between 

4 5 From Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade "The Northern Dimension of Canada's 
Foreign Policy" 2000. 
4 As discussed in the previous chapter. 
4 7 From England, John H . " A n Urgent Appeal to the Government of Canada to Proclaim Our Northern 
Identity" in Arctic 53(2) June 2000, p. 204 
4 8England, John H . , Arthur S. Dyke and Gregory H.R. Henry "Canada's Crisis in Arctic Science: The 
Urgent Need for an Arctic Science and Technology Policy" in Arctic 51(2) p. 183-190, cited in Ibid. 
4 9 Bigras, Steven C. "New Ideas About Sovereignty and Security in the Canadian Arctic" in 
Meridian/Meridien Spring Summer 2000, p. 2 Bigras asserts that Canada is a "polar nation with no national 
polar research strategy". 
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them has been poor...". 5 0Johnson also asserts that there is sometimes overlap between 

research agencies causing needless reproduction of efforts, not to mention wasted energy 

and finances.51Largely, this lack of cohesion is attributed to poorly coordinated 

governmental programs.5 2This is why Johnson, as well as others like G.S.H. Lock, urges 

the Canadian government to formulate national policy regarding Arctic research.53Setting 

an overarching mandate for Arctic research would better coordinate all forms of research 

and potentially accelerate the process of rectifying environmental degradation problems. 

Yet one wonders as to what form such "policy" would take. For theorists like 

John H . England, such policy can only take the form of an "Act of Parliament".54What 

this means is that the Canadian government would best commit to rectifying Arctic 

environmental issues by firmly entrenching that commitment in a legal Act. 5 5What such 

action implies is that the only way for the Canadian government to prove its commitment 

to environmental security would be for it to enact legislation supporting environmental 

and human security (in general and in relation to the Arctic). 

This sentiment, however, forces one to consider what criteria Canadian human 

security policy itself would include. As presented in previous chapters, several different 

departments proclaim human security to be part of their mandates (those already 

discussed are specifically the Department of Indian and Northern Affairs and the 

5 0 Johnson, Peter G. "Setting Priorities for Research in the North of Canada" in Northern Review 22 Wint. 
2000. P. 159 Johnson reveals an example wherein the Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (as discussed in 
the previous chapter) was not distributed to one "contact person within one federal agency" (p. 162). 
5 1 Ibid., p. 159 
5 2 England, John H (et al) "Canada's Crisis" pp. 184-5 
5 3 Johnson, G. "Setting Priorities" p. 159, also Lock, G.S.H. "The Trouble with Arctic Science Policy" in 
Information North 22(2) June 1996, p. 3-4 
5 4England, John H . "Setting Priorities", p. 207 England calls for such an Act that wi l l not only identify 
Canada as a polar nation, but one that wi l l also establish a structure for research and policy application. 
5 5 Ibid. 
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Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade).5 6Though these Departments 

proclaim support for human security agendas, broad statements, rather than specific 

implementation ideas, seem to rule the day. For example, one statement from the DFAIT-

supervised Human Security Network (joint initiative with Norway) reiterates the fact that 

as human security threats differentiate in regions of the world, a "...flexible framework 

of cooperation is required..." to deal with these threats.57 Although the Network specifies 

that a "flexible framework" must be created in which to resolve human security threats, 

there is no mention as to what that framework wi l l consist of, nor as to how it wi l l be 

implemented. In environmental security policy formation terms, this limits the potential 

for (as an example) a parliamentary Act to be legislated. Generic statements as to the 

nature of environmental and human security wi l l not provide substantive enough 

guidelines for any legislation creation. In effect, the Canadian government must 

concretely determine what it considers encompasses environmental and human security. 

There also appears to be, at times, a sort of self-fulfilling prophecy regarding 

Canada's lacklustre commitment to implementing human security. For example, in 

I N A C ' s "Sustainable Development Strategy 2001-2003", the "Minister's Message" 

stresses the Department's "...continuing efforts to integrate the principles of sustainable 

development into departmental decision making.. .". 5 9 Yet the same Message 

acknowledges that this process is ". . .a formidable challenge and one we know may take 

For example, D F A I T and I N A C . Both departments make commitments to human security agendas and 
both use human security terminology in direct reference to the Arctic. See discussion in Chapter Four. 
5 7 "Approaches" from http:/'/www.humansecuritynetwork.org/approaches-e.asp 
5 8 Ibid. 
5 9 Department of Indian and Northern Affairs, Canada "Sustainable Development Strategy 2001-2003", 
2000, "Minister's Message". 

http://www.humansecuritynetwork.org/approaches-e.asp
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many years to achieve".6 0What is discouraging about this statement is that there seems to 

be a willingness to allow environmental and human security issues to linger without 

solid, legislated support. Accepting that such initiatives "may take many years to 

achieve" forces one to question how committed Canada is to implementing its stated 

Northern policy agenda.61 What is particularly upsetting about both examples is the fact 

that Canada has already declared itself to be a human security proponent. If Canada is 

truly committed to environmental and human security, there seems to be little reason why 

Canada cannot reinforce that commitment through active legislation.6 2Committing to 

policy (like environmental security/human security legislation) would reaffirm Canada's 

claims regarding its human security and Arctic agendas. 

It is not within the scope of this paper to determine exactly what form such 

legislation would take. At the same time, in addition to the specific reasons why the 

Canadian government must consider Arctic environmental legislation, there are most 

certainly some important criteria that the government must include in any legislative 

attempt to promote Arctic environmental security. Foremost among these would be an 

explicit declaration regarding what the Canadian government deems environmental 

6 1 Johnson, Peter G. "Setting Priorities", p. 158 Johnson argues that there is a "low level of political 
commitment, at the federal level, to research supporting international protocols and agreements". This is 
negative both for the Arctic's environmental concerns and to Canada's overall commitment to human 
security. Why claim to be a human security proponent i f international declarations thereof are not fully 
explored and implemented? 
6 2 Analysts point especially to the United States and its progress on such initiatives as the National Science 
Foundation that resulted from American legislation aimed at probing Arctic environmental issues. The 
argument is that Canada needs to establish such an institution in order for proper research to be carried out 
(without overlap). Taken from England, John H. , Arthur S. Dyke and Gregory H.R. Henry "Canada's Crisis 
in Arctic Science: The Need for an Arctic Science and Technology Policy" in Arctic 51(2) June 1998, pp. 
183-90 
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security to be. 6 3This notion is discussed in detail in the upcoming sections. What is 

important to remember for now is that any policy formation that focuses on Arctic 

environmental issues requires a clear, theoretical basis from which to build upon. 

Currently, it is not clear that the Canadian government is in possession of such a 

theoretical conception. It is to this discussion that the paper now turns in a summary of 

some of Canada's "Roadblocks" to environmental security. 

C) Toward Human Security in the North: Roadblocks 

Although the points briefly explored represent areas wherein Canadian 

commitment must continue i f Canada legitimately seeks a Northern and Human Security 

focus, there are some reasons why this process may not be as easy as it seems. This is 

true in both Arctic and environmental security terms. For the purpose of this paper, 

however, the environmental and human security focus is of utmost importance. 

Canada/US Arctic Relations: The Northwest Passage's Relevance (Sovereignty and 

its Relationship to Security) 

Without justifying Canada's lukewarm commitment to Arctic human security, 

there are some reasons why environmental and human security policies are not more 

stringently enforced. One main reason with direct relevance to the Arctic is the American 

influence on Canada's Northern focus. 

Although the United States and Canada jointly participate in environmental 

discussions through various bilateral institutions (such as the International Joint 

6 3 Johnson, Peter G. "Setting Priorities for Research in the North of Canada" in Northern Review 22 Wint. 
2000. P.159 
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Commission), many of the environmental issues focused upon therein do not directly 

pertain to the Arctic environment.64In many ways, it can be argued that the most pressing 

Arctic issue shared by the two countries pertains to the Northwest Passage. More 

specifically, the most pressing shared issue relates to Canadian sovereignty concerns 

regarding the Northwest Passage.6 5As already discussed in the previous chapter, the 

Northwest Passage and Canada's concern for it have resulted in Canadian protection 

attempts, met with little American consideration.66In short, the two countries have very 

different opinions regarding the Passage's status. Canada believes that it has exclusive 

jurisdiction over the Passage while the United States argues that the Passage constitutes 

an international strait, meaning Canada does not have exclusive jurisdiction over 

it. There are numerous reasons for each side's position and numerous arguments 

presented for each. This subject is well worth of a paper of its own. For this purposes of 

this paper however, it is more important to investigate how this ongoing dispute affects 

Canada's ability (or desire) to focus on environmental and human security issues in the 

Arctic. 

What is important to understand about Canada's position regarding the Passage is 

that Canada's main concerns about the US's "international strait" assertion are not 

In Apr i l 2002, the International A i r Quality Advisory Board prepared a "Report Card" for the 
International Joint Commission. Although acknowledging some Arctic pollutant issues (caused by 
transboundary pollutant spread), most of the actions taken regarding the Arctic's pollution reception (and 
in general for that matter) were deemed to be insufficient. Generally, the Report Card concluded that more 
action needed to be taken in a number of areas. The specific projects and recommendations can be found in 
International A i r Quality Advisory Board "Report Card to the International Joint Commission" Apri l , 2002, 
http :/'/w ww. ij c. org 
6 5 Pyc, Cynthia " A n Arctic Science Policy? A l l We Need is a Sovereignty Crisis" in Arctic 53(1) March 
2000, p. iv 
6 6 This refers directly to the A W P P A discussion in the last chapter. 
6 7 Griffiths, Franklyn "The Northwest Passage in Transit" in International Journal Spring, 1999, p. 190 
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exclusively environmental concerns: they are also sovereignty concerns. 6 8As Elizabeth B . 

Elliot-Meisel asserts, ". . .[AJrctic sovereignty is of paramount importance, to be protected 

and preserved".69The American assertion that the Passage is an international strait, in a 

sense, is an extension of Canadian fears regarding an American presence in the North, 

perhaps left over from American military activities in the Arctic during the Cold War. 7 0 

The relevance of this issue to the environmental and human security argument presented 

throughout this paper is that it incorporates sovereignty issues into the 

environmental/human security debate. 

Sovereignty has historically pertained to state security, the level of analysis 

focused on in traditional security theory.71 Although sovereignty is something with which 

people within a state can identify, it is still something that is associated with states and 

not individuals. This means that, in terms of the overall security debate, one of Canada's 

most important Arctic concerns is, in part, a traditional security concern. Because of this 

issue's importance, there may be a tendency for the Canadian government to weigh it 

more heavily than Arctic environmental security concerns. This raises an important 

notion: Can sovereignty issues be separated from environmental and human security 

issues, especially in the Arctic? Although Canada's tendency has been to equate the two 

(i.e. through such initiatives as the A W P P A ) , the Canadian human security position does 

6 8 This also refers to the discussion presented in the third chapter. Although, as noted in that chapter, there 
are environmental issues associated with the Passage's potential opening, Canada's primary concerns lie 
with its sovereignty over the region. See Griffiths, Franklyn, "The Northwest Passage In Transit". P. 190-
191 

6 9 Elliot-Meisel, Elizabeth B . "Stil l Unresolved After Fifty Years: The Northwest Passage in Canadian-
American Relations, 1946-1998" in The American Review of Canadian Studies Autumn, 1999, p. 407 
7 0 See chapter two for a more in depth discussion of these military activities (such as the D E W Line 
project) 
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not rule out the possibility for security and sovereignty concerns to be considered 

separately. In the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade's (DFAIT) 

"Freedom From Fear" handbook itself, there is a distinction made between sovereignty 

and security. First, there is the following statement: 

It is clear, however, that states are not always guarantors of human security...In the face of 
massive state-sponsored murder, the calculated brutalization of people and appalling violations of human 
rights, the humanitarian imperative to act cannot be ignored and can, in some cases, outweigh concerns 
about state sovereignty."7 2 

Although this statement limits the extent of sovereignty's non-importance, it 

recognizes that there are times when human security outweighs sovereignty. Initially, this 

supports the notion that the two concepts (sovereignty and security) are separable: i f there 

exist situations wherein human security must be protected over sovereignty, then one 

must be able, at that those times, to distinguish between sovereignty and security 

concerns. Further, i f there exist times when security can outweigh sovereignty, are there 

also times when sovereignty concerns can outweigh security concerns? Although the 

document does not address this issue, one might very well assume, based on the above 

statement, that sovereignty can also gain importance over security concerns at specified 

times. For the environmental security debate (especially in the Arctic), this might mean 

that environmental concerns become set aside in favour of pursuing state sovereignty 

concerns. 

The same document ("Freedom From Fear") further confuses the relationship 

between security and sovereignty by making the following comparison: 

7 1 See Foster, Gregory D. "Environmental Security: The Search for Strategic Legitimacy" in Armed Forces  
& Society 27(3) Spring 2001, p. 373 Also, see the first two chapters for an in depth analysis of the 
differences between Traditional and Post Cold War security conceptions. 
7 2 DFAIT , "Freedom From Fear: Canada's Foreign Policy for Human Security" p. 3, from 
http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca/Freedom from Fear-e.pdf 

http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca/Freedom
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Vaclav Havel observed, 'The sovereignty of the community, the region, the nation, the 
state... makes sense only i f it is derived from the one genuine sovereignty—that is, from the sovereignty of 
the human being.' In a similar vein, the concept of peace and security—national, regional and global— 
makes sense only i f it is derived from individual security. This perspective informs Canadian foreign policy 
today. This is what we mean by human security.7 3 

B y using a statement about sovereignty to illustrate a separate point about 

security, the Canadian government makes it unclear as to how security and sovereignty 

are interrelated. If anything, from this statement, one might assume that the two are not 

related: that sovereignty, in this instance, was only used metaphorically to represent 

Canada's security conception. 

Specifically for the Arctic environmental debate, this confusion regarding 

sovereignty and human security pertains directly to the Northwest Passage. Canada has 

not yet faced the prospect of an easily navigable Northwest Passage. Canada wil l , 

however, have to face such a scenario i f (as discussed in Chapter Four) climate change 

significantly impacts the Passage. The result may be that traditional security concerns 

gain prominence over environmental and human security concerns7 4Although the two 

concepts are interrelated in certain Canadian environmental initiatives (notably the 

A W P P A ) , the fact they can exist as separate issues may allow the government to separate 

7S 

them and focus on one over the other. This is especially problematic for the 

environmental/human security agenda i f the Passage thaws in the near future. It is well 

within reason to suggest that, given Canada's historic nervousness regarding the Passage, 

in such a scenario, Canada's sovereignty claim to the Passage could take precedence over 
7 3 "Freedom From Fear", p. 7 http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca/Freedom_from_Fear-e.pdf 
7 4 This is to say that, while the Canadian government does not explicitly say that sovereignty issues may, at 
times, be more important that human security issues, the government also does not rule this possibility out. 
7 5 Although environmental security and Arctic sovereignty are not mutually exclusive, the potential for 
them to be approached independently exists. 

http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca/Freedom_from_Fear-e.pdf
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any other Arctic security concern. At least, the government's discussion of security and 

sovereignty does little to ensure that this occurrence wi l l not happen. 

The possibility of a focus on sovereignty issues is detrimental to the more general 

environmental/human security debate as well. Such a focus would diminish Canada's 

claim that it subscribes to a human security agenda, domestically and internationally. It 

does so domestically because it gives greater focus, as explained, to an issue largely 

associated with traditional security. It does so internationally because it diminishes 

human security's relevance to the general security debate when a human security 

proponent vehemently defends its sovereignty (traditional security) position. This is 

especially true because of Canada's stated human security focus in the North. 

Most important to the overall security debate, however, is the actual intertwined 

relationship between environmental security and sovereignty concerns in the 

77 

Arctic. Although one possible outcome of increased Passage transit might be a Canadian 

focus on state sovereignty over environmental security issues, it is more likely that 

sovereignty and security issues wil l remain linked. This is due to the negative affects an 

easily navigable Passage could have on the Arctic environment. Unrestricted use of the 

Passage could result in decrepit vessels using the waterway, thereby polluting Canadian 

Arctic regions. No Canadian jurisdiction over the area, that is, a lack of sovereign control 

over the Passage, could result in the Passage becoming an uncontrolled and unregulated 

strait, through which environmentally harmful vessels could travel. What this means is 

that sovereignty issues wil l continue to affect Arctic environmental issues. Said another 

As discussed in the fourth chapter (climate change and its impacts). 
Pyc, Cynthia " A n Arctic Science Policy? A l l We Need is a Sovereignty Crisis", p. iv 
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way, sovereignty issues wil l continue to affect environmental security, and human 

security issues. 

Yet the Canadian government's human security conception (as discussed 

throughout previous chapters) does not include sovereignty as one of its criteria under 

environmental security. In fact, two of the Canadian government's most important human 

security initiatives, the "Freedom From Fear" human security program and the 

(Norwegian) joint initiative "Human Security Network" say nothing about sovereignty 

pertaining to environmental security. The Department of Foreign Affairs and 

International Trade's (DFAIT) "Freedom From Fear" program represents Canada's 

international commitment to human security. As such, its website lists several criteria that 

encompass Canada's human security conception. Included in these criteria are, primarily, 

initiatives that seek to "...put people first" : specifically conflict prevention, civilian 

protection and public safety, among others. Interestingly, in relation to a summary 

regarding the potential for such things as drug trade, illicit arms trade and terrorism to 

affect human security, there is the following statement: "This new generation of threats 

S O • . . . . 

shows no respect for national borders...". In other words, this quotation is saying that, in 

part, state sovereignty is threatened by these human security concerns: it is also saying 

that sovereignty concerns affect human security. 

Although this is true, there is no mention of how environmental security, 

specifically, is affected by such sovereignty concerns. As an important element of 

7 8 Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Canada. "Human Security Program" 
http://www.humasecurity.gc.ca/psh-e.asp 
7 9 D F A I T "Freedom From Fear: Canada's Foreign Policy for Human Security" from 
http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca/Freedom from Fear-e.pdf 
8 0 DFAIT , "Canada's Human Security http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca/menu-e.asp 

http://www.humasecurity.gc.ca/psh-e.asp
http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca/Freedom
http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca/menu-e.asp
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Canada's human security conception, one would imagine that the relationship between 

sovereignty and environmental security would be more explicitly defined. 

In a similar fashion to "Freedom From Fear", the Human Security Network 

emphasizes its commitment to human security by restating the importance of human 

Q 1 

beings and their right to live ". . .free from want and fear...". The Network also stresses 

its recognition of sustainable development, something of particular importance to the 
82 

Arctic (as discussed). Yet there is no mention of how sovereignty pertains to human 

security, let alone environmental security. In fact, the Network tends to mention states 

only insofar as how they have created international institutions (such as the United 

Nations) within which the Network promotes its human security agenda.8 3As another 

significant outlet (The HSN) wherein Canada has professed its human security 

commitment, it is disappointing to find no linkage between environmental security and 

sovereignty. This is particularly upsetting due to the continuing importance of the 

Northwest Passage in Arctic sovereignty and security terms, as aforementioned. 

For the environmental security debate, the non-linkage between sovereignty and 

environmental security raises a number of related questions and issues. For example, 

because both the "Freedom From Fear" document and the Human Security Network 

attach sovereignty only to states, one wonders what Canada's position regarding 

"sovereignty" is. As the "Freedom From Fear" booklet itself states, individuals and sub

groups within a state possess certain levels of "sovereignty": this is how Canada justifies 

1 Human Security Network "Commitments" http://www.humansectiritynetwork.org/commit-e.asp 
2 Human Security Network "Principles" http://www.humansecuritynetwork.org/principles-e.asp 
3 Human Security Network "Commitments" http://www.humansecuritynetwork.org/commit-e.asp 

http://www.humansectiritynetwork.org/commit-e.asp
http://www.humansecuritynetwork.org/principles-e.asp
http://www.humansecuritynetwork.org/commit-e.asp
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its belief that, at times, one's own state can be the source of insecurity.8 4Does this then 

mean levels (in security terms, "analytical levels") other than the state possess some 

amount of "sovereignty"? If this is the case, why do both the "Freedom From Fear" 

booklet and the Human Security Network so heavily emphasize the importance of 

working within state created structures in order to promote their agendas?85The 

importance of the state's role is left somewhat unclear as to how the Canadian 

government views its relationship to sovereignty (and, in turn, environmental security). 

This last notion represents the most pressing argument regarding the Canadian 

government's understanding of the sovereignty/security relationship, especially with 

respect to its Northern focus. The preceding discussion is not meant to suggest that 

sovereignty and environmental security cannot co-exist: they are not mutually exclusive. 

Similarly, this discussion is not meant to suggest that sovereignty is necessarily an 

ambiguous term, therefore possessing no real meaning. This is also not the case. What 

this discussion reveals, however, is the lack of direct consideration (on the Canadian 

government's part) as to the relationship between human/environmental security and 

sovereignty. Franklyn Griffiths argues that although Canadian Arctic discussions tend to 

gain governmental responses that are framed " . . . i n terms not so much of security as of 

86 

sovereignty..." that Canadian reactions to, especially, American interference in the 

Northwest Passage include both sovereignty and environmental security elements.87Due 

to this confusion between sovereignty and environmental security issues, Franklyn 
8 4 "Freedom From Fear", p. 7, Especially the comparison to Vaclav Havel. Using this metaphorical 
statement significantly confuses the sovereignty/security debate. 
8 5 Again, as aforementioned, there is a strong message from the H S N website, particularly, regarding 
Canada's commitment to the United Nations and other international forums. 
8 6 Griffiths, Franklyn "Environment and Security in Arctic Waters: A Canadian Perspective", p. 103 
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questions whether environmental issues are truly appropriate security issues: "The 

question...is not how Canadians might conceive of international efforts to secure the 

Arctic marine environment...[t]he question is whether Canadians, or for that matter, 

anyone should be employing a discourse of security in seeking to understand and act 

upon environmental problems". 

Despite Franklyn's query regarding the environment-security linkage, it is not 

inconceivable that environmental issues can also be security issues. It is also not 

inconceivable that environmental security and sovereignty issues can co-exist in relation 

to Arctic environmental issues. If, however, the Canadian government also believes that 

Arctic environmental and sovereignty concerns can both be linked to human security, 

then the government must clearly make this connection. This connection is also 

important in relation to the last section's discussion of policy. Without a clear conception 

of the terms "security" and "sovereignty", how they relate to one another, and how they 

apply in the Arctic, Canada cannot move toward any significant Arctic environmental 

security policy. Currently, this connection, as well as the government's conception of 

sovereignty itself, has not been clearly made. 

Due to the lack of a strong conception of both sovereignty and security, one is 

forced to wonder to what extent the Canadian government is truly committed to applying 

human/environmental security initiatives in general, let alone to the Canadian Arctic. Is it 

fair to say that the government is simply fostering rhetoric, with no intent to apply its 

theory to practical situations? Currently, because of the lack of a clear security definition, 

Ibid , p. 103-104 
Griffiths, Franklyn "Environment and Security" p. 104 
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this scenario is not that far-fetched. If the Canadian government is truly committed to 

human security (and environmental security), it must first clearly conceptualize what it 

means when it uses the term, so that it wi l l be able to apply it to the Arctic environment. 

D) The "Broader" Security Debate89 

The discussion at this point does not seek to admonish Canada for its acceptance 

of human and environmental security. It is commendable that Canada has proclaimed 

human security as being important to its domestic and foreign agendas. At the same time, 

Canada cannot simply claim to subscribe to human security, while not developing 

substantial evidence that this is true (both domestic and internationally). Having said this, 

it is important to reconsider why environmental and human security (in general), as well 

as human security theorists, face an uphill battle when trying to get states to commit to 

human security issues. One of the most substantial roadblocks to human security's 

acceptance itself is the fact that traditional security concerns continue to play such 

important roles in recent international events. 

Traditional Security's Continuing Importance 

Although, as argued in the first two chapters, there has been substantial post-Cold 

War movement away from traditional security conceptions, traditional security concerns 

are not extinct. Military security issues, although perhaps not necessarily solely state 

based, continue to plague the international system. Recent events, like the attacks on the 

World Trade Center in New York in September, 2001, reinforce some basic traditional 

This is an attempt at a joke: "broad" refers both to the more general debate and to the fact that human 
security remains a relatively ambiguous theoretical concept (ha ha ha). 
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security tenets. As Walt argues (as discussed in Chapter One), security pertains to the use 

of force.9 0Although the attacks were not necessarily state based 9 1, the attacks were used 

to strike at specific economic and military targets and were undertaken by utilizing 

machinery capable of mass destruction. Perhaps more important was the fact that the 

United States responded to this disaster by initiating a military campaign against 

Afghanistan. This reaction reinforced the traditional security notions that only states can 

be affected in security terms, and therefore only states can respond to security threats. 

Although such an event is horrific and reveals the continuing importance of 

traditional security issues, the recurrence of such events undermines other security 

conceptions. In other words, as world events reinforce traditional security concepts, other 

security conceptions, especially environmental and human security, are marginalized in 

international relations. Even Canada's Human Security Network released a statement 

condemning the attacks and recognizing the importance of traditional security concerns.93 

The notion that non-traditional security concerns continue to be granted lesser 

credence internationally is further represented by the United States' current investigation 

of Iraq that has dominated international relations over the past few months. President 

George W. Bush has reiterated in recent months that the US wil l attack Iraq i f the nation 

Walt, Steven M . "The Renaissance of Security Studies" p. 212 
9 1 A t the same time, one could argue that as the Taliban was in control of Afghanistan at the time that this 
incident was indeed an act of aggression from one state to another. 
9 2 Although commercial airplanes are not necessarily considered vehicles of war, they certainly are capable 
of inflicting damage, as the 9/11 attacks revealed. 
9 3 From "Human Security Network" http://'.www.humansecuritvnetwork.org/statements-e.asp The 
statement reaffirmed the Network's importance, trying to link the attacks to the human security debate. 
Still, the statement's release alone shows the influence traditional security issues still have in other 
disciplines. 

http://'.www.humansecuritvnetwork.org/statements-e.asp
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does not allow United Nations weapons inspectors into the country.9 4This situation also 

reinforces traditional security's relevance to the general security debate. The United 

States (primarily) is concerned with Iraq's possession of weapons of mass destruction: a 

force capability. Consequently, the US is concerned with Iraq's potential ability to launch 

an attack against the US: this reinforces the state based focus of traditional security. In 

other words, the US's current position regarding Iraq reveals how important traditional 

security issues remain. Regardless of whether an actual threat exists95the fact that the US 

perceives a threat to its security, and the fact that that threat is military in nature, serves to 

reinforce traditional security's importance. Again, for environmental/human security 

proponents, it is hard to argue about the perils of, for example, climate change when the 

world's most powerful nation is concerned with weapons of mass destruction. In other 

words, traditional security issues remain important. Because of their prominence in recent 

global events, they therefore tend to gain more attention than other security conceptions. 

Also hampering, in particular, the environmental security agenda is the continuing 

argument that environmental issues do not deserve recognition as security issues. 

Although, as discussed in the previous section, Franklyn Griffiths postulates as to 

environmental issues' direct relevance to security in the Arctic, his discussion is created 

with an eye on convincing the Canadian government to concretely define what it believes 

Arctic environmental security to be. There are some theorists, however, like Marc A . 

9 4 Taken from Blanchfield, Mike "Canada Toughens Stand on Iraq" in The Calgary Herald p. A l This 
article reiterates recent American sentiment regarding Iraq. Although Iraq has recently acquiesced and has 
stated that it wi l l allow U N inspectors into the country, both Canada and the US are wary of this as an Iraqi 
tactic aimed at postponing a potential attack. 
9 5 And there has been debate on this issue, although not necessarily against the United States' position. 
Several countries support the US's suspicions, but some countries, like Canada, have repeatedly requested 
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Levy, who question the environment's overall applicability to security. Arguing that (as 

discussed in the first two chapters) security pertains only to states, Levy argues that the 

notion of environmental concerns "...being intimately connected to our deepest national 

values that they are constitutive of our security interests...has no basis except as a 

rhetorical device aimed at drumming up greater support for measures to protect the 

environment". 9 6Levy further diminishes the environment's relevance to security studies 

by arguing that i f theorists truly seek to understand the meaning of security, "...[w]hat 

we need.. .is research on conflict, not on the environment".97 

Although Chapter Two has already presented the debate surrounding tying 

environment to security, is important to understand that theorists like Levy continue to 

argue against environmental security. Levy even argues against environment being linked 

to security in terms of relating to military security issues.98The relevance of Levy's 

argument for the overall environmental security agenda is that human security proponents 

continue to face large and legitimate challenges from traditional security theorists. For 

Canada, this challenge manifests itself in Canada's ability to succinctly define what it 

means when it claims to be a human security proponent. The Canadian government must, 

as a human security supporter, more fully explain why it believes environment to be a 

key factor in its security policy. 

Human Security's Ambiguity 

absolute proof that Iraq is stockpiling such weapons and that i f so, the U S utilizes the United Nations to 
proceed on the issue. See "Two Leaders, Two Views" in The Calgary Herald September 13, 2002, p. A l 
9 6 Levy, Marc A . "Is the Environment a National Security Issue?" in International Security 20 (2) Autumn 
1995,p. 36 

9 7 Ibid., p. 37 
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Human security's acceptance into international security discourse also suffers 

because of its expansive nature. The fact that human security (which includes 

environmental security as one of its major components) seeks, on one hand, to include a 

wider range of security issues into the general security debate causes human security 

critics to claim that the field is essentially meaningless."Realist theorists, like Walt, 

assert that security discourse requires concrete boundaries, defining security in strict, 

military terms. 1 0 0Realist security theory neatly defines security in military terms, leaving 

no room for further extrapolation.101In other words, because human security is not as 

clearly defined as military security, realists view it as too all-encompassing and therefore 

too vague. In part, this assessment of human security is valid. Certainly, because human 

security seeks, as one of its components, to "widen" the security agenda 1 0 3, the ability for 

a wide range of issues to also be classified as security issues exists. 

From the realist perspective, the term "security" itself faces potential 

trivialization. This means that once the "security" label is applied to a range of issues, the 

term itself becomes too diluted to mean anything of substance. 1 0 4 This sentiment should 

not be dismissed too quickly in defence of human security. In North American society, 

the term "security" seems to apply to everything from actual national defence to airport 

Ibid. The discussion of "the nature of conflict" in Levy's article is a reference to Thomas Homer-Dixon's 
work regarding the linkages between environmental degradation and military conflict. Levy does not even 
recognize this possible linkage as representing true security concerns. 
9 9 See, for example, the discussion presented in Chapter Four regarding Canada and Human Security, also 
Tarry, Sarah "'Deepening' and 'Widening': A n Analysis of Security Definitions in the 1990s" from 
http://www.stratnet.ucalgary.ca 
1 0 0 Walt, Stephen "Rigor or Rigor Mortis?" p. 46 
1 0 1 Ibid; This debate is detailed in Chapter One 
1 0 2 See especially Paris, Roland "Human Security: Paradigm Shift or Hot Air?" . Roland makes repeated 
reference to human security's lack of structure and lack of clearly defined boundaries. 
1 0 3 Meaning that a greater number of issues are included in a human security agenda; see Chapter One 
1 0 4 Walt, Stephen "The Renaissance" p. 212, also Walt, Stephen "Rigor or Rigor Mortis?" pp. 5-48 

http://www.stratnet.ucalgary.ca
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"security" to "security" from home invasion. 1 0 5 This reinforces the realist fear that 

security is becoming too broad, too generally applied to any and all "threatening" issues. 

The fact that, throughout the international community, human security exists in varying 

interpretations and that human security's general application has, so far, been non

effective also supports the notion that human security is too broad of a concept to be of 

any use.1 0 6There is certainly a need for human security proponents (countries) to 

eliminate human (and environmental) security's "ambiguity". 1 0 7 This fact is potentially 

one roadblock to a country's (especially Canada's) ability to implement human security 

domestically and internationally. In other words, human security's ambiguity in terms of 

its practical application presents a large hurdle to overcome. If for nothing else, this 

clarification is necessary so that environmental security issues do not get dismissed 

because it is contained within an ambiguous human security envelope. 

E) Conclusion: Environmental Security, Human Security and Canada's Arctic 

Reassessed 

Having illustrated human security's shortcomings, one must wonder whether or 

not environmental security, as a component of human security, is worth pursuing. If 

international society remains focused on traditional security issues, one questions 

This is especially true since Sept. 11, 2001. "Security" as a term seems to be increasingly applied to any 
number of potential threatening issues. This occurrence reiterates the realist fear that security may become 
too broad and essentially meaningless. 
1 0 6 See, for example, Prins, Gwyn "Notes Toward the Definition of Global Security", p. 822. Prins 
discusses the need for global security initiatives to focus on conceiving a "new culture" aimed at the 
acceptance and practical application of human security issues. 
1 0 See Timura, Christopher '"Environmental Conflict' and the Social Life of Environmental Security 
Discourse" p. 105 
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1 08 

whether other security issues even matter. Similarly, environmental security's vague 

application to global discourse seems to prove that it is an ineffective concept. 

One must not, however, base one's opinions of environmental security on the 

brief time that has elapsed since the Cold War's end. As discussed in Chapter One, there 

are theorists (Ullman) who have developed working conceptions of environmental and 

human security. Ullman's conception in particular, as already noted, sets limits on what 

does and does not constitute an environmental security threat. 1 0 9 In other words, there are 

structured criteria for human security's application to "real life" events. Therein lies the 

key: environmental security's struggle to become a recognized security subject does not 

necessarily pertain to "widening" or "deepening" the security agenda. Instead, 

environmental security's struggle pertains to its actual application."0 

For Canada, the problem lies not necessarily in devising a "new" conception of 

human or environmental security. Because Canada has specific environmental security 

issues that other countries may not, Canada may indeed want to establish a definitive 

human security conception that is "Canada focused".1 "This, however, is not compulsory. 

Instead, what Canada might do is simply adopt, for example, Ullman's criteria. 

Committing to a pre-existing set of environmental security criteria would also enable 

other countries to follow suit, thereby enabling policy coordination bilaterally, regionally 

1 0 8 This was especially true for myself: one of the largest struggles I faced in completing this paper was 
dealing with the reality of Sept. 11 in security theory terms. Continued such events make one question 
human security's relevance in a militarily dominated international society. 
1 0 9 See discussion of Ullman in Chapter One 
1 1 0 Timura, Christopher T. '"Environmental Conflict'", p. 106. Timura asserts that despite its vagueness, 
environmental (and human) security is a "real and powerful discourse". 
' 1 ' Canada has created, as has been discussed in earlier chapters, a working conception of human security, 
which can be found by visiting http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca. The problem with this is that Canada has 
no substantial legislation specifically recognizing its own human security conception. 

http://www.humansecurity.gc.ca
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or internationally. The main point is that Canada, i f it is committed to environmental 

security (as it claims to be) must formally and succinctly explain what its definition of 

environmental security is. 

As to the question pertaining to environmental security's general relevance in 

international relations, the Canadian Arctic is an excellent example of why environmental 

and human security issues deserve attention and why they are so important. The Arctic 

faces ongoing environmental challenges that also affect animal and human life. The very 

fact that life itself can be affected provides impetus for environmental security's 

recognition and adoption. It is for these reasons that environmental security must not be 

dismissed because of perceptions of ambiguity. The basic ideas behind environmental 

security (for example, that threats other than military threats can affect individuals' 

securities) are good and should not be discredited because the field itself is still, really, in 

its formative years. What countries like Canada must focus on now is better 

implementation of environmental security itself, with the end goal being to facilitate 

rectification of, especially in the Arctic, environmental problems. 

1 1 2 This reference is to the discussion of Richard Ullman's ideas regarding the notion of security, as 
presented in the first chapter. 
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